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Preface 

Improving the productivity of professionals or knowledge workers is recognised as an 
important challenge to sustain growth in (economie) welfare in developed countries. This 
thesis addresses the way information technology (IT) should be put to use for improving 
productivity (i.e, effectiveness and efficiency) of knowledge workers. Throughout this book, 
the focus will be on the definition of IT-application concepts for supporting knowledge work. 
Creating a suitable fit between task characteristics of knowied ge work on the one hand, and 
the functionality characteristics of the (future) supportive IT-system on the other hand, is the 
main objective of this research. 

During the last four years I have been working on the definition, design and implementation of 
IT-support for professionals in a number of knowledge intensive organizations. This thesis 
represents an important part of the theoretica! insights and practical experiences I gained 
during this period. To express my thoughts in some parts of this book I had to construct new 
terms, concepts and expressions. These new terms and expressions wil! not always be 
considered everyday english, and may at some places ask readers to take great pains to 
continue reading. In this regard, I follow Wittgenstein, to wit: "The !i mits of my language 
mean the limits of my world". 

Th is research could nothave been completed without the support of many individuals. In the 
first place, I wish to thank my mentors, Professor Hans Wortmann, Professor Paul Bagchus 
and Gerwin Fokkink, fortheir unflagging and enthusiastic support throughout the last four 
years. Our individual and gathered meetings were always inspiring and proceeded in a 
constructive atmosphere. I also wish to express my appreciation to both my employers, 
Bolesian and the Eindhoven University of Technology. Bolesian - a member of the Cap Gemini 
Group and specialized in knowledge management and knowledge engineering - provided me 
with an enormous stream of opportunities and projects to leam, and thereby gain exciting 
practical experiences. The three case studies described in this book (Chapters 5, 6 and 8) are 
all conducted in collaboration with my inspiring Bolesian colleagues. My colleagues in the I&T 
Section of the Eindhoven University of Technology (Faculty of Technology Management) 
derserve special mention for providing a congen ia! working environment. 

Eindhoven, January 1997, Marcel 't Hart. 



Summary 

This thesis discusses the way professionals should be supported with information technology 
(IT). It deals with a specific type of professional, i.e. the cooperative repetitive professional 
(the CO REP professional). The CO REP professional performs a decision task that is 
knowledge intensive and has a semi-structured character. Examples of tasks performed by 
CO REP professionals are: 

• assessing requests for unemployment allowances; 
• advising financial products; 
• interceding the unemployed; 
• assessing tax-papers of companies. 

CO REP professionals participate in the primary (business) processes of knowledge intensive 
service organizations, such as banks, insurance companies and public enterprises. COREP 
professionals typically handle cases. By executing their tasks, professionals transform these 
cases into settled cases. They typically have a number of confreres that perform the same task. 
These confreres, for instance, read the same joumals, follow the same courses, have to apply 
the same rules and procedures, have similar backgrounds, and attend perioctic meetings aimed 
at knowledge sharing. 

Designing appropriate IT-support for COREP professionals is important for improving their 
performance. Creating a suitable fit between task characteristics of professional work on the 
one hand and the functionality characteristics of the (future) supportive IT -system on the 
other hand, is the main objective of this research. 

In this thesis three research products are described: 

1. Design rules 
These design rul es conneet task characteristics of professional work with suitable IT
application concepts. These design rules should augment the designers' intuition during the 
conceptual design of IT -support for professionals. 

2. A task analysis instrument 
Th is instrument is used for collecting and analyzing those characteristics of professional 
work that may impact the applicable TT-support. In this thesis, the concept of task 
complexity is chosen as the central perspective for analyzing tasks. Our central hypothesis is 
that IT-enabled performance improvements should be made by reducing task complexity, or 
making task complexity better manageable. 

3. A typology for descrihing the functionality of IT-applications 
This typology describes the functionality of IT-applications along a number of dimensions. 
The varietyin functionality of IT-applications encountered in practice may be expressed in 
terros of differences on these dimensions. 

To conclude this summary a short description of each chapter follows: 



1. Describes the characteristics of CO REP professional work. Furthermore the problem 
statement, research objectives and research method are descri bed. 

2. Describes some important design concepts used throughout this thesis. Furthermore, the 
scope of this research is related to other and si mil ar disciplines such as Knowledge 
Managementand Computer Supported Cooperative Work; 

3. Describes the task analysis instrument. In this instrument eight task complexity factors are 
distinguished. These factors are operationalized and embedded in the existing task 
complexity literature; 

4. Describes the IT -typology that is developed in this research. Th is typology consists of a 
genene component for typifying IT-applications in general as wellas a specific component 
for typifying IT-applications for supporting professionals; 

5. Describes the application ofboth the task analysis instrument and the IT-typology in a case 
study. In this casestudy, IT-applications are defined for supporting professionals that assess 
export insurance proposals within De Nederlandsche Bank. Based upon the defined and 
implemented IT-applications, tentative design rules are defined; 

6. Describes a casestudy in which IT-support is defined for professionals that are interceding 
the unemployed. From the defined IT-applications, tentative design rules are derived in this 
case study as well; 

7. Describes a comparison between the case studies of the two preceding chapters. From this 
comparison additional design rules and considerations are derived. Furtherrnore, a 
procedure for further developing and maintaining the set of design rules is described. 

8. Describes the application of the existing set of design rul es in a case study in which IT
support is defined for professionals working in a Civic Service Centre. 

9. Describes the conclusions of this research and provides indications for further research. 



Samenvatting 
(summary in Dutch) 

In dit proefschrift staat de wijze waarop professionals door informatietechnologie (IT) 
ondersteund moeten worden centraal. Dit proefschrift beperkt zich daarbij tot een specifiek 
type professional, namelijk de cooperative repetitive professional (CO REP professional). De 
CO REP professional verricht kennisintensieve, semi-gestructureerde beoordelingstaken zoals: 

• het beoordelen van uitkeringsaanvragen; 
• het adviseren van spaar- en beleggingsprodukten; 
• het kiezen van profielverbeteringsinstrumenten voor werkzoekenden; 
• het beoordelen van aangiften omzetbelasting. 

De typische CO REP professional is actief binnen de primaire processen van organisaties zoals: 
banken, verzekeringsmaatschappijen en overheidsinstanties. Hierin behandelt de professional 
gevallen (cases), die hij/zij grotendeels zelfstandig afdoet. De COREP professional heeft 
vakgenoten die dezelfde taak vervullen. Deze collega-professionals lezen dezelfde 
vakliteratuur, moeten dezelfde regels en procedures toepassen en hebben vaak een soortgelijke 
opleiding gevolgd. De samenwerking tussen COREP professionals komt daarom vooral tot 
uiting in het feit dat zij een gezamenlük kennisgebied delen. 

Het definiëren van de juiste IT-ondersteuning voor professionals is belangrijk voor het bereiken 
van prestatieverbetering binnen dit werk. In dit proefschrift wordt gestreefd een optimale 
afstemming te bereiken tussen taakkenmerken van professioneel werk enerzijds en 
functionaliteitskenmerken van IT -applicaties anderzijds. 

Dit proefschrift bevat de neerslag van drie onderzoeksprodukten: 

I. Ontwerpregels 
Deze ontwerpregels beschrijven bij welke taakkenmerken welke typen IT-applicaties 
toepasbaar zijn. 

2. Een taakanalyse-instrument 
Met behulp van dit instrument wordt de complexiteit van de kennisintensieve taak van een 
professional op een achttal dimensies geïnventariseerd. De resulterende 
taakcomplexiteitskenmerken zijn bepalend voor toepasbare ontwerpregels en de daaruit 
voortvloeiende IT-applicaties. 

3. Een typologie voor de beschrijving van de functionaliteit van fT-applicaties 
Deze typologie beschrijft de functionaliteit van IT-applicaties aan de hand van een aantal 
dimensies. Op basis van deze dimensies kan de in de praktijk bestaande variëteit aan 
mogelijke vormen van IT -ondersteuning worden beschreven. 

Tot slot van deze samenvatting volgt een korte beschrijving van het proefschrift per hoofdstuk: 

I. Beschrijft de kenmerken van het werk van CO REP professionals, en geeft de 
probleemstelling, onderzoeksdoelstellingen en methodologie weer; 



2. Beschrijft de theoretische concepten en stromingen die hetzij als ingrediënten, hetzij ter 
positionering gebruikt worden binnen dit onderzoek. Dit onderzoek hanteert kernconcepten 
uit de informatietechnologie, taakanalyse en kennismanagement. Kennismanagement
concepten worden in dit hoofdstuk beschreven. Verder wordt in dit hoofdstuk, het 
onderzoek gepositioneerd ten opzichte van aanverwante disciplines als Business Process 
Re-engineering, Electronic Performance Support Systems en Computer Supported 
Cooperative W ork; 

3. Beschrijft het binnen dit onderzoek ontwikkelde taakanalyse-instrument. Dit instrument is 
gebaseerd op een analyse van een achttal complexiteitsdimensies, welke worden 
geoperationaliseerd en ingebed in de bestaande literatuur op het gebied van taakanalyse en 
(taak-)complexiteit; 

4. Beschrijft de binnen dit onderzoek ontwikkelde typologie van IT-applicaties. Deze IT
typologie bestaat uit een generieke component voor het typeren van de functionaliteit van 
IT-applicaties in het algemeen, en een specifieke component voor het typeren van voor 
COREP professionals toegepaste IT-applicaties in het bijzonder; 

5. Beschrijft de toepassing van het taakanalyse-instrument en de IT-typologie voor het 
definiëren van IT-ondersteuning binnen een afdeling van De Nederlandsche Bank. Uit de 
gedefinieerde en geïmplementeerde IT-ondersteuning worden ontwerpregels afgeleid . 
Verder bevat dit hoofdstuk een evaluatie van de toegepaste IT-ondersteuning; 

6. Beschrijft de toepassing van het taakanalyse-instrument en de IT-typologie voor het 
definiëren van IT-ondersteuning voor professionals die betrokken zijn bij de 
arbeidstoeleiding van werkzoekenden. Ook in deze casus worden ontwerpregels afgeleid uit 
de gedefinieerde IT-ondersteuning; 

7. Beschrijft een vergelijking tussen de in de hoofdstukken vijf en zes beschreven 
onderzoekscases. Hieruit worden aanvullende ontwerpregels en -overwegingen afgeleid. 
Verder wordt een procedure voor de verdere ontwikkeling en het onderhoud van 
ontwerpregels beschreven; 

8. Beschrijft de toepassing van de ontwikkelde ontwerpregels en onderhoudsprocedure binnen 
een casus waarin IT -ondersteuning is gedefinieerd voor professionals die werkzaam zijn 
binnen een ServiceCentrum van de Overheid (Overheidsloket). 

9. Beschrijft de conclusies van dit onderzoek met betrekking tot de onderzoeksvragen en -
doelstellingen, en geeft indicaties voor verder onderzoek. 
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1. Introduetion and problem statement 

1.1 Background 
During the last four decades, information technology (IT) has brought important changes to 
organizations. For instance, routine tasks and calculations have been automated, and shared 
databases have been installed for registration and communication purposes. Furthermore, 
declining prices for hard- and software have made IT available for al most anybody. IT has even 
penetraled into the work environment of professionals whoperfarm semi- and unstructured 
tasks that, unlike routine tasks, can not be autornaled in the classica! sense. In these domains. 
IT is putto use as an instrument that shapes a supportive workspace for knowledge workers 1• 

Yet, in these domains IT is primarily used for word-processing, electronic mail and database
applications. These applications are important, but they support tasks and activities that are on 
the side-line of professional work. However, lately more and more IT-applications can be 
observed that aim to support the very kemel of professional work. These applications get into 
the root of professional work, which amounts to supporting cooperation, communication, 
knowledge sharing and decision making. 

The utilisation of IT in these domains is aimed at irnproving the productivity (i.e, effectiveness 
and efficiency) of knowledge workers. Irnproving the productivity of knowledge workers is 
recognised as an important challenge to sustain growth in (economie) welfare in developed 
countries (e.g., Toffier 1980, Drucker 1991 ). In these discussions concerning our post
industrial knowledge intensive society, IT is aften considered an important ingredient for 
raising productivity. 

Ho wever, designing IT -applications for professionals is difficult. Although publications of 
partial ar tata! failures are - for obvious reasans - scarce. it is cornmonly accepted that a large 
number of attempts to create successful IT-implernentations for professionals have failed. 
Explanations forthese failures rnay be attributed to the five aspects of information systerns 
developrnent distinguished by Eernelmans ( 1994). Errors rnay have been made in: 

I. rnadeling 
Designing IT-applications requires an extensive amount of rnadeling. First of all, a 
model ordescription of the cunrent and!or future application dornain is created (e.g., 
by creating business, task, or activity rnode!s). In following design stages, 
information (usage) rnode!s, knowledge rnodels, systemluser-interaction rnadeis and 
data (process) rnodels, rnay be created and irnplemented in software. All these 
rnadeis are descriptions of reality from specific viewpoints. In each of these 
descriptions, rnisconceptions may occuL These rnisconceptions will negatively 
influence the quality of rr -applications. 

2. balancing 
Designing an IT -application is a process of balancing conflicting - sametimes even 
clashing - emotions, viewpoints, disciplines and goals. User expectations have to be 
balanced with technica! and budgetary constraints. Reality conceptions of developers 
have to be balanced with the reality conceptionsof rnanagers and professionals. The 
balancing of reality conceptions often makes rnadeling a balancing effort. Balancing 

1 The terrus professionals and knowledge workers are used synonymously. 



requires communication with stakeholders and the making trade-off decisions. When 
communication efforts and instruments fail to create understanding and shared 
viewpoints, imbalance will destray the perceived quality of the design product. 

3. cantrolling 
Design processes common1y have to meet time and budgetary constraints. 
Managing, or cantrolling the design process implies: planning (time, resource 
allocation, and progress), monitoring and taking corrective actions. The quality of 
IT -applications will suffer from ineffective (project) controL 

4. changing 
IT -applications aften require, or eau se substantial changes in organizations. Some 
examples are: peop1e have to change their way of working and therefore need to be 
trained; some workers get other tasks and responsibi1ities; others may 1ose their job. 
In case of tailor-made application design (ar tailoring packages), the necessary 
change process already starts during the earliest phases of the design process. The 
feasible amount of change within an organization is one of the aspects that 
determines the characteristics of the design product. The perceived quality of IT
applications wiJl suffer from an inadequately executed and managed change process. 

5. learning 
Every design process is to some extent new and different from all others. Leaming 
should take place to profit from these new experiences in future design cases. 
Reusable (semi-) produels are to be separated and collected from elient specifïc 
design products. Furthermore, software developers shou1d receive continuous inputs 
from the fast changing technological developments in their field. We could state that 
in a hypotheticallT-app1ication of perfect quality at least all relevant leaming and 
available knowledge are incorporated. Especially due to the rapid developments in 
IT, the quality of an IT-application should therefore always be judged in the 
perspeelive of time. 

To create improvements on each of the mentioned aspects, research is amongst others 
conducted in the flelds of: 
I. rnadeling 

A. data rnadeling (e.g., Aerts et al, 1991) 
B. process rnadeling (e.g., Lundeberg et al, 1981) 
C. knowledge rnadeling (e.g., Schreiber at al, 1993) 
D. object-oriented rnadeling (e.g., Rumbaugh, 1991) 

II. balancing 
A. software quality control (e.g., Trienekens, 1994) 

lil. cantrolling 
A. estirnation and control of software development casts (e.g., Heemstra, 1 989) 

IV. changing 
A. maturity models (e.g, Nolan, 1979) 
B. participative design (e.g., Winkelhage & Marock, 1980) 

V. learning 
A. re-usable components and software factories (e.g., van Genuchten, 19922

) 

'This research is not only related to 'leaming' but has astrong emphasis on 'controlling' as well. 



In the following sections, it will bedescribed that this research is aimed at the impravement of 
modeling. However, unlike the above mentioned rnadeling and balancing research fields, this 
research is not aimed at developing a general rnadeling language, method or technique. The 
scope of this research is limited to designing IT-applications fora specific type of professional 
work. This type of professionalworkis conducted by cooperative repetitive professionals (as 
described in Sectien 1.2). Furthermore, notall rnadeling necessary for designing IT
applications for these professionals is supported. Throughout this book, the focus wil! be on 
the definition of IT-application concepts for supporting professional work. Creating a suitable 
fit between task characteristics of professional work on the one hand, and the functionality 
characteristics of the (future) supportive IT-system on the other hand, is the main ob jeelive of 
this research. By matching work characteristics with support system characteristics at least one 
of all possible errors in designing IT-applications for professionals may be avoided. 

1.2 Cooperative repetitive professionals 

Professional work exists in many different forms and may be encountered in different types of 
organizations. In this research, we focus on a specific type of professionals called cooperative 
repelilive professionals (COREP-professionals). Befere abstractly defining CO REP
professionals, some examples of tasks fulfilled by these professionals need to be mentioned: 

+ in insurance companies: 
• assessing insurance proposal forms 
• advising tailor-made insurance produels 
• assessing damage claims 

+ in banks: 
• advising personal financial planning strategies 
• assessing credit-worthiness of small businesses 

+ in pubtic enterprises: 
• assessing requests for unemployment allowances 
• assessing tax -papers of companies 
• assessing requests for endowment 

+ in industry: 
• accepting sales orders 
• approving purchase orders 

The above mentioned professional tasks have some important characteristics in common. 
These characteristics are used for distinguishing CO REP-professionals from other types of 
professionals and non-professionals. 

The characteristics of CO REP-professionals can bedescribed along the following dimensions: 

I. Type of organization 
2. Type ofprocess 
3. Type oftask 
4. Type of input and output 



5. Type of cooperation 

ad 1. Type of organization: knowledge intensive service organizations 
CO REP-professionals work within service organizations, or service providing parts of 
industrial organizations. In terms of Platier ( 1996), these service organizations aften are 
Data Intensive Service Organizations (DIS Os). The input, and (semi-)products of the 
business processes of DIS Os are data collections that are documented on data 
containing media. However, notall service organizations in which CO REP-professional 
work may be called DISOs. CO REP-professionals handle cases (see: ad 4) that may be 
inthefarm of documented data collections (e.g., insurance proposal farms). However, 
they may handle non-doeurnenled or partly doeurnenled cases as well. Especially 
assessing, and thus documenting, physical or abstract inputs, is a typical professional 
task. Consider, for instance, the taskof arealestate appraiser. Characteristic for this 
taskis the appraiser's ability to valuate real estate. This valuation task requires a 
diverse set of both physical inputs (that originate from the object) and abstract inputs 
(e.g., market conditions) to be transformed into a structured data collection (i.e., a 
price). Therefore, the input for professional tasks is nat always a documented data 
collection, which implies that professionals are nat necessarily working within DISOs. 

Mintzberg (1983) has defined two organization types in which COREP-professionals 
aften occur (although this does nat imply that they do nat exist within his other types). 
In the Professional Bureaucracy, "the professional has two basic tasks: to categorize the 
client's needs in terms of a contingency which indicates which standard program to use, a 
task known as diagnosis; and to apply, or execute, that program. ... The procedures which 
professionals u se are difficult to u se, yet are well defined. This means an environment that is 
bath complex and stabie - complex enough to require the u se of difficult procedures that 
can be learned only in extensive forma! training programs, yet stable enough to enable these 
skills to become well defined - in effect, standardized." 

In the Adhocracy the environment of the organization is far more dynamic. Due to the 
dynarrric character ofthe environment, innovations must be created continuously which 
implies that the organization can nat rely on standardization of procedures. Therefore, the 
Adhocracy re lies on the highly developed knowledge and skills of professionals. 

CO REP-professionals are aften working in organizations that are somewhere in between 
Mintzberg's Professional Bureaucracy and Adhocracy. The environment is aften nol as 
stabie as required for the Professional Bureaucracy. Procedures do nat have the character of 
executable programs, nor can they be learned completely in extensive forma! training 
programs. In COREP-professional domains, procedures contain gray areas in which 
professionals have to create their own work scenario on the spot. However, these 
unpredefined werkscenario's are not as extensively present as in Mintzberg's Adhocracy, 
where there are hardly any procedures at all. 

When the organizations ofCOREP-professionals can nat be called typical DISOs, 
Professional Bureauerades or Adhocracies, the question remains in what type of 
organizations COREP-professionals are particularly encountered. The service organizations 
in which COREP-professional workis performed, seem to have at least one important 
common characteristic. In these organizations, knowledge is a key resource that is probably 
equally important as technology is in industrial organizations. Therefore, these organizations 
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are commonly typified as knowledge intensive (service) organizations (e.g., Weggeman and 
Boekhoff 1995, Sadler and Milmer 1993). The IT-support for professionals described 
throughout this book is aften aimed at improving the accessibility and collectivation of 
knowledge. Therefore, the IT-applications applied may aften be characterized as knowledge 
management instruments in knowledge intensive organizations. 

ad 2. Type ofprocess: primary (business) process 
The COREP-professionals that perfarm the above mentioned tasks, all participate in 
the primary (business) processes of knowledge intensive service organizations. In this 
research. the definition of COREP-professional work is restricted to "production" tasks 
within these primary processes. This implies that the typical COREP-professional does 
nothave a managerial role in these processes. For instance, workflow coordination is 
not considered a typical COREP-professional task. Of course, the COREP-professional 
is an archetype, which implies that in practice professional workers may be encountered 
that combine COREP-professional tasks with managerial tasks. However, these 
managerial tasks are not considered typically professional. 

ad 3. Type oftask: analysis tasks 
The tasks of COREP-professionals typically have a limited number of outcomes. For 
instance, assessing a damage claim may result in either accepting, rejecting, or 
adjourning the case. In literature this type of tasks - characterized by a limited number 
of outcomes - is aften referred to as an analysis task (e.g., Andersen 1980, Kerr 1990). 
Decision tasks are aften divided into analysis tasks and synthesis tasks. Typical 
examples of synthesis tasks are designing and planning. In these tasks, the salution 
space is unlimited, for the number of possible synthesis productsis unknown, or infinite 
(SKE, 1995). This implies that the ultimate synthesis product is one acceptable instanee 
that is drawn from a potentially unlimited collection of possible solutions. 

Synthesis tasks are aften performed by professionals as wel! (e.g., designers, planners). 
Ta distinguish these synthesizing professionals from analyzing professionals. we will 
refer to these professional types as respectively innovative versus repetitive 
professionals. In figure 1.1, these types of professionals are depicted along a dimeosion 
that describes the degree of structure of the professional tasks. In literature, a 
distinction is made between structured, semi-structured and unstructured tasks {e.g., 
Keen and Scott Morton 1978). Professional work is nat completely structured for there 
always exists some degree of indeterminalion {Boreham, 1983). Indetermina ti on refers 
tothefact that professional work can not be formalized completely (see section 1.3}, 
for there always wiJl occur new, unpredescribed and unexpected a spects or situations. 
Synthesis tasks performed by innovative professionals are less structured than the 
analysis tasks of (cooperative) repetitive professionals, since synthesis tasks have an 
unlimited outcome variety while analysis tasks are characterised by a limited outcome 
variety. 



type of work: 
Routine 
work 

type of decision tasks: 
formalized 
routine task 

Repelilive professional 
work 

non-formalizable 
analysis task 

lnnovative professional 
work 

non-farm alizable 
synthesis task 

degree of indeterm i nation 
------------------~--------------------~-----------------~ 

~ structured 

degree of structure 
Figure l.I.: Types of professional work. 

ad 4. Type of input and output: cases 

sem i-structured unstructured 

COREP-professionals typically handle cases. By executing !heir tasks, professionals 
transfarm these cases into settled cases. These cases may be completely documented 
(e.g., insurance proposal forms), or have a (partly) non-documented format (e.g., a real 
estate object in the context of estimation, a human being in the context of medica] 
diagnosis). 

The typical CO REP professional handles a small number of cases per day (roughly 
between two and ten cases per day). Th is number of cases is an indicator for the degree 
of structure in the professional task. A large number of handled cases per day may 
indicate that the task is relatively simpte, while a Jarger amount of necessary processing 
time per case may be an indicator for complexity and indetermination. 

The COREP-professional typically handles one case at a time. A new, or other case is 
handled after the farmer has been settled (settling includes temporary postponing or re
routing toother workers). 

ad 5. Type of cooperation: shares a knowledge space with confreres 
COREP-professionals are cooperating with confreres and other workers in a number of 
configurations: 

• Cooperation within the business process 
CO REP-professionals typically share their business process with upstream and/or 
downstream workers. These other (possibly professional) workers fulfill other tasks 
on the cases. However, these other tasks on the cases are performed independently 
of the COREP-professionals' tasks. This implies that COREP-professionals are not 
team workers in the strict sense, for in team work there is a mutual dependency3 

between partic i pants (Schmidt and Bannon 1992). The COREP-professionals' tasks 
can be fulfilled independently of the tasks of other workers because: (1) other tasks 
on the samecase specific data are performed in an other time frame4

, or (2) tasks 

3 Mutual dependency is defined inSection 2.8. 
4 i.e., other task are performfed distinctively before or after the COREP professionals' tasks. 
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fulfilled on the samecase specific data do not interfere with each other. 

• Cooperation by sharing a knowledge space with confreres 
CO REP-professionals typically have a number of confreres, that perform the same 
tasks. These confreres may be in the same location (e.g., in the same building), but 
may be geographically distributed as wel!. An important characteristic of this form 
of cooperation is the fact that these confreres share a knowledge space. They, for 
instance, read the same joumals, follow the same courses, have to apply the same 
rules and procedures, have similar backgrounds, and attend periodic meetings aimed 
at knowledge sharing. This type of cooperation has been called distributed 
cooperation by Schmidt (in Rasmussen et al., 1991 ). 

• Cooperation by sharing case specific data with other business processes and 
professional domains 
In some professional domains case specific data is shared with other professional 
domains. In these domains (e.g., social securities domains in the Netherlands), data 
sharing is embedded in a collective data-infrastructure. Through procedures or other 
protective mechanisms, simultaneously working on cases and editing case specific 
data is avoided. In this manner, sharing case specific data doesnotlead to the 
complex mutual dependencies and interactions that are characteristic for teamwork. 

1.3 Can repetitive work be called professional work? 

Sofar, cooperative repetitive professionalworkis defined and positioned in relation to 
innovative professional work. In practice, innovative professional work is commonly accepted 
as being professional. However, the professional qualities of CO REP-professional work are 
not always obvious. The term repetitive may be interpreted as repetitious, a job quality that is 
not always easily associated with professionalism. In Section 1.2, it has already been described 
that repetitive professional work is semi-structured instead of well- or unstructured. The 
difference between semi- and unstructured tasks depends u pon the existence of a limited or an 
unlimited outcome variety. Regarding the difference between semi- and well-structured tasks 
(i.e., professional and non-professional tasks) a question remains: how can wedetermine in 
practice if a task is semi-structured and therefore be called repetitive professional? 

Determining the professionalism of a job or task in practice may be difficult because it strongly 
depends upon the amount of information we (outsiders) may have conceming the work. Some 
jobs or task may even be considered (or expected) professional, but when enough information 
is gathered the perceived professionalism beferehand is demystified5 completely. 

Of course, the majority of professional workis not demystified and structured completely after 
analysis. For true professional work counts that - even after analysis and rationalisation - there 

5 Boreham ( 1983) stated that there commonly is some mystification conceming the true complexity and 
structure of professional work. Mystification is often consciously stimulated by professionals to avoid 
rationalisation and annoying interference by third parties (such as the Technostructure, in termsof Mintzberg). 
When work can not be analysed, there is a smaller chance that it is demystified. Certain professionals 
historically have had strong and influential professional communities that protected these kinds of work from 
analysis efforts by outsiders. 
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wil! remain novel, unpredescribed cases, aspects and situations. Because of the existence of 
these navelties the work can not be structured completely: Given our current degree of 
technological development, only human professionals are effectively capable to cope with these 
novelties. In these navel situations professionals make, amongst others, use of their (individual) 
value systems to interpret the nuance of the situation. Although these value systems always 
remaio to some degree individual and unique, organizations try to align these systems by 
educational programs, training, and experience exchange. In case of doubt conceming the 
professionalism of some kind of work, professional tasks may be recognised by the existence of 
structural, or long-lasting debates and differences of viewpoints between socially respected 
specialists. 

1.4 Problem statementand research objective 

In everyday practice, so-called application architects or business consultants are defining IT
applications for supporting professionals. If these designers are already capable of defining IT
support for professionals, we could ask ourselves why we should take great pains to research 
the matter scientifically. However, in practice as wel! as in literature some important problems 
are encountered: 

Defining appropriate fT-support for professionals is difficult 
First of all, as is described in Section 1.1, designing IT -applications for professionals is 
difficult. There are many errors that have to be avoided throughout the design and 
implementation process ofiT -applications. One of the problems in designing IT -support for 
professionals is to create a suitable fit between task characteristics of the work that is to be 
supported on the one hand, and the functionality characteristics of the (future) supportive 
IT-system on the other hand. ldentifying the appropriate functional characteristics to be 
included in end-user systems has proved more cha!lenging than expected (March, 1987), 
(Mitroff & Mason, I 983). 

oe Due to a lack of scientifically developed design knowledge, the definition of IT
applications for professionals is practiced as an art 
Up to now, defining IT-applications for professionals is generally practiced as an art rather 
than as a well-structured engineering discipline. Designing IT-applications that affect 
professional work into the root, is a relatively young engineering discipline. At present, no 
scientifically developed knowledge is available for matching task characteristics of 
professional work with different types ofiT-support. Therefore, leaming from past 
experiences, repetition of good practises, as wel! as the accumulation of design knowledge 
is largely an individual leaming process for every designer. Th is phenomenon is recognized 
by authors in related fields of engineering. Singh Kahai & Cooper ( 1990) have identified this 
need for IT-supported communication: "An important function of several computer based 
information technologies is to support task communication. However, information systems 
designers do not have a framework that can help them select in formation technology that 
wiJl provide efficient and effective communication support." Authors such as Davis et al 
( 1989) show the Jack of IT -support design knowledge in more general terms: "Recognizing 
the difficulty of specifying the right system requirements based on their own logic and 
intuition, designers are seeking methods for evaluating the acceptability of systems as early 
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as possible in the design and implementation process." 

From this problem statement, the following research objective can be derived: 

~ Develop, or select a task description language that is suitable for descrihing relevant6 

characteristics of CO REP professional tasks.To facilitate the applicability of this task 
description language in practice, it should be worked out into a task analysis instrument. 

~ Develop, or select an IT-application typology that is suitable for descrihing the variety of 
IT-applications on a conceptuallevel. 

~ Develop design rules that conneet task characteristics of professional work with suitable 
IT-application concepts. These design rules should augment the designers' intuition during 
the conceptual design of IT-support for professionals. 

The design rules should link task descriptions with IT-application types. Together, these three 
components constitute a design framework for defining IT-support for COREP-professionals. 
This design frameworkis aimed at improving modeling. Modeling is to be improved by 
providing a more structured approach to defining IT-support for professionals. This more 
structured (model-based) approach will take designing TT-support for professionals one step 
further from an art towards a well-structured engineering discipline. 

1.5 Research method 

In literature, two types of scientific research approaches can be identified, namely, the theory
developing (analytic) research approach and the design-oriented (applied) research approach 
(Van der Zwaan 1990, Den Hartog and Van Assen 1989). A well-structured data set, 
containing reallife cases in which TT-support for professionals has been defined, implemenled 
and evaluated, is not available nor obtainable for this research. Therefore, a design-oriented 
approach has been chosen. Design-oriented research, according to Den Hartog and Van Assen 
( 1988), is focused on developing procedures that provide a basis for better designs. 

Three design supporting research products are developed, viz. (1) design rules, (2) a task 
analysis instrument and (3) an IT-application typology. The task analysis instrument and IT
application typology specify the terminology used in design rules. For developing each of these 
research products, a specific method has been used. 

Methodfor developing the task analysis instrument. 
For developing a task analysis instrument, first an analysis perspective has been defined. In this 
research, the concept of task complexity is chosen as the central perspeelive for analyzing 
tasks. The choice for this perspeelive is based u pon our hypothesis that aspects of task 
complexity can be made manageable by employing the specific characteristics of IT. For 
descrihing different task complexity aspects, we have defined eight task complexity 
dimensions. These eight dimensions have been embedded in literature and operationalized in 

6 relevant for defining IT -support 
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the task complexity analysis instrument. This instrument is tested on applicability and inter
assessor reliability. 

Methodjor developing the IT-application typology. 
The IT-application typology developed in this research consistsof a general and a specific 
component. The central perspective in the general typology component is: with what types of 
functionalities may IT-applications support their users. The more specific perspective in the 
specific typology component is: with what types of functionalities may IT -applications support 
the tasks of CO REP professionals. In the validation of this typology, completeness, 
acurateness and distinctive power are used for testing the quality and practical usefulness of 
the typology. 

Methodfor developing design rules. 
In this thesis three design cases are described in which the researcher has acted as a designer of 
IT-support for COREP professionals. By following this research approach, design knowledge 
is explicated from a players' perspective. In terms of van Aken ( 1994), the research er 
participates in his role as researcherin a reflective cycle (i.e., the research process) and, in 
order to generate "reflections", he participates as a designer in one or more regulative cycles. 
A regulative cycle is an organizational design and change process. This process roughly 
consists of the following phases: problem choice, diagnosis, remedy, and evaluation. In one of 
the three described case-studies a complete regulative cycle (design, implementation and 
evaluation in practice) has been made. In the other two cases, evaluations of the design are 
based u pon responses of professionals, managers, and fellow designers on the non
implemented design. 

Drawing general conclusions conceming the quality of the overall design framewerk -
consisting of: (I) design rul es, (2) task description language and analysis instrument, and (3) 
IT-application typology -,is difficult due to the small number of case studies in which these 
three components have been applied together. However, by following the approach described 
in this thesis a design case base is developed. This case base contains design cases, including 
tentative design rul es, that are described in the language of the design framework. Following 
this approach, the design framewerk wil! be further extended, improved, documented and 
evaluated in a structured manner. 

1.6 Structure of the thesis 

The main structure of this thesis is as depicted in Figure 1.2. Chapters 2, 3, and 4 present the 
theoretica! background of the research. In Chapter 2, some important design concepts are 
described that are used throughout this book. Furthermore, the scope of this research is related 
toother and si mi lar disciplines, such as Knowledge Managementand Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work. In Chapter 3, a model-based approach is developed for the analysis of 
CO REP-professional tasks. In Chapter 4, a description model for ex pressing the variety of IT
applications for professionals is presented. 

Chapters 5, 6, and 8 present the case-studies in which IT-support is designed and evaluated. In 
Chapter 5, IT-support is designed, implemented and evaluated for professionals that give 
ad vice conceming the acceptability of elient specific export credit insurance proposals. In 
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Chapter 6, an IT-support concept is developed for interceding and improving the market-value 
of unemployed people. In Chapter 7, the two case-studies described in Chapters 5 and 6 are 
compared and evaluated. Furthermore, a procedure is described for maintaining and further 
developing tentative design rules. In Chapter 8, the proposed procedure and tentative design 
rules are applied by designing IT-support for informing and advising citizens in Civic Service 
Centres. Finally, in Chapter 9 some conclusions are presented and directions for further 
research are discussed. 
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2. Design concepts 
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Figure !.2.: Structure of the thesis 
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2. Design concepts tor defining IT-support 

2. 1 Introduetion 

In defining IT-applications for professionals, a substantial amount of existing knowledge for 
designing IT-applications is used. This chapter describes a framework to structure design 
knowledge, and positions the knowledge gap that this research aims to fill along the 
dimensions of this model. Furthermore some important design concepts are descri bed. These 
concepts originate from a variety of (research) domains, and constitute a collection of mental 
frameworks that we have used in the definition process of IT -applications for professionals. 

2.2 Structuring design know/edge 

Knowledge conceming the design of IT-applications may be conceptualized as is represented 
in Figure 2.1. Design knowledge needed for IT-application creation is clustered in three 
categories: 

I. Design concepts: Design concepts represent theories, thoughts, viewpoints, and 
paradigms used in the design process. These are the conceptual building blocks for 
the creation of the design product. 

2. Design instruments, rules and guidelines: In design instruments, rules and 
guidelines, relationships between design concepts are descri bed. For instance, a 
design rule connecting the concepts 'user participation' and 'user acceptance ' might 
be stating 'when user participation in functional design is stimulated, user acceptance 
during and after implementation will be enhanced'. 

3. Design methods: Design methods provide a decomposition of the designprocessin 
different activities and phases. In each of these phases different concepts, instruments, 
and control mechanisms may be used. These methods form the structure or context in 
which different concepts, instruments, rules and guidelines may be used. Possible 
methods used in IT-application design are, e.g. Structured Design Methodology 
(SDM), Structured Knowledge Engineering (SKE), or Effective Technica! and Human 
Implementation of Computer Systems (ETHICS)7

• 

7 Some methods (e.g., ISAC (Lundeberg et al, 1986)) not only describe phases but contain method-specific 
design instruments as wel I. Metselaar et al therefore distinguish between product and process-oriented 
approaches. For instanee IS AC contains a product and a process-oriented approach. In our tenns design 
methods reflect the process-oriented approach, and design instruments, rules and guidelines reflect the product
oriented approach. 
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Design know1edge: a collection of design concepts and ru1es structured in a method. 

The distinction between design concepts on the one hand and design instruments, rules and 
guidelines on the other hand requires some additional explanation, since design concepts may 
contain lower level concepts including relationships between these lower level concepts. The 
concept 'task performance' may for instanee contain the concepts 'task efficiency' and ' output 
quality' . Efficiency and quality may be related in a rule stating that a decreasein quality 
negatively affects efficiency, for certain sub-tasks may have to be repeated in order to repair 
quality deficiencies. These rules and relationships within design building blocks (theories, 
thoughts, perspectives) should not be confused with relationships as stated in design 
instruments, rules and guidelines. The difference between relationships within each of the 
design concepts and relationships between design concepts can be defined as following. 

In the design process, relationships within concepts may be considered starting pionts for the 
design process. These relationships are conceptualizations of the world ( or better: Universe of 
Discourse), that are not changed in the context, or as a result, of the design process. These 
relationships may therefore be considered stabie and created by the environment of the 
designer. Relationships between concepts (as represented in design instruments, rules and 
guidelines), are less stabie for they can be altered and improved within the context of the 
design process. New empirica! design experiences may for instanee alter these relationships. 
Therefore, the designer is not merely using these relationships, but has to reflect continuously 
on their applicability and usefulness. Due to the unique synthesis character of design tasks, the 
designer has to reflect on the applicability and usefulness of concepts and design relationships 
between concepts for every new design. Thus, the difference between design concepts on the 
one hand and design instruments, rules and guidelines on the other hand is based upon: 

I . the stability and maturity of concepts versus the comparative instability and 
immaturity of instruments, rules and guidelines; 

2. the distinction between what is to be considered as given ingredients from other 
related domains (i.e., concepts), versus what is to be considered as core, dornestic 
domain knowledge (i.e., instruments, rules and guidelines). 
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2.3 Design knowledge tor determining IT-support tor professionals 

As is described in Chapter one, this book aims to fill in a gap in existing design knowledge 
conceming the definition of IT-applications for professionals. In this section this gap is 
positioned along the three mentioned aspects of design knowledge: (I) design instruments, 
rules and guidelines, (2) design concepts, (3) design methods. 

Design instruments, rules and guidelines 
This research aims to provide design rules that augment the designers' intuition during the 
definition of IT-support for professionals. These design rules should fill in a gap in existing 
design instruments, rules and guidelines. In addition to these design rules, an instrument for the 
analysis of task complexity as wel! as an IT -application typology are developed within this 
research. There arenoother specific instruments that are used (as inputs) or should be 
described in addition to the products of this research. 

Design concepts 
To provide a complete summary of all concepts used as input throughout this book is fairly 
impossible, since design tasks are commonly characterized by a substantial of amount of tacit 
knowledge. Therefore in following sections the second-best option is chosen, which amounts 
to descrihing a collection of consciously used concepts. These concepts originate from 
domains and research areas other than thisdomain (i.e., the definition of IT-support for 
professionals). 

Design methods 
The design instruments, rul es and guidelines proposed within the course of this book aim to 
support the designer in the earliest phases of the IT-application design process. In most 
commonly used design methods, the definition of IT -support is conducted in a phase that is 
often called "pre-study" or "definition study". These methods, such as SDM, ETHICS, SKE, 
IAD, etc., differ in the abstraction/specification level reached during these early phases. 
Therefore it is more accurate to consider the knowledge products of this research as 
supporting in early design phases, in which IT -support is defined in terms of abstract 
functionality or application types. During following design phases these abstract application 
types are to be transformeel in detailed functional specifications. These following phases are 
beyond the central focus of this research. 

2.4 Design concepts 

In this section, some design concepts that are consciously used throughout this book are 
described. Some concept (categories) are more intensively used than others, or are primarily 
used for demarcation and positioning this research. Therefore, a distinction is made between 
"core concepts" and "peripheral concepts". 

The concepts are classified in the following categories: 
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• Core concepts 
• Infonnation technology. 
• Task analysis 
• Knowledge management 

• Peripheral concepts 
• Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) 
• Electtonic Perfonnance Support Systems (EPSS) 
• Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) 

In the concepts used for defining TT-support for professionals, a distinction is made between 
core and peripheral concepts. Core concepts are (or may) directly (be) used for defining IT
support for professionals. Peripheral concepts are not used directly for defining TT-support, but 
are primarily important for positioning and demarcating this research in relationship with other 
research domains. 
In this book, a set of connections (in the fonn of design rules) is created between the core 
concept categories "task analysis" and "infonnation technology". Because of their relative 
importance these concept categories are described in separate chapters (i.e., Chapters three 
and four) . All other above mentioned concepts are worked out in the course of this chapter. 
These concepts are defined and embedded in existing bocties of literature. Furthennore, the 
importance of these concepts for defining TT-applications for professionals is descri bed. 

2.5 Knowledge Management 

In recent years knowledge intensive organisations have started to consicter knowledge a vita! 
resource, that often suffers from a Jack of management. As any other vita! resource in value 
adding, knowledge should be managed explicitly in order to avoid unnecessary perfonnance 
loss. "Knowledge Management is defined as the active and goal-oriented control for the u se of 
knowledge in organizations in which knowledge is a major resource in value adding. The 
management of knowledge i nel u des every facet of the management process: planned and 
structural assessment of knowledge needs and availability, planned and structural acquisition, 
restructuring, storage, distribution, allocation, maintenance and removal of knowledge." ('t 
Hart et al, 1993) 

Knowledge management is aimed at avoiding, or reducing the following characteristic 
problems associated with knowledge: 

• corporale amnesia 
Corporale amnesia refers to the phenomenon that organizations tend to fail in 
retaining acquired knowledge. People that possess vita! knowledge guit their jobs 
and disappear, thus leaving their lessons leamed unretrievable. 

• knowledge opportunity toss 
Due to poor management of know led ge resources, organizations may fa i 1 to 
capitalize their knowledge potential. Full utilization of their knowledge potential 
might for instanee result in higher levels of flexibility, and more product and process 
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innovation. 

• knowledge bottlenecks 
The flow in business processes is restricted when unfinished products have to 
compete for scarce expert capacities. By explicitly rnanaging these scarce knowledge 
resources, scarcity problems may be anticipated and avoided (e.g., by applying 
knowledge engineering, education or persennel recruitment) . 

• quality, efficiency and throughput time losses 
When knowledge is not available when needed, this wil! result in poor or insecure 
product quality. Efficiency losses will occur due to: (I) increased search efforts for 
knowledge, and (2) increased reliance on quality inspeetion and control tasks to 
cope with the poor, or inconsistent product quality. These additional search and 
inspeetion efforts, as wellas "knowledge bottlenecks" willenlarge the average 
throughput time within the business process. 

Knowledge management is focused on reducing, controlling or even removing the above 
mentioned knowledge problems. As a management discipline, Knowledge management has 
streng relationships with two more traditional disciplines: i.e., Human Resources Management 
and Information Management. Traditionally (i .e. , in Human Resources Management), 
knowledge was (implicitly) managedas an integral characteristic ofthe available human 
resources. Through building and applying knowledge based systems, organizations have grown 
more and more accustomed to the fact that knowledge and people are to some extent 
separable. By applying techniques from Knowied ge Engineering, large amounts of tacit 
knowledge may be elicited, modeled and implemenled in knowledge based systems. This 
development has caused us tothink of knowledge as a resource that is available on different 
knowledge providing media. The term knowledge providing media is deliberately chosen for it 
represents our viewpoints on the differences between data, information and knowledge (see 
sectien 2.5.1). 

In knowledge management both humans, knowledge based systems as wellas traditional media 
such as books, libraries, etc., are considered knowledge providing media. In organizations, 
knowledge should be managed from an integrated point of view, i.e., not restricted by 
traditional management boundaries, or application domains of individual knowledge providing 
media. In Box 2.1, a simp ie example of an integrated knowledge management plan is described 
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lntegrated knowledge management plan 

In financial management, a new management panacea occurs at the horizon. A leading consulting fmn 
wants to ride this next wave in financial management and therefore aims to integrale this new panacea 
withintheir "services offering" before the end of this year. An integrated knowied ge management plan is 
formulated, in order to gain sufficient competence levels for developing this new consulting product. 
The integrated knowledge management plan covers the following aspects: 

• personnel reeruitment will (amongst others) be aimed at students from universities that have a strong 
position in new financial management topics; 

• strategie partnerships will be organized with universities and "early adopting" companies in order to 
gain practical experience; 

• the library's acquisition policy will be focused on books and papers in this field; 
• electTonic media (Internet) will be searched periodically for relevant information; 
• conferences on this topic will be attended; one conference wil! be organized with strategie partners in 

the field; 
• a training plan wiJl be created for (further) developing the expertise of consultants on this particular 

topic; 
• what costs and expected returns on investments are associated with the execution of the plan; 

• etc. 

Box 2. 1: Example of an integrated knowledge management plan. 

The above mentioned integrated knowledge management plan shows that all individual aspects 
are quite conventional instruments within organizations. The difference between integrated 
knowledge managementand conventional management is not necessarily found in the 
individual "knowledge actions" chosen, but is found inthefact that all individual actions and 
aspects are placed within the context of an explicitly stated knowledge goal. 

Creating knowledge goals and plans is one of the instruments used in knowledge management. 
Insection 2.5.2., a collection of currently known knowledge management techniques and 
instrumentsis described. This survey is partly based upon on material from the "KM-forum" on 
Internet (KM-forum, 1996). First, in section 2.5.1., our viewpoints on the differences between 
data, inforrnation and knowledge are descri bed. 

2.5.1 Knowledge versus information 

Nowadays, media such as books, journals, and libraries (either on paper or in electron ie forrn) 
are often considered as containing knowledge. For instanee the Internetor other (full) text 
retrieval facilities are often presentedas knowledge containing media. In knowledge 
management this line of thought is often foliowed by stating that these media should be 
managed in the context of an organization 's total knowledge management efforts. However, 
traditionally these media are often considered inforrnation (or more correctly data) containing 
media. The ancient philosophical debate conceming the difference between in formation and 
knowledge therefore seems to have gained actual relevanee again (e.g., see the knowledge vs 
inforrnation discussiontrack on the KM-forum (KM-forum, 1996)). In Box 2.2, a selection of 
statements from different authors on the difference between inforrnation and knowledge is 
described. Despite these definitions and statements, the difference between knowledge and 
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information is "far less clear than it is alleged to be and consequently can hardly be taken as a 
solid basis for the demarcation of IM (Information Management, mth) and KM" (Essers & 
Schreinemakers, 1996). However, in descriptions and discussions conceming knowledge 
management, it is almost inevitable to provide a definition, or at least a position statement, 
conceming the difference between knowledge versus information. In this section, our 
viewpoint with respect to this topic is described in the context of this research. Th is viewpoint 
shows some important similarities and some important differences with the statements of other 
authors mentioned in this Section. 

Kuhn (1970): 
"lnfonnation is as much knowledge infectedas observation is theory-laden" 

Kant ( 1962): 
"Knowledge without infonnation is empty. Information without knowledge is aimless and blind" 

T.S. Eliot (1963): 
"Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? Where is the knowledge we have lost in infonnation?" 

Lave (1993): 
"Knowledge always undergoes construction and transformation in use" 

Sierhuis (KM-forum, 1996): 
"Today's view about knowledge is changing. Knowledge is not sernething that is stored in the brain. 
Knowledge is created in a situation, and is never again used in exactly the same way. This is called situatedness 
or situated action. As an example, think about a ballet daneer dancing on stage. There is no symbolic 
knowledge about the dance stored in the brain of the dancer. It is created while dancing, lislening to the mus ie, 
feeling the music, and the audience. It will never be that samedance again (Suchman, Clancey, Edelman, 
etc) .... We can represent knowledge as infonnation (i.e. symbols), but that is not the same as knowledge. 
Knowledge is fluid, tacit, and forever changing. We cannot reeall knowledge, as we can reeall infonnation, we 
can only experience a situation as si mil ar andreact to it in a similar way ...... a knowiedge-based system does 
NOT contain knowledge, it represents knowledge as infonnation that can be applied dynamically by the 
system." 

Wiig (KM-forum, 1996): 
"Knowledge consists of facts, truths, and beliefs, perspectives and concepts, judgments and expectations, 
methodelogies and know-how. Knowledge is accumulated and integrated and held over time to handle specific 
situations and challenges. Infonnation consists of facts and data organized to describe a particular situation or 
condition. We use knowledge to detennine what a specific situation means. Knowledge is applied to interpret 
infonnation about the situation and to decide how to handle it." 

Furthennore, Wiig states that the progression from signals to data, from data to infonnation, from infonnation 
to knowledge, and from knowledge to wisdom may be a continuurn with many gray areas where it may not be 
clear what is in formation and what is knowledge. These gray areas typically become clearer when consictering 
how the infonnation/knowledge will be used. 

Box 2.2: Statements on the differences between information and knowledge in literature 

The statements of Kuhn, Kantand Eliot illustrate the difficulties they observed in 
distinguishing between knowledge and information. Our viewpoint on the differences between 
knowledge and information has some similarity with the above stated definitions, but differs on 
some important points as wel!. Points of agreement are: 

• knowledge facilitates performing "situated action" (Sierhuis); 
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• information consistsof facts and data organized to describe a particular situation or 
condition, while knowledge is applied to interpret the situation and to decide how to 
handle it (Wiig); 

• information and knowledge are difficult to distinguish (Kuhn, Kant, Eliot) and 
consictering how the information/knowledge is used wil! reduce these difficulties 
(Wiig). 

Points of disagreement are: 
• signals, data, information, knowledge and wisdom progress on a continuurn (Wiig). 

We doubt whether the differences between these concepts may bedescribed on one 
continuum, and whether all discussions between the differences between knowledge 
and information may be attributed to the "gray" areas on this single dimension; 

• knowledge always undergoes construction and transformation is use (Lave). In our 
op in ion some specific types of knowledge may be relatively stable, and wil! therefore 
not always change during u sage. Other types of knowledge wil! be subject to 
learning during usage. 

Conceming the difference between information and knowledge, in this research, the following 
line of thought is followed. 

Knowledge is considered a resource that creates8 a capacity to act and decide goal-oriented in 
specific situations. Some part of this resource may be stabie and mature enough for elicitation 
and documentation, while other parts remain tacit in hu man brains. Both knowledge and 
information may be stored cognitively, on paper or in other forms (e.g. physical structures). 
We do not (try to) typify what is storedas either knowledge or information (or their 
representations in data or any other media). However, the usage of what is stored or 
represented may be typified as either knowledge or information (usage). For the ease of this 
discussion, we wil! cal! the information or knowledge that is stored a data representation (while 
other, for instanee cognitive representations are possible as wel!). In the context of tasks, the 
difference between knowledge or information usage may bedefinedas follows. 

In tasks, information u sage is the usage of data representations when these representations are 
transformed from input into output by the task. For instanee an insurance proposal is 
considered as representing information, when this representation is processed during the task 
"assessment of insurance proposals". Inputted data representations may either berepresenting 
case-dependent information (e.g., insurance proposal no. 690916), or case independent 
information (e.g., the current Dow Jones index). Knowledge usage is the usage of data 
representations when these representations are used as reference structures for task execution9

. 

These reference structures are used more or less repeatedly, and are not processed (i .e., 
transformed) themselves during task execution10

• 

8 Knowledge is probably not the only resource that is necessary for creating this capacity. Knowledge could be 
considered the software that is needed for this capacity. This software resource should be implemenled on a 
hardware capacity such as human brain cells in order to achieve intelligence. 
9 The task context may be considered a work-oriented variant of the unspecified context of situated action in 
generaL For in work, tasks create the situations that require situated action. 
10 The task execution is not predominantly aimed at transforming and improving the reference structures used. 
However as a secondary process, or by-product, learning may occur resulting in mutations of the reference 
structures. 
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In the context of a task, for answering the question whether a data representation' s u sage 
should be considered knowledge or information usage, we have to determine whether the 
specific data representation is processed and transformed in the task, or whether it is used as a 
reference structure. Data representations are represented on data containing media such as 
books, reports, and databases. A more difficult question to answer is, whether data containing 
media should be considered knowledge providing media, or information providing media. This 
question is more difficult to answer, fora data representation provided by a medium may be 
used as information by one specific user in one specific situation, while an other user uses this 
data representation as a reference structure during task execution. This question should be 
answered for defining the difference between knowledge and information providing IT
applications in Chapter four. 

We use the "presentation of data representations" as a distinguishing criterion between 
knowledge and information providing media. The way data representations (that is: notcase 
specific representations) are presented to task performers, determines whether the providing 
media are considered either information or knowledge providing. In information providing 
media, the presentation of data representations is not specifically geared to task execution. For 
instance, the Internet, or the newspapers, contain data representations that are not presented 
for supporting specific tasks or situated actions. In these media, data is presented for general 
usage. Although most in formation providers wil! want their data to be useful to their readers' 
actions and tasks, the way data is organized and provided to the users is not specifically geared 
to any usage situation in particular. 

In knowledge providing media, the presentation of data representations is specifically geared to 
performing a predefined number of tasks. In knowied ge providing media, a task related context 
is provided by explicitly presenting the applicability of data representations in terms of task 
related conditions. Examples of typical knowledge providing media are instrucüon manuals and 
cooking books. These media are specifically geared to enable users to act as required in 
installing their equipment or preparing a meal. 

2.5.2 Knowledge management instruments 

A number of instruments and solutions are observed for applying knowledge management in 
(knowledge intensive) organizations. These instruments and solutions are classified in the 
following categories: 

• knowledge-oriented organizational design: 
The importance of knowledge management in an organization may have its impact on 
organizational design. Creating the post of chief knowledge officer (CKO) for 
rnanaging the processes of capturing, distributing, and effectively using knowledge, is 
an organizational design instrument that is adopted by organizations such as Hoffman
LaRoche, GE Lighting, Gemini and McKinsey (Davenport, 1994). Davenport states 
that the CKO is "the designer, implementer, and overseer of an organization 's 
knowledge infrastructure, including its libraries, knowledge bases, human resources, 
computer knowledge networks, research centers, and academie relationships." 
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• knowledge planning: 
When an organization has analyzed its knowledge sourees on usefulness, 
appropriateness and weaknesses, it is able to plan for the future. Consictering (more) 
general strategie plans, an integrated knowledge plan may be formulated , in \\'hich it is 
defined how knowledge resources will be developed. 

• facilitating knowledge sharing: 
Most knowledge management efforts in organizations seem to be directed towards 
improving knowledge sharing. This is often accomplished by applying IT-applications, 
such as knowledge bases, full text retrieval engines, etc. Forsharing knowledge, 
knowledge aften neects to be extemalized. The externalization of knowledge is the 
process oftransforming tacit knowledge held by individuals into explicit knowledge 
that is transferable toa group of organization members (Nonaka, 1994). For 
externalization, techniques and methods from Knowledge Engineering are often used. 

• applying knowledge reallocation: 
Knowledge realiacation camprises the separation of knowledge from its original 
resources. After separation, knowledge is made available in other stages (physical 
locations) of the business process. By reallocating knowledge to earlierstages of 
business processes, workers in these earlierstages have more knowledge at their 
disposal. By increasing the availability of knowied ge in earl i er stages of business 
processes, this concept aims to make these tasks more comprising and autonomous. 
Because these early stages in business processes (sometimes called "front office 
processes") are in direct contact with clients, the clients can be serviced more 
effectively and efficiently. 

2.5.3 Knowledge management within this research 

Throughout this book, a number of IT-applications is defined for supporting CO REP 
professionals. These IT-applications are aften aimed at supporting: (1) systematic task 
execution, (2) leaming from past experiences and best practices of confreres, (3) knowledge 
sharing. These are the characteristics that are typical in the field of knowied ge management. 
Facilitating knowledge sharing is the knowledge management instrument that is applied most 
extensively in this research. However, this research should not be considered a knowledge 
management research solely, since the IT-enabled management ofknowledge is only one of the 
ingredients used for creating performance improvements in tasks of CO REP professionals. 
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2.6 Business process re-engineering 

There is little agreement in literature of what Business Process Re-engineering (BPR) exactly 
is, or should be (Renkema and Dolan, 1 995). Dav en port (1990) has called BPR "Process 
lnnovation" which is defined as "the analysis and design of workjlows and processes within and 
between organizations". According to Hammer (1990), BPR has a radical character: 
"Reengineering is the fundamental analysis and radical redesign of business processes to 
achieve dramatic improvements in critica! measures of performance". Alter ( 1990) defines BPR 
as a radical redesign effort as well, but introduces information technology as an additional 
element: "Business Re-engineering (also known as work re-engineering or business process 
redesign) is a methodological process that uses information technology to radically overhaul 
business processes and thereby attain major business goals". Venkatraman (1991) proposes a 
more differentiated approach towards the radical element in BPR: "BPR involves the 
reconfiguration of the business using IT as a central lever. Instead of treating the existing 
business process as a constraint in the design of an IT infrastructure the business process itself 
is redesigned to maximally exploit the available IT capabilities". 

Th is book fellows the definition of BPR proposed by Venkatraman, because of the nuance in 
specifying the rad i cal element of BPR. Overhauling business processes can be done on different 
description levels of business processes. One could, for instance, redesign the task distri bution 
between human acters while on a more detailed level, individual tasks (i.e., tasks allocated to 
individual employees) can be redesigned as wel!. Although the fermer is far more radical than 
the Jatter, both require a fundamental rethinking of the way work has to be done. Thus in our 
opinion, the central element in BPR is not the rad i cal character of the redesign effort. The 
central element is the maximal exploitation of IT capabilities in the redesigned business 
processes. 

2.6.1 The role of IT in BPR 

The role of IT in BPR can be described on different levels of business transformation (levels of 
change). The levels ofiT-induced business transformation in this sectien are paraphrased from 
Venkatraman (1991, pp. 127-128) (see Box 2.3). Venkatraman states that the first two 
business reconfiguration levels are viewed as evolutionary, requiring relatively incremental 
changes in the existing organizational processes. Although these levels are considered 
evolutionary, Brown (1994) states that the changes required of an organization moving from 
level one to level two are profound. The other three levels are conceptualized as revolutionary, 
requiring fundamental changes in the nature of business processes. The central premise at the 
revolutionary levels is that IT is a lever for designing business processes and that it should not 
be simply overlaid on the existing organizational context. The potential benefits are predicted 
to increase with each succeeding level of IT u sage (Keen, 1988), although there is considerable 
risk associated with moving to the revolutionary levels without mastering intemal inlegration 
(Yapp & Macdonald, 1992). 

I . Localized exploitation 
"Level one is localized exploitation, concemed with the exploitation of IT within business 
functions, or different stages of the business process. This localized deployment of IT 
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applications is often concerned with the improvement of efficiency of operations. 
Applications servesome localized goals without necessarily influencing related areasof 
operation." 

2. Internal inlegration 
"Level two is internat integration, which is a logica! extension of the first in the sense that 
IT capabilities are exploited in all the possible activities within the business process. The 
deployment of a common IT platform serves to integrale the organization's business 
processes, potentially enhancing efficiency and effectiveness." 

3. Business process redesign 
"Level three is business process redesign, involving the reconfiguration of the bu~iness 
process using IT as a central lever. Instead of treating the existing processes as a constraint 
in the design of an optimum IT infrastructure, the business process itself is redesigned to 
maximally exploit the available IT capabilities. This reflects conscious efforts to create an 
alignment betweentheIT infrastructure and the business processes." 

4. Business network redesign 
"Level four is business network redesign, concerned with the reconfiguration of the scope 
and tasks of the business network involved in the creation and delivery of products and 
services. Th is includes the business tasks within and outside the forma! boundaries of a 
focal organization and the consequent redesign of this "virtual business network" through 
IT capabilities." 

5. Business scope redefmition 
"Level five is business scope redefinition, concerned with the raison d'être of a 
corporation, pertaining to the possibilities of en larging the business mission and scope 
(through related products and services) as well as shifting the business scope (through the 
substitution of traditional capabilities with IT-enabled skills)." 

Box 2.3.: Venkatraman's levels ofiT-induced business reconfiguration 

2.6.2 Business Process Re-engineering versus Knowledge Management 

In order to create performance improverneut both knowledge management and Business 
Process Re-engineering can be combined in an integrated change effort. Specific knowledge 
management instruments are powerful change agents in facilitating Business Process Re
engineering. In the following sub-sections the applicability of the instruments "facilitating 
knowledge creation, capturing and sharing" and "knowledge reallocation" are described related 
to different business reconfiguration levels. 

Applying "knowledge reallocation" on revolutionary business transformation levels 
Knowledge realiacation is an instrument that facilitates business transformation on 
revolutionary change levels. By reallocating knowledge to locations near clients (such as front 
offices), intermediale harriers, transportation processes and waiting queues are avoided for the 
majority of cases. Back office professionals will only have to fulfill their tasks on the most 
complex minority of cases that cannot be settled in the front office. 
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In Box 2.4 an example is described of knowledge realiacation applied on Ven ka traman 's level 
four (i.e., business network redesign). 

In a number of insurance companies in the Netherlands, intelligent systems have led to 
redesigned business networks. The most profound example of this kind of systems are the 
insurance acceptation systems which insurance companies have implemenled in agents' 
offices. In the past, one went to an insurance agent for auto collis ion insurance and then the 
person ( or the agent) filled in a request form, which was sent to a central office of the 
insurance company. After having filled in the form the person went home to wait (several 
days or even weeks) for an answer from the insurance company. Currently, it is possible to 
get the answer immediately, due tothefact that a number of insurance companies have 
installed intelligent systems that reside in the agents' offices. The knowledge needed to 
make the decision of acceptinga new client, which was formerly centralized at the ma in 
office of the insurance company, is now reallocated to the geographically distributed 
agents. This reallocation of knowledge, from the central office to the individual agents near 
the clients, has reduced lead-times (time-to-market) of the insurance company. Time-to
rnarket is reduced due to the removal of intermediary processes, i.e. the transportation and 
waiting queues between the insurance company and the agents have largely disappeared. 
The quality and efficiency of the assessments have improved considerably as well, for 
knowledge based systems have proved to work more consistently than human beings do. 
Consequently, this consistency facilitates uniformity of working methods. ln addition, the 
quality of work of the knowledge workers at the central assessment department has been 
improved as well. Ninety percent of all request forms (the standard cases) are presently 
handled by the knowledge based system. This implies that there is relatively more time 
available to handle the more interesting or novel ten percent of the remaining cases. This 
remaining ten percent is handled "pre knowledge reallocation", although more effectively 
and efficiently now due to the reduced workload. 

Box 2.4.: Knowledge reallocation applied for business network redesign (adapted from 't Hart, 1996) 

Applying ''facilitation of knowledge capturing and sharing" on evolutionary business 
transformation levels 
Facilitation of knowledge capturing and sharing is aimed at collectivization of knowledge. 
Knowledge held by individual employees is externalized and communicated with confreres 
when needed during the course of operations. Whenever this effort is conducted by applying 
IT, it should be categorized as an evolutionary business transformation effort in termsof 
Venkatraman. If the IT-enabled knowledge sharing instrument is applied in single business 
functions, or local stages of the business process, it should be typified as a localized 
exploitation effort. If this knowledge management salution is applied for various stages of 
business processes, it is putto use on the internat integration level. 

Summarizing this section, we may conetude that knowledge management instruments may be 
used for facilitating both evolutionary and revolutionary Business Process Re-engineering. 
"Knowledge reallocation" is described as a knowledge management instrument that may be 
applied for revolutionary transformation, while "facilitating knowledge capturing and sharing" 
is used for evolutionary transformation levels. 
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2.6.3 Business Process Redesign versus this research 

In BPR projects workflows are redefined using IT as a central lever. Business process 
engineering changes are, amongst others, made in the: 

• definition and contents of tasks 
Rethinking business processes may lead to the remaval of former task definitions. 
Tasks may be integrated, split up, extended or simplified in order to create new and 
improved task contents. These changes in task contents will often be caused by 
engineering changes in one of the following change elements. 

• sequences of tasks 
In BPR projects, task sequences may be altered which quite often amounts to the 
fact that sequentia! task routings are replaced by paralleled task routings. 

• task distribution 
In this context, task distri bution refers to the division of labor between workers. In 
BPR projects the di vision of laboris often changed by increasing the number of 
tasks allocated to one type of worker. 

• task tooling and support 
Task definitions, sequences and distribution may be changed by just rationalizing 
and rethinking the way work is done in the existing business process. However, the 
change in task definitions, sequences and distribution is facilitated by changing task 
tooling and support (e.g., by changing IT-support). By providing more powerlul 
tooling: (I) task contents may be extended, (2) task sequences paralle led, and (3) 
task distri bution reduced to minimum levels. 

In this research, task tooling and support is manipulated by applying IT. As a result task 
definitions and contents may be affected and changed. These changes will, however, never be 
extensive to such a degree that task sequences and distri bution wil! be affected. Because of the 
fact that these task elements remain unchanged, we could state that the (extemal) relationships 
between tasks are not affected by the way these tasks are changed in contents and tooling 
themselves. In others words, IT is only applied for changing the intemal structure of existing 
tasks, while the extemal structure (i.e., the relationships between tasks and their performers) 
remains unchanged in this research project. 

2. 7 Electronic Performance Support System 

In the last decade IT has been applied for educational purposes. IT used for leaming is often 
called Computer Based Training (CBT). A shortcoming of CBT applied for on the job leaming 
is the fact that workers have to quit working while using the CBT-application. In other words, 
training with CBT is a separate event (Gery, 1989). An Electronic Performance Support 
System (EPSS) is a way to integrate leaming at the workplace for it supports and monitors 
employees while they are working (Bastiaens et al, 1995). An EPSS not only offers 
functionality for task-related leaming. In order to provide integrated "just in time" leaming an 
EPSS should be considered an integrated task supporting workbench. Bastiaens et al have 
stated that: "EPSS is an concept which integrates the e1ectronic sourees employees need to do 
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their job". They identified four types of components within an EPSS environment: an 
information component, an advise component, a tools component, and a learning component. 

2.7.1 EPSS versus this research 

The concept of EPSS, that integrates all electrooie sourees within one task supporting IT
environment, is strongly related to type of IT-support that is defined for professionals 
throughout this book. The support systems defined for professional could be called EPSSs 
lacking just one important EPSS-component, i.e. the leaming component. In this context, it 
may be questioned if the scope of this research should nothave been extended, incorporating 
learning on the job as a specific research theme. 

In the discussion consictering on the job learning we should differentiate between on the job 
learning of non-expert professionals on the hand and professionals that already have reached 
the expert level on the other hand. For both types leaming on the job may be important, 
respectively for either becoming or staying an expert level professional. Both types will require 
different learning support since a priori knowledge levels are different. 

In this research we focus on supporting expert level professionals, and are not concemed with 
the question of supporting novices to become experts. In our opinion, defining task support for 
expert level professionals is not necessarily connected to the way on the job learning of novices 
should be IT-supported. Developing design knowledge conceming the way expert level 
professionals should be IT-supported is sufficiently ambitieus at this point in time. Developing 
knowledge conceming the way IT-support should be defined for leaming or rnanaging these 
tasks may be a next, or other challenge. There are no reasoos to assume that (in the end) the 
results of each of these efforts can not be combined. In the future, this may lead to an 
inlegration of this type of research with the EPSS research. 

2.8 cscw 

An other concept related to this research is Computer Supported Cooperative Work. "CSCW 
should be conceived as an endeavor to understand the nature and characteristics of cooperative 
work with the objective of designing adequate computer-based technologies" (Bannon and 
Schmidt, 1989). The concept of "cooperative work" in CSCW is indeterminate. "There are 
many forms of cooperative work, and distinctions between such terms as cooperative work, 
collaborative work, collective work, and group work are not well established in the CSCW 
community" (Schmidt and Bannon, 1992). In a number of publications conceming CSCW 
cooperative work is simply defined as group work. For instance, Greif (1988) defined CSCW 
as "an identifiable research field focused on the role of the computer in group work." Examples 
of groups are "teams, projects, meetings, committees, task forces, and so on" (Johansen, 
1988). 

Other authors (e.g., Schmidt and Bannon, 1992) have a more braad conception of cooperative 
work and include all farms of work in which people are mutually dependent in their work and 
therefore are required to cooperate. "Being mutually dependent in work means that Arelies 
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positively on the quality and timeliness of B's work and vice versa and should primarily be 
conceived of as a positive, though by no means necessarily harmonious, inter-dependence" 
(Schmidt and Bannon, 1992). Schmidt and Bannon their definition of cooperative work implies 
that professionals (and non professional workers) sharing one common business process should 
be considered a form of cooperative work. 

The type of IT-applications created for supporting cooperative workis often called 
Groupware. At present, the best known groupware product is a commercial package, i.e. 
Lotus Notes. Examples of IT -applications that are considered groupware are: electronic mail, 
electronic conferencing, workflow management, and group decision support systems. 

2.8.1 CSCW versus this research 

In Chapter one, CO REP professionals are defined in such a way that they do not cooperate in 
groups, such as project teams. Therefore this research should not be positioned as CSCW 
research when the more confined definition of CSCW is used (i.e., the definition that is for 
instanee used by Greif). CO REP professionals are not performing team work. However, when 
the more broad definition of cooperation is used (as it is formulated by Schmidt and Bannon), 
this research could be considered CSCW research. As has been described in Chapter one, 
CO REP professionals are mutually dependent in their work because they: 

I. share a common business process; 
2. share a knowledge space; 
3. share case-specific information (at different time intervals). 

The answer to the question whether this research project should be considered a CSCW 
research therefore depends on the definition of CSCW. In the confined team work definition, 
this research is not CSCW research. When cooperation between professionals is defined more 
broadly, this research may be considered CSCW research. 
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3. Task analysis 

3. 1 Introduetion 

In defining IT-support for professionals, characteristics of professional work are to be 
colleeled and analyzed. Since our aim is to define IT-support in a model-based approach (as 
described in Section 1.4), these characteristics of professional work should be gathered 
systematically. However notall work characteristics are relevant for the definition of IT
enabled task support. For in stance, characteristics such as the percentage of short cyclic tasks, 
are not considered relevant for defining IT-enabled task support in this research. It could be 
stated that only those characteristics of professional work bear importance that may possibly 
impact the definition of IT -support. 

In this chapter a model-based approach is developed for the analysis of professional work 
characteristics. These characteristics are considered determinants, or contingency factors for 
the selection and definition of appropriate IT-application types. The model-based analysis 
approach presented, focuses on the taskof professionals. The underlying hypothesis is that the 
functionality of useful and adequate IT-support for professionals depends upon task 
characteristics of the professional work that is to be supported. This proposed conditionat 
impact of task characteristics is a quite common hypothesis in a variety of application domains. 
Task characteristics are used as guiding principle in among others (e.g., see Fleishman & 
Quaintance, 1984): 

I. Task allocation: The allocation of tasks to human individuals versus machines. 
2. The selection of training instruments: The design and selection of training means and 

rnadalities depending on task characteristics. 
3. Interface design: The design ofhuman-machine interfaces based upon task 

characteristics. 
4. Organization design: The design of organization structures based u pon task 

characteristics. 
5. Performance specification: The specificatien of performance indicators and goals 

depending on task characteristics. 

In the first following sec ti on, common interpretations of the concept 'task' are described and 
discussed. In sectien 3.3 a general task analysis process is described, along with two specific 
task analysis approaches known in literature. In sectien 3.4, task complexity is introduced as 
guiding principle for the definition of appropriate IT-support. Definitions of task complexity 
known in literature are described in sectien 3.5. Section 3.6 describes our model of task 
complexity for analyzing professional tasks. Section 3.7 describes our task complexity model in 
relation to task complexity definitions known in literature. In sectien 3.8, the relationship 
between (task) complexity and (task) uncertainty is described. In 3.9 our model is worked out 
in the form of an instrument. In section 3.10 this instrument is evaluated on applicability and 
transferability. 
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3.2 Definition of task 

In literature as wellas in practice the term 'task' is used in different meanings. Common task 
meanings consicter tasks as (e.g., van Ouwerkerk et al, 1994): 

• Goal: The goal set by an individual that he intends to fulfill by carrying out activities. An 
example is the goal set by an athlete to reach the Olympic Games in his/her sport. 

• Assignment: The assignment to fulfill work in such a manner that a given input is 
transformed into a well-specified output. An assignment is given to an individual, or 
organisation by another subject. For instance, the assignment of an information engineer 
to develop a planning tooi is stated by his manager, or customer. 

• Task execution: The activity itself that is triggered by a goal or assignment. Examples 
are: conducting data analysis in order to develop a computer program; or, doing warming 
up exercises in advance of a test match. 

In this book the term task will be used in its meaning as assignment. The rationale for this 
choice is explained in the following sub-section. 

3.2.1 Differences in task conceptions 

The difference between assignment and goal is the goal-setting authority. In the meaning of 
goal the task is defined and performed by the goal-setting individual itself. An assignment is 
stated by the environment of the task performing individual. As CO REP professionals fulfill 
their work within the context of an organization, the task as goal approach is not useful for our 
task description purposes. 

The difference between "task as assignment" versus "task as task execution" may be 
characterized as follows. Assignments are prescriptive, while the task execution approach has a 
descriptive character. Despite this difference, both the assignment and task execution 
approaches may be used for the same phenomena in the real world (i.e., the same acts of 
work). In the assignment approach the focus is on input and its transformation in expected 
output. In the task execution approach the focus is on the activities that are carried out. 
However, the practical usefulness of each of these approaches will depend u pon contingency 
factors. One important factor for choosing the assignment approach in COREP professional 
domains is the fact that tasks are to a large ex tent cognitive, and therefore difficult to observe. 
When the task execution approach would be followed, the difficulty to abserve tasks physically 
would result in modeling problems conceming what elementary activities should be included or 
excluded in the task description. In blue collar work this rnadeling problem does not occur (to 
this ex tent), for relevant activities are usually visible as physical transformations performed by 
the worker. In professional work however, most important activities are cognitive, and 
therefore can hardly be observed. For this Jack of physically errtbedded evidence, a professional 
task is better described by stating what should be done (the assignment approach) instead of 
what is done (the task description approach). Therefore, in this book the term task will be used 
in its meaning as assignment. 
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3.2.2 Tasks and sub-tasks versus supportive activities 

Following the assignment approach, assignments are given to all individual professionals as a 
systems goal. In other words, every professional holcts responsibility for one or more 
knowledge intensive tasks. In order to fulfill the assignment in compliance with performance 
goals, professionalsneed to fulfill a number of sub-assignments that wil! be called sub-tasks. 
Only those activities that are relevant for transforming input (i.e., cases) in required output 
(i.e., settled cases) wil! be considered and formulated in termsof sub-tasks. All other activities 
will be called supportive activities. Examples of supportive activities are: 

• walking to the mail box (or electronically accessing it); 
• copying and filing a document; 
• dialing a telephone number; 
• etc. 

These supportive activities are not exclusively characteristic for professional work. On the 
contrary, in classica! professional bureaucracies such as accountancy or !ega! offices these 
supportive activities are often performed by non-professionals 11

• 

Tasks and sub-tasks represent the true essence of professional work. In determining IT
support for professionals we wil! therefore merely focus on supporting their tasks and sub
tasks. Determining computer-support for supportive activities is nota design problem that is 
Uniquely related to the work performed by professionals. For instance, the design choice 
whether or not to support document creation with a word processor, is nota question that is 
uniquely related to the characteristics of professional work. The design choice to support 
document creation with word processors depends upon characteristics of office work in 
genera!, and is not specifically influenced by the professional characteristics of the work that is 
to be supported. Therefore, the task analysis approach brought forth in this chapter is not 
suitable for selecting or determining necessary IT-functionality for supportive activities. 
However, this does not imply that IT-functionality for supportive activities, compared before 
and after determination of IT task support, remains unchanged. There is a strong relationship 
between the technology applied to support tasks and sub-tasks on the one hand, and the 
number of remaining free design parameters in selecting technology and functionality for 
supportive activities. IT-applications and -functionality used or needed to support 
professionals' tasks and sub-tasks often: 

1. change the kind of supportive activities needed to fulfill these tasks. For instance, 
the introduetion of an electron ie workflow and task supporting system will often 
cause changes such as: more printing and less copying, electronic mailing instead of 
physical distribution, browsing in document bases instead of visiting archives; 

2. prescribe IT-functionality necessary during the execution of these supportive 
activities. For instance, a well-known characteristic of task or workflow supporting 
systems is that cases need to be documented in electtonic forms. Therefore these 

11 In that case these supportive activities will be fonnulated as tasks and sub-tasks to be perfonned by non
professional workers, such as secretaries. Moreover, in professional organizations these supportive activities 
oftenare delegated to secretaries and other supportive staff. BPR- and WFM-efforts within this kind of 
organizations are often the catalysts to reduce the number of transference activities between professionals and 
supportive staff (e.g., see Creemers ( 1993), PI a tier( 1996)). Frequently throughput time suffers from all these 
transference activities, which makes it more desirabie to have professionals type !heir own letters. 
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applications often require electrooie data-entry, imaging and optica! character 
recognition, etc. 

Therefore, in defining IT-support for professionals we will focus on characteristics of their 
tasks and sub-tasks. However, when the defined IT-support intluences the supportive activities 
that have to be conducted, these changes and impacts will be described in the case studies that 
are part of this thesis. 

3.3 The task analysis process 

Task analysis is defined by Kirwan and Ainsworth ( 1992) as follows: 

"Task analysis can bedefinedas the study of what an operator (or team of operators) is 
required to do, in termsof actions and/or cognitive processes, to achieve a system goal. 
Task analysis methods can also document the information and control facilities used to 
carry out the task. Task analysis is therefore a methodology which is supported by a 
number of techniques to help the analyst col !eet information, organize it, and then u se it 
to make various judgments or design implications." 

Similar to Kirwan and Ainsworth, Stammerset al (1991) distinguish between the following 
phases within the task analysis process: (1) data collection, (2) task description, (3) analysis, 
( 4) application. 

According to Stamroers et al, during the analysis process iterations may occur because 
important data is missing. Furthermore, it is possible to concentrale phases which implies that 
eertaio phases are executed simultaneously by the analyst. 

What Kirwan and Ainsworth, as well as Stammerset al have descri bed, is a general task 
analysis process. Ou ring the phases of the task analysis process, different task analysis 
instruments may be used. Cognitive Task Analysis (Holnagel, 1989) and Hierarchical Task 
Analysis (Peam & Kandola, 1988) are examples of general task analysis instruments. Other 
authors have proposed more specific task analysis instruments for specific application domains. 
In this chapter we pursue a task analysis instrument that is suitable for defining IT-support for 
professionals. Two attempts in this direction are: (1) the task vocabulary approach, and (2) the 
task allocation approach. In the following sections (3.3.1. and 3.3.2.), these approaches will be 
described and assessed upon applicability. 

3.3.1 Task vocabularies for determining computer-support of unstructured tasks 

In the task vocabulary approach, different task types are distinguished within an application 
domain. For each of these task types some kind of IT -functionality or application type is 
defined. When a task vocabulary has been developed it can be applied as a task analysis 
instrument in a specific application domain. 
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Harris and Brightman ( 1985) consicter the task vocabulary approach as proposed by Conrath et 
al (1981) to be the first task analysis approach applicable for the analysis of professional work: 

"Previous research in modeling office activities has been primarily oriented towards 
office work that is structured and organized ... The first attempt at a comprehensive 
methodology for studying the questions of specification and evaluation of unstructured 
work performed by managers and professionals was proposed by Conrathet al (1981 )." 

Although Conrath et al have made the first attempt at developing a task vocabulary for 
unstructured work, they did not succeed (according to Harris and Brightman). Conrathet al 
were not a bie to develop a vocabulary of task activities, because of the varying descriptions 
used to describe the same procedures. Conrath et al suggest that managers and professionals 
have difficulties in describing their tasks in useful terms for researchers (e.g., vocabularies 
varied widely). Opposed to Conrathet al, Harris and Brightman claim they were able to 
develop a common set of task descriptors. By studying a group of 116 faculty researchers they 
defined 61 cognitive tasks with matching "support modes". A subgroup of 16 faculty 
researchers was used to develop the 61 task descriptors. They all agreed that the descriptors 
captured the richness of research work. The remaining I 00 researchers were given the task 
descriptors as well as a typology of support modes and were asked to identify their critica! 
bottleneck tasks. For the major bottleneck tasks they were asked to identify up to six modes of 
support that they were presently using to overcome the bottleneck. Corresponding to each 
critica! task, the support modes are evaluated for quality, timeliness, availability, dependability, 
accessibility, and limitations. In order to understand how these tasks should be computer
supported, the design specifications for each task were developed across six functional 
requirements: (1) text base, (2) model base, (3) image base, (4) communications base, (5) 
information management, and (6) expert assistance. These design specifications are based upon 
the evaluation of the support modes presently used along with the fol!owing four broad design 
goals: 

I . facilitate creativity, support "rational" reasoning, aid communications and decision 
making on the basis of facts and beliefs; 

2. support different methods of preferred composition (e.g., dictating, writing) and 
information assimilation (e.g., color, black and white); 

3. support the ability to manipulate text, data, voice, and image forms interchangeably 
without introducing artificial boundaries or additional structured tasks; 

4. automate routine structured tasks that contain limited added benefits, are time 
consuming, and insome instances inhibit creativity. 

To illustrate the design specifications Harris and Brightman formulated for supporting critica! 
cognitive tasks see Table 3.1. 
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Critica! cognitive tasks 
Writing 
Proofreading 

Reading 

Oeciding to pursue a research project 
Pursuing research funding 
Analyzing data 
Editing raw data 
Debugging and writing programs 

Oeciding on the appropriate mathematica! and 
statistica! analysis 
Deciding on research strategy 

Deciding where to submil a paper 
Conferring in person with researcher on editing 
Evaluating a reviewer's camment 

Potential autornaled support 
Text editors supporting outline builders; 
thesaurus, grammar, punctuation, and style 
analyzer; word frequency analyzer; substitute 
phrase analyzer; spellingchecker; thought 
processor; text management; mathematica! and 
scientific formulas 
Outline abstracts and reference database; voice 
text readers, videotex! 
Linguistic-based OSS; electronic mail 
Knowiedge-based DSS 
Model-oriented DSS 
Data-oriented OSS 
Expert system for correcting and perfeeling 
computer programs 
Expert knowiedge-based system 

Linguistic-based OSS; structured reasoning 
problem solver 
Linguistic-based OSS 
Teleconferencing; collaborative dialogue system 
Expert system 

Table 3.1: Possible support applications for alleviating research work (adapted from Harris and 
Brightman). 

Although Harris and Brightman were able to develop a vocabulary of task descriptors, and 
provide useful broad design goals, the relationship between tasks on the one hand and 
necessary, appropriate, or possible computer-support on the other hand remains vague. The 
task vocabulary approach as presented by Harris and Brightman has the following 
shortcomings for determining appropriate IT -support for professionals: 

I . Task vocabularies are domain-specific 
Harris and Brightman's task vocabulary seems only applicable for one specific type of 
professional work, i.e. research work. Th is task vocabulary is not easily applicable for other 
types of professional work, for it contains research specific terms and task types. Because of 
the limited level of abstraction in their vocabulary, for every new professional domain a new 
task vocabulary needs to be developed, or an existing one needs to be adapted. However, in 
practice an application architect, or analyst will havetomeet sharp time-constraints, and 
will therefore nothave time to develop a detailed domain specific task vocabulary for every 
new application domain. 

2. The functionality of the proposed application types remains unclear 
As is illustrated in Table 3.1 ., the functionality specified to support the distinguished task 
types remains unclear. What kind of functionality is for instanee provided by a "linguistic
based DSS", and how does this differ from the functionality of an "expert system" or an 
"expert knowledge based system"? 

3. The rationale for selecting application types to support task types re rnains implicit 
Not only the way the mentioned systems will be able to support the specified task types 
remains vague. The rationale for selecting these system types instead of other system types 
is not described as wel!. Furthermore, no information is provided conceming the 
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(empirically tested) fit between the task types on the one hand and the system types on the 
other hand. 

3.3.2 Task allocation: a general analysis technique 

Tasks should be analyzed upon the possibilities of improving performance by making use of the 
abilities of computer systems. Human factors engineers apply a similar, although different 
approach that is called "task allocation". Based u pon the underlying belief that human and 
machine abilities are directly comparable, this approach attempts to characterize those 
activities at which humans appear to surpass present-day machines and those activities at which 
present-day machines appear to surpass hu mans (Fitts, 1951 ). In the so-called "Fitts 
approach", the relative strengths and weaknesses ofhumans and machines in the_performance 
of various functions are represented in the form of a listor table (see Table 3.2). During task 
analysis the necessary task abilities are examined, and tasks are allocated to humans or 
machines based upon the necessary abilities. 

The original Fitts list12
: 

Humans appear to surpass present-day machines with respect to the following: 
I. Ability to detect small amounts ofvisual or acoustic energy; 
2. Ability to perceive pattemsof light or sounds; 
3. Ability to improvise and use flexible procedures; 
4. Ability to store very large amounts of information for long periods and to reeall relevant facts at the 

appropriate time; 
5. Ability to reason inductively; 
6. Ability to exercise judgment. 

Present-day machines appear to surpass hu mans with respect to the following: 
I. Ability to respond quickly to control signals, and to apply great force smoothly and precisely; 
2. Ability toperfarm repetitive, routine tasks; 
3. Ability to store information briefly and then erase it completely; 
4. Ability to reason deductively, including computational ability; 
5. Ability to handle highly complex operations, i.e., to do many different things at once. 

(from: Fius, \951 ), 

Table 3.2.: The original Fitts list. 

Papantonopoulos (1990) summarized the criticism on the Fitts approach as following: 

"A first criticism arises from the assumption implicit in the Fitts approach that the choice 
between hu man and machine is a zero-sum design (Price, 1985). This assumption ignores 
the likelihood that there are tasks that neither hu man nor computer can do well, in which 
the task and possibly the overall system requirements should be redefined (Clegg, 
Ravden, Corbett, and Johnson, 1989). 

Second, the choice between human and machine, narrowly defined as a binary decision of 
human control and automation, is restricted to allocating the task to a single controller 

12 Later applications of the listing approach were termed "MABA-MABA" (Men are better at- Machines are 
better at). 
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based on a comparison of relative merit; the task though can be performed interactively 
by a human-machine hybrid system where activities are shared between human and 
machine and not ju st allocated to one or the other. 

Third, a list of comparative abilities is too abstract to be applied to specific designs 
and/or that it fails to include all human and computer variables affecting performance; 
lists require continuous update to keep pace with the rapid evaJution of technology; they 
are aften based on human performance data collected in Iabaratory settings not 
adequately predictive or valid for the workplace." 

In this research, the Fitts approach is not applicable because of the fact that IT wiJl be applied 
for supporting and complementing hu man professionals instead of replacing them. The 
question at hand is not: what tasks are better performed by professionals compared to 
computers and vice versa. The question is: how (in what form) should IT-functionality support 
and complement the hu man professional capacities during the execution of knowledge 
intensive tasks. 

3.4 The concept of task complexity in dèfining IT-suppqrt 

In task analysis, the perspeelive used during the collection, structuring and analysis of 
application domain information depends upon the analyst's objectives. In this research, a task 
analysis instrument should be able to help collect and structure task characteristics on the basis 
of which IT -support can be defined. 

The rational objective for deploying computer-support (or IT in genera!) in organizations could 
be formulated as 'business goal fulfillment', although the realization of IT-induced 
performance improvements are often difficult to observe objectively (Renkema, 1994). The 
application architect, consultantor analyst in charge of the IT-support determination process, 
will focus on the possibilities of business goal fuifiJlment by applying IT. During task analysis 
the application architect should therefore focus on those task characteristics that will (I) lower 
or limit performance, and (2) could be eliminated or mitigated by some kind of IT
functionality . In other words, in the processof collecting relevant task characteristics the 
application architect should continuously keep in mind the performance improving capacities of 
IT-applications. These general performance improving capacities wil! guide him towards task 
characteristics that are liable to impravement Task complexity is aften used as an explanatory 
variabie in discussions oftask performance13

• Our central hypothesis is that IT-enabled 
performance impravement should be made by reducing task complexity, or by making task 
complexity better manageable. IT-applications should be used to reduce (the impact of) task 
complexity and thus imprave task performance. Task performance is assumed to bedepending 
on task complexity. The amount and impact of task complexity (and thereby task performance) 
is assumed to be affeetabie by appropriate IT-applications. Task performance problems occur 
when business goals are: (1) not obtained, or (2) not stated as ambitious as possible. 

13 E.g. see authors discussed in the remainder of this section. 
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inhibits 

·. ·. ·. ·· ... 
•• ••• impraves 

••··· •.. 
·· .. 

Figure 3.1 .: Assumed influence of in formation technology and task complexity on task performance 

Increasing levels of complexity initially lead to higher levels of challenge and activatien (Scott, 
1966) and have a positive effect on performance (Locke, Shaw, Saari, & Latham, 1981). 
However, a condition of overlaad which leads to lowered performance wil! occur at high levels 
of complexity, for the resulting demands on individuals may begin to exceed their capacities to 
respond. In this research, no indications have been found that professionals suffer from too low 
levels of task complexity. Therefore this research is based u pon the assumption that due to task 
complexity higher, or optima! task performance levels are not reached. When task complexity 
is decreased or made manageable by employing the specifïc characteristics of IT, professionals 
wil! reach higher levels of performance and accept the usefulness of the defined IT -support. 

3.5 Definitions of task complexity in literature 

Little consensus exists among researchers conceming the properties that make a task complex 
(Campbell, 1988). Task complexity is, similar to conceptsas 'quality', ' belief' , 'freedom', etc., 
an abstract theoretica! construct that cannot be defined without loosing some of the initia! 
intuitive content. Therefore in this book no attempts will be made to give the "best" definition 
of task complexity. In sections 3.5.1. some existing definitions are described based upon the 
literature ordination made by Campbell. Furthermore the workof Wood (1986) is described 
for its similarity with our task complexity perception. Our task complexity definition, suitable 
for detecting points of impact for IT in CO REP professional tasks, is presented in section 3.6. 

3.5.1 The classification schema of Campbell 

CampbeU distinguished between three approaches to task complexity in literature. Complexity 
is treated as: (a) primarily a psychological experience, (b) an interaction between task and 
person characteristics, and (c) a function of objective task characteristics. The following 
descriptions of these approaches to task complexity are based u pon the work of Campbel I. 
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Task complexity as a primarily psychological experience: 
No studies were found that treated task complexity exclusively as a subjective, psychological 
experience of the task performer. The ciosest approach to this position is found in the literature 
concerning job and task design. Investigators within this approach have built on the work of 
Backman and his co !leagues, and they have emphasized the psychological di mension of the 
task (task significance, task identity, etc.). Often this research seems to equate task complexity 
with enrichment. Campbell mentions among others the following authors as representants of 
this body of research literature: Aldag & Brief ( 1979), Dav is & Taylor (I 979), Griffith (1982), 
Backman & Lawler (1971), Backman & Oldham (1975, 1976). 

Task complexity as a person-task interaction: 
Campbell states that the middle-of-the-ground orientation, in which task complexity is treated 
as a person-task interaction, seems intuitively more plausible. March and Sirnon (1958, p.55) 
are mentioned as defining complexity in terrus of the abilities of the worker: tasks are more or 
less complex relative to the capabilities of the individual whoperfarms the task. Frost and 
Mahoney (1976) distinguished between tasks having prescribed and nonprescribed (i.e., 
variable) processes. Nonprescribed tasks (characterized by incompletely defined alternatives 
and several ways of reaching task completion) might be considered complex. Yet one can 
expect the degree of complexity to vary with the skilis and the insight of the worker. Th at is, 
since the individual is expected to generate his or her own response hierarchy and totest 
responses until an appropriate one is found, complexity is both a function of the incompletely 
defined alternatives (i.e., task) and the response hierarchy of the specific worker (i.e., 
individual). 

Task complexity as ob jeelive task characteristics: 
According to Campbell, some investigators have attempted to define complexity purely in 
terrus of objective task qualities. March and Sirnon ( 1958) a lso identified several objective task 
qualities that contribute to complexity. First, complex tasks are characterized by unknown or 
uncertain alternatives, or consequences of action (pp. 139-141 ). Second, such tasks are 
characterized by inexact or unknown means-end connections (pp. 148-149). Finally complex 
tasks are characterized by the existence of a number of sub tasks, which may or may not be 
easily factored into nearly independent parts (pp. 151-152). 

Similarly, Terborg and Milier ( 1978) defined complexity in terrus of path-goal multiplicity (i.e., 
the existence of several ways for accomplishing the task: a means-ends conceptualization). 
Here, complexity can arise in two ways. First, the multiple number of paths to the goal is 
illusory; although there appear to be many possibilities, only one "works" (e.g., solving a 
jigsaw puzzle, as in Frost and Mohoney, 1976). In the second case, several ways of reaching 
the goal exist. However, the task requires the individual to take the best of optima! path. 

Latham and Yukl (1975) emphasized the ends aspect of complexity, which is termed outcome 
complexity. They argue that complex tasks have multiple performance dimensions, including 
nonquantitative ones. Steinmann (1976) suggested that complexity is derived from at least 
seven sources: (a) the number of information sourees (i.e. cues), (b) cue intercorrelations, (c) 
cue reliabilities, (d) cue validities (i.e. task predictability), (e) cue and criterion validity, (f) 
function forms (i.e. linear, curvilinear, etc.), and (g) the principle underlying the inlegration of 
the information. Overall, Steinmann's analysis equates complexity with the absolute amount of 
information involved in a task, the internat consistency of this information, and the variability 
and diversity of the information. 
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Schroder, Driverand Streufert ( 1967) identified three primary properties of a complex task 
(environment intheir terminology): (a) the number of dimensions of information requiring 
attention (i.e., information load), (b) the number of alternatives associated with each dimension 
(i.e., information diversity), and (c) the rate of information change (i.e., the degree of 
uncertainty involved). Complexity increases as each of these dimensions increases. 

In Earley's (1985) study complexity was defined in terms of the number of rul es that needed to 
be satisfied. Campheli and Gingrich (1986) defined complexity in termsof interrelated and 
conflicting elements, and they added the notion that a complex task placed high cognitive 
demands on the individual. Although this notion reflects a person-task orientation, the authors 
maäe it clear that these demands resulted from the nature of the task and not from the 
characteristics of the individual. 

3.5.2 The definition of task complexity by Wood 

As wil! be shown in later sections, some task complexity indicators mentioned by the authors 
classified by Campheli are in line with our task complexity perception. However, Wood 
( 1986), who is not mentioned by Campbell, has modeled task complexity in a manner that is 
best applicable for adaptation towards the work of CO REP professionals. Wood postulates 
that all tasks contain three essential components: products, (required) acts, and information 
cues. In defining these constructs Wood drawed on the workof Naylor, Pritchard, and Ilgen 
(1980). 

Products 
Products are the measurable results of acts, and can be observed and described independently 
of the behaviors or acts that produce them. Tasks are identified and differentiated from one 
another by the products associated with them. Product descriptions wiJl include an object (e.g., 
a trial balance, a report, a cupboard) or an activity (e.g., serve a customer, counsel a worker), 
plus some defining attributes, such as quantity, quality, timeliness, and cost. 

Acts 
The required acts for the creation of a defmed product can be described at any of severallevels 
of abstraction, varying from a very specific activity to a more complex pattem of behavior. The 
"required" act is a task component and nota property of an individual or his behavior. In our 
terminology acts may be considered tasks 14 and sub-tasks. 

lnformation cues 
lnformation cues are pieces of information about the attributes of stimulus objects u pon which 
an individual can base the judgments required to make during the task. As such, they are 
descriptions of eertaio properties of the stimulus complex 15 fora task and not the raw 
unprocessed data of the stimuli. Therefore, notall task stimuli act as cues and notall cues are 
information cues. Naylor et al state that "stimuli that are used to make discriminations during 

14 The difference between acts (as defined by Wood) and our definition of tasks is that Wood seems to follow 
the task as task execution approach, while we follow the task as assignment approach (see section 3.2) 
15 The term stimulus complex is derived from Wood. 
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the performance of a task are cues, and where these cues are presented in the form of facts that 
can be processed to make conscious discriminations, i.e., judgments, then they are what we 
refer to as information cues." 

Based u pon the essential componentsof tasks (i.e., products, acts, and information cues) 
Wood defined three types of task complexity: component, coordinative, and dynamic. He 
defined these concepts as follows: 

Component complexity 
Component complexity of a task is a direct function of the number of distinct acts that need to 
be executed in the performance of the task and the number of distin ct information cues that 
must be processed in the performance of those acts. The concept label, component complexity, 
is drawn from the workof Naylor and his colleagues (Naylor, I 962; Naylor & Briggs, 1963; 
Naylor & Dickinson, I 969) who use the term to refer to the "information processing and/or 
memory-storage demand requirements". 

Coordinative complexity 
Coordinative complexity refers to the nature of relationships between task inputs and task 
products. The form and strength of the relationships between information cues, acts, and 
products, as wellas the sequencing of inputs, are allaspects of coordinative complexity. As an 
example of varianee in coordinative complexity, we might compare the simp ie linear 
combination of behaviaral acts that are needed to paint a waii (although, even there, 
sequencing requirements can have a pronounced effect on the task outcome) with the more 
complex programming of acts needed for an individual to assembie a radio. 

Dynamic complexity 
The third dimension of task complexity Wood distinguished, is cailed dynamic complexity. 
Dynamic complexity is due to changes in the states of the world which have an effect on the 
relationships between task inputs and products. Changes in either the set of required acts and 
information cues or the relationships between inputs and products can create shifts in the 
knowledge or skills required for a task. 

3.5.3 Discussion 

For the analysis of task complexity aimed at the definition of TT-support for professionals, we 
can make u se of the work of Wood. The essen ti al components of tasks in terros of Wood 
(products, acts, information cues) can be replaced by similar components that are specifically 
suitable within professional domains. Productscan be replaced by 'settled cases'. Required acts 
may be replaced by the lower level 'sub-tasks' that should be (conditionally) executed within 
the task at hand. The in formation cues in tasks of CO REP professionals originate from at least 
three sources: 

1. Cases: Cases in their initia! state before they are processed by the professional are 
considered as a collection of cues. These case related cues trigger the applicability of 
rules and other chunks of knowledge. 

2. Task related knowledge: Knowledge cues trigger the recognition of case specific 
characteristics or general (contextual) characteristics. Knowledge with respect to fraud 
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prone behavior wil! for instanee influence the case characteristics recognized in damage 
claims. 

3. General information: Case independent information (i.e., information cues that are not 
considered a case characteristic) may trigger the applicability of knowledge chunks. The 
Dow Jones index may for instanee trigger knowledge chunks conceming investment 
opportunities in American funds. An investrnent consultant could be using this 
information cue to trigger this knowledge when advising affluent clients that consicter 
investing in the USA economy. 

A difference between Wood' s and our approach is the fact that Wood tri es to determine "total 
task complexity" in order to infer "performance levels", or "individual attitudes". For the 
process of defining IT -support for professionals - in our opinion - total task complexity is not 
relevant. As is stated in following section, the variety of task complexity causes is of great 
importance, for knowied ge conceming the causes of task complexity in a particular 
professional task wil! guide us through the variety of possible IT -applications. 

3.6 Task complexity model for the analysis of COREP professional work 

In this section a task complexity framewerk for the analysis of knowledge workis described. 

~ - - - - - -

KNOWLEDGE 

------

I 
SElTLED 

CASES CASES 

TASK , 

Figure 3.2.: Conceptual model of CO REP professionals' tasks 

Defining task complexity unambiguously is not necessary for task analysis aimed at defining 
IT-support. Our hypothesis is that for the definition of IT-support, task complexity factors bear 
importance and should become known during task analysis, for when these factors of task 
complexity can be made manageable by employing the specific characteristics of IT, 
professionals wil! reach higher levels of performance and accept the usefu!ness of the defined 
IT -support. Following this line of thought, task analysis should focus on determining those 
task complexity factors in CO REP professional task that may be reduced or removed by 
applying IT-functionality. When these factors are known, we know where (IT-enabled) 
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improvements should be made. The IT-functionality selected to cope with these task 
complexity factors should: 

1. reduce the task complexity effects of these task complexity factors; or even, 
2. remove, or reduce the task complexity factors themselves. 

In 't Hart & Wiers (1994), 't Hart & Schuwer (1994), 't Hart (1995), 't Hart & Schuwer 
(1996), we proposed eight possible task complexity factors for CO REP professionals that may 
be compensated or removed with IT-functionality. These factors are based upon the 
conceptual model of COREP professionals' tasks as depicted in Figure 3.2. In this model, 
within a knowledge intensive task cases are transformed in settled cases by applying 
knowledge. Of course, knowledge is not the only ingredient used for transforming cases. 
Professionals also require skilis (e.g., writing or listening skills) and attitudes. However, within 
this research skilis and attitudes do not cause forms of task complexity that are subject to IT
enabled performance improvement, and therefore are less relevant for task complexity analysis. 

When we focused on task complexity factors that: 
1. may (to some degree) be present in the COREP professional task, and; 
2. may (to some degree) be compensated or removed with IT-functionality, 

we identified eight task complexity factors. At first glance, these eight factors might be 
considered somewhat arbitrary. However, to provide more justification for the selection of 
these eight factors, they will be embedded in literature insection 3.7. In that section the eight 
factors are compared with factors mentioned in the task complexity literature, therewith 
descrihing important similarities and differences. 

The eight task complexity factors identified are: 

• Disarrangement of the task: This aspect refers to the degree to which the professional is able to 
keep a well-ordered overview over the knowledge intensive task to be performed. Loosing this 
well-ordered overview wiJl result in performance loss. The professional willloose the overall 
picture when the task is highly decomposable in sub-tasks and when these sub-tasks only have to 
be executed under case specific circurnstances. 

When this factor is observed in a particular CO REP professional task, IT rnight be applied- as 
wiJl be demonstrated in the remainder ofthis book- for providing process feedback 16 and 
overview. 

• Inaccessibility of knowledge: Knowied ge accessibility refers to the degree to which all 
knowledge relevant within the task content is available and approachable for all confreres. 
Knowledge inaccessibility creates performance loss because ofthe fact that relevant knowledge 
is not used properly by professionals whenever this is needed. 

As is illustrated in knowledge management literature, IT is considered an instrument for 
irnproving knowledge accessibility. In chapters five, six and eight, IT-functionality for 
establishing these accessibility irnprovements wil! be described. 

16 A Jack of process feedback may cause disarrangement of the task. However, a Jack of process feedback not 
necessarily leads to disarrangement of the task, as will become clear in the operationalization of this factor (in 
section 3.9). 
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• Instability of the knowledge: Refers to the frequency of changes in the knowledge relevant for 
perfonning the knowledge intensive task. Frequent changes create task complexity for 
professionals will have trouble keeping up with all changes. Professionals run the risk of working 
with outdated knowledge, which has its impact on task performance. 

IT shows some promising characteristics for rnanaging or overcoming17 complexity from the 
continuously changing world. These characteristics might possibly be applied to cope with 
changes in knowledge as well. 

• Ambiguity of case characteristics: When case characteristics cannot be observed objectively, 
case characteristics are ambiguous and badly measurable for they require human interpretative 
capacities to be detennined. This implies there is large chance confreres will interpret cases 
wrongly or similar cases differently. This inhibits quality and consistency in judgment, which 
often are (implicit) performance goals in professional domains. 

Although IT cannot be used for changing ambiguous case characteristics into well-measurable 
characteristics, throughout this book it will shown that IT can be applied for detennining (the 
consequences of) these ambiguous case characteristics. 

• Lack of feedback: The provision of feedback 18 enables the knowledge worker to improve his 
mental model of the task. Detailed and timely feedback raises the quality of the knowledge 
workers' mental model and wiJl therefore enable him to attain more ambitieus performance 
goals. 

IT might, for instance, be used for improving or enabling feedback mechanisms within 
organizations. These mechanisms could help professionals to leam from cases they have 
settled in the past. 

• Similarity of cases: In domains where consistency in judgment is strived for, similar cases should 
be treated similarly. Similarity of cases causes task complexity when it is not eertaio whether 
there have been former cases with similar properties. This uncertainty is enlarged when 
(experience-based) knowledge is inaccessible. 

To overcome this cornplexity factor, IT might for instanee be applied for improving the 
availability of historie case descriptions. These historie case descriptions could be used for 
detennining the similarity with the current case that is to be settled. 

• Heterogeneity of cases: Heterogeneity depends upon the degree to which the cases differ from 
each ether. Knowied ge workers responsible for the processing of a wide range of different cases, 
have to have a large (mental, paper, electronic, etc.) knowledge base to their disposal. Due to 
low homogeneity, specific chunks ofknowledge are rarely recalled. The volume ofthe collection 
ofknowledge chunks and the relative low frequency individual knowledge chunks are applicable, 
make knowledge chunks easily ignored at the moment they should be applied. 

17 Though IT might be applied to overcome complexity from theever changing world, it is quite commonly 
accepted that IT-applications, such as the Internet, have increased the pace of change and amount of 
information exposure in our society as well . 
18 The factor "lack of feedback" refers to what is often called outcome feedback or performance-oriented 
feedback (e.g., see Steele Johnson et al , 1993). 
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IT could be used to overcome this complexity factor by serving as a memory aid for 
professionals. 

• Novelty of cases: Novelty of cases refers to the degree to which cases contain new previously 
unknown case characteristics. These new case characteristics require new chunks ofknowledge 
to settie the case. Novelty influences task complexity for it requires the ability to recognize 
novelty and the creativity to solve navel cases. A novelty should nat only be a novelty for the 
individual, but should be considered a novelty when the case contains new case characteristics in 
the light of the collective experience of all confreres. 

The creativity of professionals to handle navelties may be guided or stimulated through IT
applications. Group Decision Support Systems may serve as an example ofiT-applications that 
are airned at stirnulating and focusing group creativity during problem solving. 

The task complexity factors, referred to as task complexity a spects as well, are based u pon: ( 1) 
our conceptual model of knowledge intensive tasks (see Figure 3.2), (2) our practical 
experience in professional domains, (3) task complexity indicators and definitions as proposed 
by other authors. The mentioned collection of task complexity aspects is nat claimed to be 
exhaustive. A conscious selection is made on the collection of all possible task complexity 
factors in order to reduce the collection to only those causes that may be subject to IT-enabled 
performance improvements. This is on a par with the statement madeinsection 3.4., in which 
it is argued that during task analysis- aimed at defining IT-support for professional tasks
analysts should focus on those task characteristics that (I) willlower or limit performance, and 
(2) may be eliminated or mitigated by some kind of IT-functionality. 

3. 7 Task complexity aspects embedded in literature 

In this section, the eight task complexity factors are compared with task complexity factors or 
indicators mentioned in literature. In Table 3.4. for most of the task complexity aspects, similar 
task complexity indicators mentioned in literature are descri bed. Although the in Table 3.4 
mentioned indicators show similarities with the eight factors we distinguish, the terms these 
other authors have adopted cannot be used for referring to the eight factors. We have defined 
our own terms due to the fact that the similarities with other authors and indicators are 
primarily based on similarities in perspective and way of thinking, rather than in the exact 
wording or definition of these constructs. 
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Task complexity aspect SimHar task complexity indicators in literature 
Disarrangement of the task component/coordinative complexity (Wood, 1986); number of 

sub-tasks that mayor may not easily be factored into 
independent parts (March & Simon, 1958). 

Inaccessibility of knowledge 
Instability of the knowledge dynamic complexity (Wood, 1986) 
Ambiguity of case characteristics cue reliabili!Y (Steinmann, 1976) 
Lack of feedback performance-oriented versus 1earning-oriented feedback (Steele 

Johnson et al, 1993) 
Similarity of cases 
Heterogenei ty of cases number of rul es (Earley, 1985) 
Novelty of cases dynamic complexity (Wood, 1986) 

Table 3.4: Similar task complexity indicators in literature. 

The notion behind the aspect disarrangement of the taskis referred to by many different 
authors. Wood refers to the decomposability in sub-tasks in his definition of component 
complexity. The concept of keepinga wel! ordered overview over the taskis behind the 
definition of coordinative complexity. Different from Wood, in the instrument the 
"decomposability" aspect (i.e. number of sub-tasks) and the "keeping a well-ordered overview" 
aspect are integrated within one task complexity aspect, since a highly decomposable task will 
only cause task complexity when the task performer looses the overall picture. March and 
Simon, stating the number of sub-tasks as complexity indicator, have solely focused on the 
decomposability aspect instead of the overview aspect. 

For inaccessibility of knowledge no similar task complexity indicators have been found in literature. 
One of the possible explanations might be the fact that all mentioned task complexity authors seem 
to focus on tasks performed by individual workers. In this research COREP professionals are 
perforrning their tasks individually as wel!. However, they form part of a collective of confreres, all 
ha ving the same tasks. The aspect of knowledge accessibility gains relevanee when task performers 
should make u se of collective knowledge in order to leam from each others experience and opera te 
in a consistent manner. 

The aspect instability of knowledge can be interpreted as being referred to by Wood in his 
definition of dynamic complexity. There he states that "changes in either the set of required 
acts and information cues or the relationships between inputs and products can create shifts in 
knowledge or skilis required fora task." These shifts in knowledge are referred to in the 
definition of instability of knowledge. 

Cue reliability as mentioned by Steinmann shows similarity with the aspect ambiguity of case 
characteristics. Cues will be called unreliable when they cannot be observed objectively and 
consistently. This subjectivity injudging case characteristics is causing the kind oftask complexity 
that is meant in the aspect ambiguity of case characteristics. 

The relationship between feedback and task performance has had quite some attention in 
literature (e.g., Ilgen, Fisher, & Taylor (1979), Algera (1987), Locke & Latham (1990) , 
Brehmer (1980) , Steele Johnson, Perlow & Pieper (1993)). Especially Steele Johnson et al 
explicitly describe the relationship between task complexity and feedback. They distinguish 
between performance-oriented feedback and learning-oriented feedback . Performance 
feedback refers to information about performance outcomes and therefore is aften called 
outcome feedback as wel!. Providing information about the processof performing a task, is 
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often called process feedback (Earley et al, 1990), or learning-oriented feedback. Steele 
Johnson et al claim that outcome feedback will not be beneficia! insome task conditions, such 
as novel, complex tasks. They state that outcome feedback might cue a focus on evaluating 
one's competence rather than on increasing competence, which could result in a maladaptive 
behavior pattem, including attributing failures to Jack of ability and reducing effort and strategy 
development. Steele Johnson et al hypothesize that learning-oriented feedback will improve 
performance more than performance-oriented feedback in novel, complex tasks. They find 
support for this hypothesis in a computerized task simulation of the Space Shuttle's Remote 
Manipulation System (RMS). Task activities were directed toward moving the RMS to 
retrieve a payload inspace and stow it safety in the shuttle's payload bay. 

We do not generalize from the results and opinions of Steele Johnson et al to the tasks of 
CO REP professionals for the following reasons: 

I . The payload handling task is considered complex for it requires specific eye/hand 
coordination skills. These sensory-motor tasks on the one hand and cognitive tasks 
performed by CO REP professionals on the other differ to such an ex tent that research 
findings as produced by Steel Johnson et al can not be assumed to be generalizable; 

2. Steele Johnson et al emphasize predominantly the unfavorable effects of performance 
feedback when leaming a novel, complex task. Although there is a thin line between 
" learning" and "task execution" in case of " learning on the job", CO REP professionals 
can not be considered novices that are leaming a new complex task. 

Although we do not consider the research findings and opinions of Steele Johnson et al 
applicable for tasks performed by CO REP professionals, we agree that process feedback is 
important for task performance. However, in the task complexity instrument the task 
performance decreasing impact caused by a Jack of process feedback is already captured within 
the aspect 'disarrangement of the task' . The aspect ' Jack of feedback' therefore only focuses 
on a lack of outcome feedback. 

With respect to similarity of cases no similar task complexity indicators have been found in 
literature. 

The number of rul es indicator mentioned by Earley, reflects the sa me notion as in 
heterogeneity of cases. A large heterogeneity of cases implies that cases contain a wide variety 
of case characteristics. Professionals responsible for settling these cases will have to have a 
wide variety of what we have called 'knowledge chunks ' totheir disposalto be able to cope 
with the varietyin possible case characteristics. Although knowledge chunks and rules19 are 
not identical, the concepts are sufficiently close to assume that Earley has referred to the same 
underlying notion as is in heterogeneity of cases. We have chosen for the term heterogeneity of 
cases insteadof number or knowledge chunks (or rules), because heterogeneity of cases is 
more easily measurable in practice. As will bedescribed insection 3.9, counting the number of 
knowledge chunks or rules in an application domain would for instanee require all knowledge 
to be doeurnenled or doeurnentab Ie. 

The underlying concept of the aspect novelty of cases has some connections with Wood' s 
definition of dynamic complexity. As a cause for dynamic complexity he explicitly men ti ons 
changes in in formation cues. When we consicter the cases handled by COREP professionals as 
collections of informations cues (i.e., collections of case characteristics), one specific type of 

19 Ru les may be considered a specific representation format of knowledge chunks. 
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changes in these cases will be the occurrence of new unanticipated case characteristics. 
Because Wood's definition of dynamic complexity refers to changes in general as wellas to 
cues instead of cases, there is not enough similarity to copy his terminology or definition. 

So far in this section, we have focused on similarities in perspective (way of thinking) between 
our task complexity factors and those mentioned in literature. In the remainder of this section, 
the focus wiJl be on differences between our factors and those mentioned in literature. 
Although a complete analysis of all differences is beyond our purposes, the following 
differences are important to mention in this context. 

A number of authors have focused on the outcome, or productsof tasks to described task 
complexity. For instance, March and Sirnon state that complex tasks are characterized by 
unknown or uncertain alternatives or cources of actions. Also in knowledge engineering 
differences between tasks are often defined on the basis of their differences in outcome (e.g., 
see: Schreiber et al, 1993, or SKE, 1995). For instanee in synthesis tasks (such as designing), 
the number of possible synthesis products is unknown or infinite, while analysis tasks are 
characterized by a limited number of outcomes. Therefore, synthesis tasks are considered more 
complex than analysis tasks. This line of thought might be continued within analysis tasks as a 
category of problem solving tasks. Some types of analysis tasks (e.g., a diagnosis task) may be 
considered more complex than others (e.g., a simple classification task). 

In our opinion, a factor representing outcome diversity could be considered a task complexity 
factor. Important is, however, whether this factor has sufficient value for our purposes. In 
chapter one, outcome diversity indeed has proved valuable for distinguishing between 
innovative and CO REP professionals. However, we do not consicter outcome diversity directly 
valuable for defining IT-support for COREP professionals. In other words: differences in 
outcome diversity within CO REP professional tasks provide insufficient guidance towards 
appropriate IT-support. This claim will need some more explanation. Let us therefore consicter 
the differences between "accepting insurance claims" on the one hand and "advizing applicable 
fmancial produels (or: product components)". The first taskis an analysis task characterized by 
a limited amount of outcome diversity, for insurance claims will be accepted, rejected, 
sometimes adjusted or subjected to additional investigation. Advizing financial productsis 
characterized by far more outcome diversity. The outcome diversity of this taskis largely 
determined by the number of applicable combinations of all existing types of financial products. 
This difference between these tasks, however, does notprovide us with enough information to 
guide us towards specific types of IT -support20

. The large number of possible outcomes in the 
second mentioned task, may eau se different task complexity problems. Professionals may, for 
instance, loose overview over their task during the selection and combination of financial 
product components. These problems however, can attributed to complexity factors as 
disarrangement of the task, or inavailability of knowledge. Therefore our hypothesis is that 
whenever outcome diversity results in performance problems, or task complexity, these effects 
wil! always express themselves in our eight task complexity factors. For determining IT
support, we should focus on these eight task complexity factors, for they can be compensated 
or removed by IT-functionality. 

20 Th is is illustrated by the fact that attempts to unambiguously define types of IT-support for each KADS ' type 
of problem solving task (Schreiber et al, 1993), have been unsuccessful. From a knowledge engineering 
perspective, outcome diversity only provides an indicator for the complexity of rnadeling and imitating the 
human problem solving behavior in an autornaled problem solver. 
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Thus, only focusing on the task itself, its inputs and its resources (knowledge) providesus with 
factors that may be compensated, changedor removed by IT directly. Outcome diversity itself 
does notprovide us with direct points of impact for reducing task complexity with IT. To 
conclude we could state that for defining IT-support for professionals, we should focus on: 

1. what professionals do (their task) , 
2. on the basis of what inputs they performtheir task (case specific information and 

knowledge as a resource), 
3. the quality of their outcome, and the impact of this quality on their knowied ge 

resources through feedback. 
These elements are covered in the eight described task complexity factors. 

3.8 Task complexity versus task uncertainty 

In literature (task) uncertainty is often distinguished from (task) complexity (e.g., see Galbraith 
(1977) . A possible explanation for the often used distinction between complexity and 
uncertainty might be the following . Both complexity and uncertainty are viewed as causing 
problems, difficulties or performance losses. Both conceptsexist because of the fact that we 
humans have our human limitations (e.g., our memory capacity is limited, we are not "all 
knowing", etc.). The causes forthese probierus are contributed to uncertainty if they originate 
from a Jack of information. For instanee Galbraith defines uncertainty as the difference between 
the amount of information which is required to perform a task and the amount of information 
that is available within an organization. If problems, difficulties or performance losses originate 
from known causes, these are often termed complexity. For instance, a large (known) amount 
of elements in a system is often considered contributing to complexity (i.e., component 
complexity in terrus of Wood). Thus, we might conclude that hu man limitation probierus with 
known causes (i.e., there is "cause certainty") are often contributed to complexity, while 
causes related toa Jack of information are termed uncertainty. In our opinion, in this research 
both certainty and uncertainty causes should be integrated within the concept of complexity, 
since the amount of certainty or uncertainty depends upon our knowledge of the world. When 
our knowied ge of the world increases, hu man limitation probierus that were formerly attributed 
to uncertainty may become known and attributed to complexity. This is quite odd if we 
consider the fact that neither the particular human limitation problem nor it's causes have 
changed. 

For instance, let us assume that a problem with cantrolling a chemica! process is caused by the 
dynamics of the system. The dynamics of a system may be expressed in terrus of uncertainty 
stressing the ever and unpredictive changing behavior of the system. However, whenever our 
knowledge about the system is further developed we may express the changing behavior in 
models containing probability distributions. This implies we can express it in terrus of certainty 
(confidence levels, etc.), and therefore call "system dynamics" a complexity factor instead of an 
uncertainty factor. However, our human limitations resulting in probierus with cantrolling the 
dynamics of the process may have remained unchanged, forthese distributions may be difficult 
to handle in practice. 

In some contexts (e.g., organization design), the distinction between uncertainty and 
complexity - based upon the status quo of our current domain knowledge - may be fruitful. 
However, for determining IT-support we are only interested in factors that inhibit task 
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perfonnance. Whether these factors, or causes should be called uncertainty or certainty causes 
is irrelevant. Therefore in this research both uncertainty and certainty causes for inhibiting task 
perfonnance are called complexity causes. 

3.9 Task analysis instrument 

In this section, the described task complexity model will be worked out to an operationalized 
fonn that should be practically applicable. 

Disarrangement of the task: 
Disarrangement of the task is measured a long the following indicators: 

I. A vailability of task surveyability providing aids 
Applying this criterion the analyst should check if CO REP-professionals have survey 
improving aids available (in the initia! task environment), such as: (IT-implemented) 
checklists, models, or task structures in which all possible sub-tasks are described and 
during task execution can beregistered which sub tasks have been fulfilled, should or 
can be fulfilled. 

These survey improving aids should contain a good representation of the width and 
breadth of the task. Furthennore, they should always be used, and properly be used . 
These last two requirements can be tested in practice by observing professionals during 
case handling, or by interviewing professionals and their managers. The first 
requirement (i.e., the quality of the task representation) may be tested by asking 
professionals, or actually ascertaining, if there are cases in which the survey improving 
aid can not be foliowed without due consideration. When the number of cases in which 
the task improving aid can not be foliowed without due consideration is considered 
more rule than exception, the quality of the aid is insufficient. 

The rationale for the existence of this criterion is as following . By using survey 
improving aids, such as checklists, it is possible to keep a well-ordered overview over 
the task although the task contains many (conditionally executed) sub tasks. 

When these aids exist, have sufficient quality, and are properly used, task perfonnance 
will not suffer from the possible disarrangement effects of the task. Wh en good and 
complete aids do not exist, or are not being used properly, it is still possible that 
disarrangement causes task complexity and the following criterion has to be tested. 

II. Requirements concerning the argumentation of decisions 
The decisions made by professionals during case handling, have to be communicated 
and more or less accepted within their organisations. However, requirements for 
decision argumentation in organisations may differ. Some organisations wil! give their 
professionals more "freedom" to act and decide in their own opinion than others. 

Some organisations will require full argumentation and documentation of decisions 
made with respect to cases. These organizations have often developed case independent 
judgment criteria for testing the quality of decisions. Therefore, this approach wil! be 
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called testing against predefined criteria. Especially in !ega! domains, there are many 
organisations that require professionals to provide full argumentation and 
documentation of their decisions. 

Other organizations have not developed case independent judgment criteria for testing 
the quality of decisions. In these organisations, professionals have more "freedom" to 
act and decide to their own opinion. When they have made up their mind, their 
established opinion has tobe translated in acceptable quasi rational terms. In this 
approach no explicitly formulated situation (or: case) independentjudgment criteria 
exist. Criteria are developed, or created during the cognitive judgment process itself. 
This approach will be called the afterward rationalization approach. Examples of this 
approach are: hiring a new colleague, or buying a car from a specific mark. In these 
examples hiring or buying often happens on a "good feeling" without the existence of 
predefined selection criteria. These choices are justified within organizations by 
defining criteria that have a high expected probability to be accepted. 

In organizations where professionals are employed who have to take the testing against 
predefined criteria approach, the assessment on each criterion may be considered a sub
task. The professionals may remain free and flexible in the order in which sub tasks are 
performed. However, this approach requires them to fulfill all necessary sub tasks (i.e., 
sub judgments). This is a prerequisite for reaching high levels of quality and consistency 
in judgment. 

The distietion between the testing against predefined criteria approach and the 
afterward rationalization approach shows some important similarities with the following 
distinction. Insome tasks, an outcome is chosen by following the majority of indicators 
or sub-assessments. When in case the majority of indicators and sub-assessments'all 
point in a specific direction, this direction is chosen as outcome for this case. This 
approach could be called the general direction approach. In other tasks, the case 
specifically chosen outcome may depend u pon one single detail in the case. This 
approach could be called the determinant detail approach. The general direction 
approach has strong similarities with the afterward rationalization approach. When 
decisions can be made by focussing on the general direction of indicators, organizations 
will not require full justification of decisions on all relevant criteria. Therefore criteria 
will mostly not be developed case independently. When single details in cases are 
strongly determining the outcome, there will be a much larger chance that organizations 
wil! develop predefined criteria. Due to the fact that these two sets of distinctions show 
strong similarities, there are no reasons yet for adding the latter set as a distinguished 
criterion on this task complexity factor21

• 

In practice, the existence of one of the two approaches ( either the testing against 
predefined criteria or the afterward rationalization approach) may be tested by focusing 
on the existence of predefined criteria and rules. When these criteria or rules exist, it 
should be tested whether they are sufficiently operationalized. Rules such as: "all 

21 A difference between the two sets of distinctions will be encountered in domains where cases have a 
composed architecture. In these domains, the general direction approach might indicate that nearly all case 
characteristics point in the same direction. However, due tothefact that onsome part (or aspect) of the cases 
criteria are highly developed, a decision may be made that opposes the general direction. In tb at situation, there 
is a difference between the afterward rationalization approach and the general direction approach. 
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decisions should be made in agreement with the dient's well-being" may be considered 
insufficiently operationalized to act as a testable criterion. When all "rules" have this 
insufficiently operationalized character, professionals still have all freedom to 
rationalise their opinions. However, rules such as: "unemployed clients should be 
actively searching for jobs to receive unemployment allowances", may be considered 
sufficiently operationalized to be tested, although this criterion is not objectively 
measurable for "actively searching" may be interpreted in many different ways. When 
this kind of sufficiently operationalized rules and criteria exist, professionals are taking 
the testing against predefined criteria approach. 

When CO REP professionals perform their task in the afterward rationalization 
approach, this implies that there wil! be no task complexity coming forth from the 
disarrangement of the task, forthereare no predefined sub judgments that can be 
overlooked. 

When the testing against predefined criteria approach is observed, there possibly is task 
complexity caused by the disarrangement of the task, and the following criteria need to 
be tested. 

III. Number and sequence of sub tasks 
If CO REP professionals do not possess task surveyability providing aids, and they have 
to perform their task in a testing against predefined criteria approach, the number and 
sequence of sub tasks play an important role in keeping overview. When the number of 
sub tasks increases, the chance of missing a sub task wil! increase as wel!. Furthermore, 
sub tasks that only have to be performed conditionally (i.e., dependent of case 
characteristics) wil! probably be overlooked more easily as wel!. 

The number of sub tasks that exist within one task can be determined by counting the 
number of explicitly formulated judgment criteria that are possibly relevant when 
performing the task. These judgment criteria are explicitly stated for the task is 
performed in the testing of against predefined criteria approach. 
However, possibly notall relevant sub assessments are formulated in predefined 
criteria. When there are assessment criteria that are not documented as predefined 
criteria, these criteria can not be considered forma! legislation and cannot be 
overlooked as wel!. Therefore, only doeurnenled predefined assessment criteria should 
be counted in determining or estimating the number of sub tasks. Counting the number 
of assessment criteria in practice, may be difficult for legislation may have a complex 
structure, or may bere gistered in different sou rees. From the structure of the criteria, 
the sequence of sub assessments may be deduced. Furthermore, it may be deduced 
whether sub tasks are conditionally executed (i.e., dependent on the outcome of other 
sub assessments). 

Conceming the analysis of task complexity caused by the disarrangement of the task, Table 
3.5. summarizes the above mentioned criteria. 
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Indicator answer is "yes" answer is "no" 
Are there any task surveyability Disarrangement is not a task Disarrangement is a possible 
providing aids (such as complexity factor task complexity factor 
checklists) available? 

action: analysis disarrangement action: apply next criteria. 
is finished. 

Is the task performed in the Disarrangement is a possible· Disarrangement is not a task 
testing against predefined task complexity factor complexity factor 
cri te ria approach? 

action: analysis disarrangement 
action: apply next criteria is finished. 

Is the task decomposable in Disarrangement is a possible Disarrangement is not a task 
more than seven22 sub task complexity factor complexity factor 
assessments (i.e., sub tasks)? 

action: apply next criteria. action: analysis disarrangement 
is finished. 

Are sub tasks to be performed Disarrangement is a task Disarrangement is a possible 
conditionally? complexity factor task complexity factor 

action: analysis disarrangement action: apply next criteria 
is finished. 

Are sub tasks to be performed: answer 2,3: answer 1: 
(I) in a logica! sequence, (2) in Disarrangement is a task Disarrangement is not a task 
parallel , (3) in an arbitrary 
order?23 

complexity factor complexity factor 

action: analysis disarrangement action: analysis disarrangement 
is finished. is finished. 

Tab ie 3.5.: Criteria conceming the analysis of task disarrangement 

lnaccessibility of knowledge 

The inaccessibility of knowledge refers to the degree to which all knowledge relevant within the 
task domain is available and approachable for all CO REP professionals responsible for perforrning 
the task. When knowledge is not easily, unambiguously and consistently available and approachable 
for all confreres, we call knowledge inaccessible. A higher degree of inaccessibility results in more 
task complexity on this aspect. 

In the analysis of inaccessibility of knowledge two aspects play an important role. The required 
absence of ambiguity and the required consistency are predominantly requirements for the 
"availability of knowledge". The easiness of access mentioned is especially desirabie for the 
"approachability of knowledge". 

• Availability of hwwledge: At the moment of analysis, knowledge is well available if all 
CO REP professionals responsible for the task have all relevant knowied ge unambiguously 
and consistently to their disposal. In testing the availability of knowledge we should focus 
on the completeness and consistency of available knowledge. The completenessof 

22 The number seven is chosen for this is the average number of knowied ge chunks a hu man being can hold in 
its short term memory (Anderson, 1990). Th is number of course is quite rudimentary when applied to the 
number of sub tasks a task performer can keep in mind. Therefore this number should be interpreled as an 
indicator insteadof a forma! boundary. 
23 lf sub tasks are to be performed in a fixed (logica!) sequence, there wil! probably be a relatively small chance 
of missing a sub task. When sub tasks are performed in parallel or in an arbitrary order, there will be a larger 
chance of overlooking one or more sub tasks. 
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knowledge is analysed from a specif1c viewpoint all professionals should have all relevant 
knowledge to their disposal. All relevant knowledge should be interpreled from the 
perspeelive ofthe professionalsortheir organization. l1tis subjective perspeelive differs 
from the objective perspeelive the analyst might take in stating that professionals should 
apply knowledge that is currently not being used. For practicality reasons, in the analysis of 
knowledge availability we do not ask ourselves the question if the professionals are 
applying all knowledge they should be applying. 

All professionals have all relevant knowledge to their disposal if knowledge is shared 
sufficiently. For tacit knowledge of course this requirement is not sustainable. For 
knowledge that can be explicitly documented this requirement implies that knowledge is 
documented to such a degree that we may assume that aiJ relevant knowledge is shareable. 
This criterion may be tested in practice by assessing the quality and breadth, width and 
depthof available documentation. Titis, however, may be quite time-consuming. 
Therefore, an alternative course of action is to deterrnine if junior professionals frequemly 
have to rely on the informal communication with seniors. When consultalion of senior 
professionals occurs frequently, this might indicate that notall neeessary knowledge is 
available to all professionals. 

The consistency requirement in this criterion should be interpreled as: 
Do all professionals have the same chunks ofknowledge (in the same version) available 
when perforrning the task? 
l1tis question may be answered by focusing on the quality of version management of 
existing documented knowledge. 

• Approachability of knowledge: Ha ving all necessary knowledge to one's disposal does not 
imply that available knowledge is easily approachable at the moment it is needed. This 
aspect is assessed in the analysis ofthe approachability ofknowledge. 

Availability and approachability of knowledge are mutually dependent When knowledge is nol 
available, it cannot be approachable. When knowledge is available, it mayor may not be easily 
approachable. 

In the analysis ofthe (in)availability ofknowledge, the following ratings are assigned: 
• Ifknowledge is wel! doeurnenled (e.g., in handbooks), we can cal! knowledge moderately 

to wel! available. The degree to which this documentation is complete, accurate and 
consistent delermines the choice between moderate or wel! available. 

• If knowledge is poorly documented, we should ask the question if it can be made well 
documented in a short period of time. When professionals are able to explain their 
knowledge easily and consistently, this implies knowledge is documentable. In this 
circurnstance, we could cal! knowledge potentially wel! available. 

• Ifknowledge is not documentable with reasanabie efforts and within a reasonable time 
frame, we could cal! knowledge not available. 

The analysis ofthe (in)approachability ofknowledge, which is only relevant when knowledge is 
moderately to wel! available, is guided by the following indicator: 

• Are the professionals able to approach the appropriate knowledge chunks at the 
moment these knowledge chunks are needed, without: (I) Ieaving their work space, 
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(2) asking confreres, (3) unnecessarily loosing time due tothefact that knowledge 
chunks are difficult to find. 

The combined impact of knowied ge being not available and knowledge being not approachable 
on task complexity is described in a trilateral value range: much, some and no task complexity. 
In this case, at least three possible values for describing the combinational impact of two (more 
or less) binary dimensions are necessary (see Table 3.6. At this point, there is no necessity, nor 
sufficient instrument maturity, for improving the degree of discrimination. 

badly approachability medium/wel/ 

poorly much task complexity non-existent 

availability 

medium/we U some task complexity no task complexity 
. . . . 

Table 3.6: The combmat!Onalimpact of knowledge mava!lab!IIty and mapproachab1hty 

The combinedimpact of knowledge not being available and knowledge not being approachable 
on knowledge accessibi\ity is described by the following decision rules: 
I . There is much task complexity on the factor inaccessibility of knowledge when knowledge 

is poorly or not available, or only potentially wel! available. 
2. There is some task complexity on the factor inaccessibility of knowledge when knowied ge is 

"medium" to "wel!" available, but knowledge is badly approachable as wel!. 
3. There is no task complexity onthefactor inaccessibility ofknowledge when knowledge 

availability and approachability both score "medium" or "well". 

Instability of knowledge 
Instability of knowledge refers to the degree to which changes occur in the knowledge relevant 
for performing the knowledge intensive task. Instability of knowledge is assumed to cause task 
complexity for it requires task performers to keep up with all relevant changes. This especially 
causes task complexity when "knowledge version management" is not formalized. Formalizing 
knowledge version management therefore is an instrument that may alleviate the task complexity 
effects of knowledge instability. This makes the task complexity impact of knowledge instability to 
bedependenton the aspect knowledge inaccessibility. 

When knowledge is wel! accessible (and thus moderately to wel! available and approachable), 
knowledge instability's impact will be softened, because every professional may continuously 
possess the latest version of all domaio knowledge. When knowledge is poorly accessible, 
there will be no moderating impact on the task complexity effects ofknowledge instability. 

The task complexity effects on the factor instability of knowledge can be analyzed by the 
following indicators: 

1. If knowledge is well aci.:essibility (i.e., no task complexity on this dimension), then 
there will be no task complexity from the instability of knowied ge. If there is some or 
much task complexity due to the inaccesibility of knowied ge, then the instability of 
knowledge may be resulting in complexity. In the latter case, the existence of task 
complexity can be determined following the succeeding indicators 2 and 3. 
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2. If knowledge is well ( or moderately) available but badly approachable, the frequency 
of knowledge changes becomes an important dimension. If knowledge changes more 
than a few times a year rather extensively, we could call knowledge unstable and 
consicter it causing task complexity. In many domains every year minor changes are 
made in quantitative (table) values such as personal tax allowances, or premium 
values. More extensive changes are: the addition, remaval or mutation of rul es, 
changes in calculation procedures, or changes in policy. When these more extensive 
changes occur more than one or two times a year, we may call knowledge unstable. 

3. If knowledge is not (or poorly) available, this implies that there is no forma! definition 
of the collection of knowledge chunks applicable within the task. This means that 
knowledge instabilities will only occur within the predominantly mental (and probably 
disjointed) knowledge modelsof each individual professional. These instahilities will 
not cause task complexity for there is no forma! definition of a knowledge version that 
should be followed. 

Ambiguity of case characteristics 
The ambiguity of case characteristics is determined by the nature of the case characteristics 
that are assessed and used. The ambiguity of case characteristics refers to the degree to which 
case characteristics (in their input status) can be determined objectively. In other words: the 
ambiguity of case characteristics refers to the degree to which a case can be perceived devoid of 
value judgments. For instance, a persons age or education level can be determined objectively for 
we may make u se of a (more or less) commonly accepted measurement procedure. 

Badly measurable case characteristics can only be determined subjectively. This results in task 
complexity for in CO REP professional domains consistency in judgment is often strive for. If 
professionals have to settie cases that contain a large number of badly measurable case 
characteristics, this will result in more task complexity compared with the situation where only a 
smaU fraction of the case characteristics is badly measurable. In determining the measurableness of 
case characteristics naturaUy only those case characteristics are relevant that play a role in the 
assessment of the case. 

For measuring task complexity on the factor ambiguity of case characteristics, the subsequent 
indicatorscan be used: 

• The representationform ofthe cases: The media on which the cases present 
themselves gives a strong indication conceming the measurableness of the case 
characteristics. A data-entry form containing many standardized items provides an 
indication of many well measurable case characteristics. A letter, or other kind of free 
format text may contain a great number of badly measurable case characteristics. 

• The number (of categories) of case characteristics that can be determined 
objectively: There is some task complexity when some (till 25%) of the (categories 
of) case characteristics can not be determined objectively. There is much task 
complexity on this aspect when many (more than 25%) (categories of) the case 
characteristics can not be determined objectively. We are a ware of the fact that the 
boundary betweensome and much task complexity is drawn arbitrary and tentatively. 

Lack of feedback 
This aspect refers to degree to which task performers receive outcome feedback. In discussions 
conceming feedback in re lation with task performance, timeliness and specificity of feedback 
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are considered important (Locke & Latham, 1990). A Jack of timely and specific feedback will 
restrain COREP professionals in leaming and enhancing their performance. When these 
professionals ortheir organization do not consicter a Jack of feedback as inhibiting task 
performance, this will often be caused by the fact that performance goals are stated and 
adjusted in conformanee with actual performance. Therefore, the attainment of stated 
performance goals should not be used as an indicator for the existence of high quality 
performance feedback, or the non-existence of task complexity on this aspect. For in stance, a 
local gaveroment might not exceed its yearly budget for subsidization of the elderly and the 
poor. When ei vil servants responsible for granting these endowments do not receive any 
feedback on their decisions, we may not con cl u de that they perfarm as good as they should 
due to the fact that the yearly budget is not exceeded. 

Providing feedback requires the availability of well-defined performance goals that are 
formulated as specific as possible. When these goals do not exist, performance feedback cannot 
be provided in any structural form. 

The analysis of the task complexity impact of the aspect "Jack of feedback" is guided by the 
following indicators: 

• If performance feedback is provided and for every case specific deviation of performance 
standards immediately, there is no Jack of feedback and therefore rw task complexity on 
this aspect; 

• If performance feedback is only provided: ( 1) in abstract terros or on aggregate level, (2) 
with time delay, or (3) under specific circurnstances, there is a Jack of feedback that results 
in some task complexity on this aspect; 

• If performance feedback is not provided in any structural format all, there is an extensive 
Jack of feedback that results in much task cornplexity on this aspect. 

Similarity of cases 
Similarity of cases is a task complexity factor when it is not certain whether there have been 
former cases with similar properties. This uncertainty creates task cornplexity because in the 
assessment of the current case must be accounted for farmer cases with similar properties, although 
there are no forma! experience exchange instruments available for approaching these forrner cases. 
Similarity of cases is primarily caused by the consistency goals that are strived for in many CO REP 
professional domains. However, the effects of similarity of casescan be softened when knowied ge 
(including experience-based knowledge) is well accessible. For, if all experience-based knowied ge 
of all confreres is available and approachable it will be much easier to take into account all former 
similar cases. 

The analysis of the task complexity impact of the aspect "similarity of cases" is directed by the 
following indicators: 

• Is there being strived for consistency in judgment, equality of rights, or avoidanee of 
"re-engineering the wheel"? 
If this is the case the next indicator should be used. If the stated question is answered 
negatively (although this situation will only seldom occur), there is no task complexity 
on the factor similarity of cases. Data necessary for answering the stated question may 
be collected by searching consistency goals formulated in the objectives or quality 
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control system of the organisation, or asking managers if they require their 
professionals to operate consistently. 

• Is (especially experience-based) knowledge wel! available and approachable? If the 
this question is answered positively, task complexity effects caused by goals such as 
consistency of judgment wil! be softened by the fact that knowledge is wel! 
accessible. In case of a negative answer, we consider similarity of cases as causing 
task complexity. 

Heterogeneity of cases 
Heterogeneity refers to the degree to which cases differ from each other. This can be 
determined by classifying cases. By classifying a representative amount of cases, we may 
determine the number of categories necessary for expressing the differences between cases. 
The final categories should contain cases that (with respect to the task) have similar properties. 
The larger the number of categories is, the larger the heterogeneity of cases can be called. Case 
classifying, or case sorting can be quite time consuming and requires a historica! case base 
containing a certain quantity of high quality case representations. Therefore during the 
assessment of the heterogeneity of cases anchorage can be found in the following indicators: 

• If there is a large degree of novelty of cases there is a large degree of heterogeneity of 
cases as wel!, for in the course of time all collected novelties will create a wide variety 
of cases. An exception to this rule of thumb occurs when the task is new, and thus has 
a limited base of reference. In that case a large number of novelties wil! only occur for 
an initia! and possibly short period of time. 

On a "is causing task complexity scale", heterogeneity of cases is tentatively measured in the 
extreme values: "yes" and "no". 

Novelty of cases 
Novelty of cases refers to the degree to which cases contain new previously unknown case 
characteristics. A large degree of case novelty wiJl probably occur when more case characteristics 
are ambiguously measurable (i.e., the ambiguity of case characteristics is high). When case 
characteristics are badly measurable, as a consequence there wiJl be a larger chance that new 
gradational differences wiJl be recognized when consictering similar case types from the past. These 
new gradational differences constitute novelties. 

For the present the task complexity causing impact of novelty of cases is measured in two extremes: 
"yes" and "no". 

3.10 Quality of the task complexity analysis instrument 

The task complexity instrument as described in this chapter has to meet some quality 
requirements. Validity and completeness are common used general scientific requirements. 
These two general requirements are not applicable for judging the quality of the instrument for 
the following reasons. 

The validity of the instrument would be tested by answering the question: "is task complexity 
really defined by the task complexity aspects mentioned?" This question does not require to be 
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answered for judging the quality of this instrument. Important is that this instrument provides 
the analyst with points of impact for IT-enabled task performance impravement When the 
mentioned factors are removed or mitigated by applying IT and task performance is improved, 
it is not very interesting to know whether these removed factorscan really be called task 
complexity factors. As we have described before, task complexity is an abstract construct that 
is not easily defined. For testing the validity of the instrument an unambiguous task complexity 
definition would be desirable. However, such a definition is not available. An alternative course 
of action would be to test the degree of conformanee between this instrument and other 
instruments or expert opinions on task complexity. Yet, such a course of action is quite labour
intensive. In this research, it is more important to delermine whether the instrument wil! guide 
the analyst towards appropriate IT-support insteadof answering the validity question. 

The completeness of the instrument would be tested by answering the question: "do the 
mentioned task complexity factors represent all task complexity factors that may be removed 
or mitigated by IT -applications?" Absolute certainty about the completeness of the mentioned 
factorscan never be guaranteed, for there always remains a chance that new factors wil! be 
found. Th is chance would perhaps approach zero if we could dispose of an unambiguous task 
complexity definition. Some assurance however will be found in applying the instrument in 
practice. Every new application of the instrument in practice in which no omissions in the 
instrument are found, will increase the credibility of the completeness of the instrument. These 
increases of credibility will however never reach complete certainty. 

With respect to the validity and completeness of the instrument we could summarize that: 
I . Judging the validity is difficult due to the Jack of an unambiguous task complexity 

definition. Furthermore, in this research it is more important that the instrument will guide 
the analyst towards appropriate IT-support insteadof answering the validity question. 
Therefore the main question in judging the quality of the instrument should be: "does the 
instrument guide the analyst towards an appropriate analysis of possible points of impact for 
task performance improvement?". Th is quality aspect of the instrument will be referred to as 
the practical usefulness. 

2. Judging the completeness of the instrument can be done by applying the instrument in 
practice. In this manner the completeness aspect becomes an informal aspect of the practical 
usefulness of the instrument. 

The practical usefulness of the instrument can be split up into two aspects: 

I. Applicability of the instrument. In this research applicability of the instrument is tested by 
answering the following question: "does the instrument guide an analyst towards an 
appropriate analysis of possible points of impact for task performance improvement?" In 
this book the applicability of the instrument is tested in three practical cases. The "analyst" 
applying the instrument in these cases is the researcher in his role as "reflective practitioner" 
(see chapter one). The results of applying the instrument in these three cases give us an 
indication of the applicability of the instrument. 

2. Transferability I inter-assessor reliability. When the instrument has practical usefulness 
when applied by one specific analyst (as tested in the applicability of the instrument), there 
is no guarantee that other analysts would have been able to apply the instrument and would 
have produced the same results. Absolute guarantees cannot be provided here as well, but 
some certainty is reached when the instrument proves to lead to identical results when it is 
applied by other analysts. lt is, however, for practical and theoretica! reasans fairly 
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impossible to have different (expensive) analysts apply the instrument in one and the same 
reallife case. Therefore the instrument has been tested on an artificially composed case. For 
practicality reasons the instruments has notbeen tested by professional analysts, but is 
applied by thirty studentstaking a data and knowledge management exam. The results on 
this test are incorporated in the description of the task complexity instrument, as shown in 
section 3.9. Appendix A contains a description of the improvements on the instrument made 
after its usage by students has been evaluated. 
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4. IT-applications for professionals 

4. 1 Introduetion 

There is a wide variety of IT -applications that can be used for supporting professional work. In 
discussions conceming the variety of these IT -applications, it is necessary to have a general 
description framework for expressing the differences in functionality between different IT
applications. Therefore, a typology of IT -applications is worked out in the course of this 
chapter. Th is typology consists of a generic and a specific component. In the generic 
component, the functional variety of IT-applications in general is typified. In the specific 
component, the generic component is worked out in further detail. After all, the central focus 
of this thesis is not on IT-functionality in general but is on the way professionalworkis 
supported by different types of IT. 

In Section 4.2 some existing typologies of information systems are described and evaluated on 
usefulness for our purposes. Section 4.3 describes the genericcomponent of our typology of 
IT-applications. This genericcomponent is worked out into a specific typology of IT
applications for professionals inSection 4.4. InSection 4.5, validation of the typology is 
descri bed. 

4.2 Existlng /T-typologies 

In descrihing the functionality of IT -applications, we focus on what these lT -applications do 
for us in our tasks, business processes and organizations. A number of authors have developed 
typologies for descrihing the functionality of IT-applications. Commonly used typologies, or 
typology dimensions are: 

degree of decision support: 
This dimensions has, for instance, been described by Davis and Olsen (1987). They 
differentiate between information systems that support structured, programmabie 
decisions on the one hand and those that support unstructured nonprogrammabie 
decisions on the other hand. This dirneusion is commonly used for classifying decision 
support systems, or the amount of decision support provided in management 
information systems. 

level of usage in the organization: 
This dirneusion classifies (management) information systems according to the type of 
management activities that are supported. Many authors (e.g., Davis and Olsen 1987, 
Lucas, 1986) follow the typology of (management) decision types as defined by 
Anthony (1965). Anthony distinguishes between strategie planning, managerial 
control decisions, and operational control decisions. Davis and Olsen combined this 
dirneusion and the farmer dirneusion (degree of decision support) in one pyramid of 
management information systems (see Figure 4.1 ). 
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Figure 4.1: The management information system as a pyramid (Dav is & 01son, 1987). 

application domain within the organization: 
Information systems may be typified along a dimension that describes the 
organizational functions which use these systems. For instance, Davis and Olsen 
distinguish between: sales and marketing systems, production systems, Zo gistics 
systems, personnet systems, etc. 

The above described dimensions are primarily used for classifying management information 
systems. Dav is and Olsen have described a number of functional capabilities for supporting 
knowledge work as wel!. Knowledge work support facilities mentioned are: 

• word and text processing; 
• storage and retrieval of data; 
• communications; 
• decision support; 
• graphics; 
• end-user application development facilities. 

A number of remarks can be made conceming the applicability of these typologies and 
typology dimensions for this research: 

I. A number of the "functional capabilities for supporting know led ge work", as mentioned by 
Davis and Olsen, are useful distinctions within the context of this research. Readers will 
therefore recognize these distinctions throughout the remainder of this chapter. However, 
for typifying the IT-support for COREP professionals in practice, these functional 
capabilities are defined on a too abstract level. This typology is, for instance, not useful for 
descrihing different types, or levels of decision support that may be provided to CO REP 
professionals. Furthermore, there is a wide variety of communication applications, such as 

24 The three mentioned classifcation dimensions can be used separately, thus creating three typo logies. 
However, these three dimensions may be combined within one typology consisting of three classification 
dimensions as well. 
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electronic mail or conferencing applications that cannot be characterized in this typology. 
Therefore, this typology may serve as a fust direction for typifying IT-functionality for 
COREP professionals. In the following sections, functionality types will be derived from 
core computer functionalities. These functionality types show strong similarities (or even 
equivalence) with the "functionality capabilities": word and text processing, storage and 
retrieval of data, communications and graphics. End-user application development facilities 
are beyond our perspective for two reasons. Firstly, application development is notpart of 
the COREP professionals' task. Secondly, our typology perspeelive is on "what computers 
are doing for users (COREP professionals". Functionality for application development is to 
be recognized when our perspective would include the construction of these user 
functionalities as well. We have excluded the construction of user functionalities from our 
classification perspective, and only focus on the usage perspective ofiT-functionalities. 

2. The typology dimensions described for typifying management information systems provide 
less applicability in the context of this research. The dimension that typifies the level of 
usage within an organization implicitly assumes a (larger) hierarchical organization in which 
the type of IT-application used depends upon the organisationallevel. With the appearence 
of modem in formation infrastructures this assumption no long er holds. Furthermore as an 
organization model, the model of the classica! hierarchical organization is not 
straightforwardly applicable in professional domains. The typology based upon the 
application domain within the organization has as major shortcoming that it does not 
provide any indication of the functionality of these applications. The degree of dec is ion 
support provided by an IT-application is more promising within this research. However, as 
described by most authors the distinctions on this di mension reflect a somewhat outdated 
view on IT. Typologies on the degree of decision support commonly do notaccount for the 
availability of communication supporting applications that are currently more and more 
used for providing decision support. 

An appropriate IT-typology that serves our purposes has notbeen found in literature. 
Therefore in the remainder of this chapter, an IT-typology will be developed. This typology 
consists of a generic component that may used and extended for different types of usage 
domains. Furthermore the typology contains a specific compon~nt that is specifically geared to 
typifying IT-support for COREP professionals. 

4.3 Typology of IT-functionality 

In typifying the functionality of IT -applications we search for classification dimensions that will 
not become easily outdated. This aimed robustness is obtained by taking the co re functionality 
of computer technology as a point of departure. Since the introduetion of the computer, these 
core functionalities have not changed in essence. The core functionality of a computer enables 
the programmed processing, starage and displacement of data26

• Based on this core 

25 The terms classification and typology are used interchangeably. 
26 Co re functionalities are described from a technica! viewpoint instead of a users' viewpoint Therefore, these 
co re functionalities are described as "transactions on data". Despite the traditional distinction between data and 
information, throughout this book user functionalities arestatedas "transactions on information", for users wil I 
not be interested in data. From a users ' perspeelive the concept of "data" is a technica I affa ir. In descrihing user 
functionalities only possible transactions on information are considered relevant. However, some exceptions in 
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functionality IT-applications are able totransfarm the location, timeliness, formatand contents 
of data (Brussaard, 1993). Three basic IT -functionality typescan be deduced from these types 
of transformations. The transformation of the location of data may be called transferring data. 
The transformation of the timeliness may be called data storage. 

The transformation in formatand contents may be called data processing. In his typology of 
functionalities Brussaard has implicitly defined the system boundaries just around the IT
application, or computer system. When we include a human user within the system boundaries, 
the three mentioned basic IT-functionality typescan be extended with l/0-functionalities that 
are used in the systern!user-interaction. Furthermore, the classification perspective shifts from 
"what transformations are IT-applications carrying out on data" to "what are computers doing 
for users" (i.e., the usage perspective). From this perspective the following four functionality 
typescan be distinguished (see Figure 4.2): 

communiea/ion 
functionality 1 I 

IT -application r-------~· IT -application 1 

presen talion 
functionalily 

user 

Figure 4.2: the four functionality types 

manipu/ation 
funclionality 

1. lnformation enrichment functionality 

L-- - J 

user 

The transformation of the formator contentsof data (data processing) by the IT-application 
can be called information enrichment functionality. Enrichment functionality expresses 
itself to users by the fact that "new information" is derived from applying knowied ge on 
information. Due to this type of functionality the computer has first been characterized as a 
programmabie "calculator" and later on as an intelligent reasoning machine. When derived 
new information is predominantly quantitative the computer has been characterized as 
calculator, while the term reasoning machine has been applied when derived information is 
qualitative. 

2. Communication functionality 
From the usage perspective, both transferring data and data storage are used for providing 
communicationfunctionality. Communication functionality is defined as the facility for 
human actors to send information to, and receive information from, human actors via one or 
more intermediairy IT-actors27 (see Figure 4.2). These IT-actors include computer 

wording are made. Insome cases (e.g., data entry) the wording is adapted to common parianee for practicality 
reasons. 
27 Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is an IT-enabled communication media that is defined as the electronic 
interchange of well-structured and standardized data between the computers of parties involved in transactions 
(Hofman, 1989). An important aspect in this definition is the fact that communication takes place between 
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(networks), telephones, televisions, etc. 

Besides communication and enrichment functionality, IT provides it's users with manipulation 
and presentation functionality. These functionality types stem from the UO-functionalities that 
are used for the communication between systems and users. 

3. Manipulationfunctionality 
Manipulation functionality enables users to give input to IT-applications. This type of 
functionality is for instanee used for word processing or data entry in databases. In addition, 
the input provided by users to IT -applications is one of the following two types: (1) 
assignments to the application to execute some functionality, or (2) assignments to add, edit 
or delete data or text that is presented to users by presentation functionality. 

4. Presentation functionality 
IT -applications express themselves by means of presentation functionality to their users. 
Tagether with manipulation functionality, presentation functionality is used for the 
communication between application and user. An important difference with communication 
functionality is that the latter is applied for the communication between hu man actors (via 
interrnediary IT-applications). 

In the following sub-sections different types of communication and inforrnation enrichment 
functionality are worked out in detail. Inforrnation presentation and manipulation functionality 
are not worked out in the genericcomponent of the IT-applications typology. In the specific 
typology component (IT-applications for supporting professionals) these two functionality 
types are further worked out (in Section 4.4). 

4.3.1 Typology of in formation enrichment functionality 

Enrichment functionality in IT -applications supports its users by perforrning some parts of the 
users' tasks automatically. In this sub-section enrichment functionality is typified along the 
following dimensions: 

• The degree to which an IT -application provides enrichment functionality; 
• The process, or task description level on which enrichment functionality is applied; 
• The presence of a self-leaming capacity in the enrichment functionality of an 

application. 

The degree to which an IT-application provides enrichment functionality 
The degree to which an IT-application provides enrichment functionality equals the degree to 
which this application perforrns a user's task automatically. The degree to which an 

computers insteadof people. Kreuwels (1994) describes that electronic mail, even as telefax, support the 
communication between people (although a telefax may be generaled by a computer), while EDI supports the 
communication between computers. In EDI indeed communication sessions occur in which hu man beings do 
not participate. However, when we broaden our perspective we may perceive that these computers still are 
intermediairy IT-actors that are used for the communication between human beings in different organizations. 
These hu man beings have delegated, standardized and autornaled a part of their (original) communication 
sessions. 
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applications perfarms a task automatically depends u pon the degree to which the 
transformation process from input into output of that particular task is automated. In the 
following four levels of enrichment are distinguished: 

1. enrichment on "automate" level 
Enrichment functionality on automate level means that a task is completely executed by an 
IT-application. Withadvice functionality the user is often not only shown the adviced 
option, or course of action but is presented the non-advised options as wel!. Furthermore, 
the user is provided the possibility to choose a non-advised option. With automated 
functionality the user is only able to approve or disapprove the derived condusion of the IT
application. 

2. enrichment on "advice" level 
Advice functionality is affered totheuser of an IT-application when he receives content
based ad vice during the execution of tasks. Ad vice functionality differs from support 
functionality for advice functionality not only infers what to do next but also gives the user 
conditionally derived ad vice conceming the output of the chosen task. 

3. enrichment on "support" level 
On the support level, users are affered procedural support. Depending on the current (case 
specific) status quo in a werkflow or task, the IT-application dynamically infers what can or 
should be done next. In enrichment on support level, users are affered assistance in their 
working-method, for the IT-application takestheuser "by the hand" through the work 
process. Next processing steps or next sub-tasks are dynamically derived from the changing 
status quo within the process or task. The status quo of a process or task for instanee 
changes because of the fact that users are making progress. Users translate their (e.g., 
cognitive) progress into information manipulations such as data entry. These progression 
cues are used for inferring what mayor should be done next. What mayor should be done 
next, can be presented to the users in a "heavy" or "light" forced format. In a light forced 
format, (sub-) tasks that may be done next are presented. In the heaviest forced format, the 
(sub-) task that should be done next can not be ignored. 

Support functionality is often used in applications to structure the way of working within 
semi-structured (non-deterministic) human tasks and business processes. It can be applied 
on the more detailed individual task and sub-task levels as well as on the more aggregate 
business process or werkflow level. 

The provision of procedural support as affered by support functionality, does not imply that 
users are notaffered any thematic (content-based) assistance in the execution of their tasks. 
If thematic assistence is provided, this is not conditionally derived. 

4. enrichment on "enable" level 
On this levelusers are enabled toselect functions in an IT-application manually. The 
necessity, or desirability of selecting these specific functions is completely determined by the 
user of the IT -application. This implies that the user is not affered any enrichment 
functionality on this task description level. Enrichment functionality may be affered on a 
more detailed description level (i.e., in the functions that are to be selected manually). 
Moreover, on these more detailed task description levels, all functional types may be 
offered. In practice, this kind of functionality is quite common in IT-applications containing 
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many manipulation functions, such as "cut and paste", "copy" , or "select and execute" 
functions. 

Card ( 1986) has developed a similar typology in which the task distri bution between hu man 
and application is descri bed. Card distinguishes ten possible types of task distri bution between 
hu man and application. The four types described above, may be considered classes of the ten 
types distinguished by Card. 

The process, or task description level on which enrichment functionality is applied 
Enrichment functionality influences the task distribution between user and IT-application. 
However, tasks and processes can bedescribed on different levels of detail. Therefore, 
enrichment functionality may influence the task distribution between human and application on 
both aggregate and detailed task or process description levels. A so-ca lied expert system for 
supporting physiotherapists in diagnosing function limitations influences the task distri bution 
between worker and application on a relatively aggregate level. Enrichment functionality used 
for grammer checking in texts, influences the task distribution between worker and application 
on a more detailed level. 

Therefore, in descrihing emichment functionality provided by IT-applications, it should be 
statedon what task description level enrichment functionality is putto use. InSection 4.4. I . I., 
which is concemed with the specific component ofthe IT-typology for professionals, the level 
specific application of enrichment functionality wiJl be differentiated on three levels: (1) on 
workflow level, (2) on (knowledge intensive) task leveland (3) on sub-task level. 

The presence of a self-learning capacity in the enrichment functionality of an application 
The enrichment functionality ofiT-applications may be self-leaming. For providihg emichment 
functionality , applications conta,in knowledge representations (e.g., algorithms, rules, 
constraints, etc). These knowledge representations may contain what we conceive as meta 
knowledge for refining and adjusting the knowledge representations used for the execution of 
emichment functionality. When the knowledge representations used for the exeeution of 
enrichment functionality are changed, refined or adapted - which is for instanee the case in 
artificial neural networks28

- we may call enrichment functionality self-leaming. 

The self-learning capabilities of IT-applications are not necessarily restricted to the incremental 
adaptation of enrichment functionality. The learning of an IT-application might be directed 
towards the impravement of the system/user-interaction as wel!. In that case the in formation 
presentation functionality is self-leaming, since the IT-application is able to leam from the 
users' behaviour (as it is expressed in his operations on manipulation functions), and adapts the 
contents or format of presented in formation in conformanee with leamed user specific 
behaviour patterns. 

4.3.2 Typology of communication functionality 

In literature as well as in practice, many different types of applications for supporting 
communication are distinguished. For instance, the following applications are (often) 

28 A description of artificial neural networks is, for instance, provided by Cruz ( 1991 ). 
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considered communication supporting applications: workflow management app!ications, group 
decision support systems, conferencing applications, text retrieval applications, e-mail, etc. For 
being able to distinguish between all these communication supporting applications, in this 
research the following dimensions are considered necessary: 

• the configuration of communicating actors; 
• the time delay between communication acts; 
• the anonymity of the communicating actors; 
• the bandwidth of the communication channel. 

the configuration of communicating actars 
Communication at least requires two communicating human actors. The configuration in which 
two or more actors are communicating, is one of the following types: one to one, one with 
one, one to many, one with many, many to one, many to many, many with many, allwithall 
(Singh Kahai & Cooper, 1990). These configuration types are illustrated by the following 
practical examples: 

• one to one: calling an employee by using a beeper; 
• one with one: two persons engaged in a telephone call; 
• one to many: speak to a crowd by using a megaphone; 
• one with many: a professors' lecture for students; 
• many to one: an audience that is voting by pressing buttons; 
• many to many: a group ofpeople lighting their fireworks for New Years' Eve; 
• many with many: a restaurant in which a different conversation is held on every 

different table; 
• all with all: a round table. 

the time delay between communication acts 
IT enab\es communication between human actors without the requirement for all actors to be 
on the same location in same time frame. Therefore, traditional time and spatial êonstraints for 
communication are altered (i.e., broadened) by IT. IT provides two fundamentally different 
ways to relax or even remove time constraints in communication. The first type is called time 
delayed communication. "With delayed communication the message is not directly sent to its 
u\timate receivers but is stored with the idea that it wil! be retrieved by the receivers when 
necessary" (Singh Kahai & Cooper, 1990). This type of functionality is provided by starage 
and retrieval applications. A database in which elient information is stored that may be 
retrieved when necessary, is an example of a storage and retrieval application. The second type 
of applications aims to facilitate the communication between actors directly, without intented 
time delays. With real time communication, no storage is intended and the message is sent 
directly to its receivers. This type of functionality is provided by so-ca !led messaging 
applications. Messaging functionality is, amongst others, provided by e-mail, telephone or 
telefax. 

The distinction between storage and retrieval applications and messaging applications is 
defined by Singh Kahai and Cooper along the intention of time delay. In time delayed 
communication the sender intents to store his messages for accomodating a not hecessarily 
defined number of future receivers. In real time communication the sender of a message wants 
to approach receivers more or less directly. However, in real time communication receivers 
may not always be available immediately, which implies the message has to be stored 
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temporarily. Therefore, real time communication is differentiated in synchronie and 
asynchronic communication. In asynchronic real time communication (e.g., e-mail), there is a 
(possibly large) amount of time delay between thesending of the message by thesender and 
the actually receiving of the message by the receiver29

• To cover this time delay, messagescan 
be stored in floating files. 

the anonymity of the communicating actars 
An important characteristic of especially Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) is the 
anonymity of participating actors. This anonymity (as well as a specific communication 
process) dinstinguishes this type of applications from so-called conferencing applications. The 
underlying concept for having participants contributing their messages anonymously, is the fact 
that anonymity will reduce social barriers that may hinder spontaneously contributing creative 
thoughts. 

the bandwidth of the communication channel 
As a consequence of the appearance of multimedia! communication (i .e., the communication 
by using sound, vision, smell, tactile sensation) in IT-applications, a dimeosion is required on 
which the riches of communication may be characterized. The riches, or bandwidth, of 
communication depends u pon the kinds of communication media that may be used in the IT 
facilitated communication between actors. The largest bandwidth is available when IT
applications enables "face-to-face" communication. In this type of applications all media (i.e., 
sound, vision, smell and tactile sensation) can be applied that are used in "normal" non-IT 
facilitated communication as wel!. However at present, both smell and tactile sensation can 
hardly be used as commication media in IT facilitated communication. For instance, video 
conferencing applications still only allow the usage of sound and vision as communication 
media. Moreover, most communication applications rely on an even more restricted 
bandwidth. In a number of applications oot all kinds of visual or auditory in formation may be 
communicated, since only syntactically structured visual or auditory information (i.e., images 
and texe~ can be used. A further restrietion of the bandwidth occurs when only a formalized 
language (e.g., a programming language) may be used for communication. This last type of 
communication is characterized by both a small amount of ambiguity of the messages as well as 
a limited capacity to express the completeriches of the world. 

4.4 Application types for supporting professional work 

In the preceding sections, a. general framewerk is described for typifying functionality in IT
applications. However, to be practically applicable in this research this generic typology needs 
to be effectively useful for defining and selecting IT application concepts for professionals. 
Therefore in this section, the generic IT-applications typology is tailered to IT-applications for 
supporting professionals. Specifying the generic typology for supporting professional work will 

29 The IT-facility of the receiver of the message will receive the message justabout immediately without any 
time delay. Between the moment of reception by the IT-facility and the moment of reception by the hu man 
receiver may occur a considerable time delay. 
30 Text is considered as a syntactically structured notation of auditory information. 
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increase the practical value and expressionpower of the resulting typology in a more limited 
domain. 

4.4.1 IT functionalities from a task support perspective 

In the generic typology, IT functionalities in applications are distinguished from the "user 
perspective". The central perspective is: with what types of functionalities may IT-applications 
support their users. However, for typifying these user functionalities in a professional work 
environment, the central classification perspective requires to be adjusted. In a work 
environment, IT is not ju st supporting users, but is utilized for supporting the execution of 
tasks. In research in which IT-enabled task support plays ancentral role, IT should therefore 
be typified from the following perspective: with what types of functionalities may IT
applications support the tasks of users (in this research: professionals). Compared to the 
general usage perspective, this perspective is more specific. 

The four main functionality types that are described in preceding sec ti ons, should be ad justed 
to the refined "task support" perspective. In this refined perspective the knowledge intensive 
tasks performed by COREP professionals define our perspective for classification. In the 
following sub-sections, the impact of the perspective adjustment is described for each of the 
main IT-functionality types. 

4.4.1.1 Enrichment functionality from the perspeelive of supporting CO REP professional 
tasks 

In Section 4.3.1 ., the task description level is described as a dimension on which enrichment 
may be provided. Because the knowledge intensive tasks of CO REP professionals define our 
central perspective, the task description level on which enrichment is applied may be described 
in more detail. Enrichment functionality may support tasks or processes on the following three 
description levels (see Figure 4.3): 

I. on worlcjlow level 
On workflow level, enrichment functionality is used for supporting (sub-) processes 
on an aggregation level that surpasses the level of tasks performed by individual 
professionals. On this level, tasks of different types of (professional) workers are 
described in a common workflow description. 

2. on knowledge intensive task level 
This level is the aggregation level on which the COREP profesionals' tasks are 
defined. This level is described and illustrated in Chapters one and three. 

3. on sub-task level 
This level contains all description levels below the knowledge intensive task level. 

lnformation enrichment on knowledge intensive task level 
On the knowledge intensive task level, the focus is on the degree to which knowledge intensive 
tasks are supported. A knowledge intensive task may be supported with the described enable, 
support, ad vice or automate functionalities. The application of these concepts on this task 
description level permits the u sage of the term decision support. Because CO REP 
professionals ' knowledge intensive tasks are decision tasks (see sectien 1.2), the degree to 
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which these tasks are supported by enrichment functionality may be called the degree to which 
these tasks are decision supported. IT-applications for decision support may be typified as 
following: 

1. Automated problem solver: The knowledge intensive task is executed by inforrnation 
enrichment functionality on automate level. Due to the character of CO REP professional 
tasks this type of applications will not be technically feasible on this level befare long. 

2. Counseling application: This type of applications assists the knowledge intensivetaskon 
actvice level. This implies that the professional is provided conditionally derived actvice 
conceming the output ofhis knowledge intensive task. 

3. Guidance application: The knowledge intensivetaskis assisted on support level, which 
means that the professional is offered procedural support. Depending on the current (case 
specific) status quo of the task execution, the guidance application dynamically infers what 
can or should be done next. 

4. Decision ingredients providing application: The knowledge intensivetaskis not assisted by 
inforrnation enrichment functionality at all, which implies it is assisted on enable level. By 
providing communication, presentation, or manipulation functionality, or enrichment 
functionality on the underlying sub-task level, the professional is enabled to select available 
functionality for obtaining decision ingredients. Examples of decision ingredients are: 
doeurnenled knowledge chunks, messages, calculation models, or statistica! analysis 
instruments. All these decision ingredients are aimed at providing thematic assistance in the 
execution of a knowledge intensive task. 

5. Not decision supporting application: The application is not specifically geared to providing 
assistence in the execution of the knowied ge intensive tasks. Examples of applications in 
this category are: word processors, registration applications, etc. 

lnformation enrichment on workflow level 
For supporting the business processes of professionals, in formation enrichment functionality on 
workflow level is only applied as support or enable functionality. Applied as enable 
functionality, implies that there is no enrichment functionality available on the workflow 
description level, although there may be enrichment functionalities on the lower task, or sub
task levels. Enrichment functionality applied as support functionality on workflow level, 
implies that there is procedural guidance in, for instance, inferring who (e.g., which person, or 
what type of professional) should fulfill what tasks fora specific case. Th is type of guidance on 
workflow level is provided within workflow management applications by a type of application 
we will call a worliflow function. 

lnformation enrichment on sub-task level 
On sub-task level inforrnation enrichment functionality is applied for assisting: 

• Sub-tasks that are part of the knowledge intensive task. 
• Supportive activities (as described in Chapter three). Agenda management, or grammar 

checking are examples of supportive activities that may be supported by enrichment 
functionality. 
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Enrichment functionality for sub-tasks and supportive acivities, is offered more and more in the 
form of intelligent functions.These functions are used to perform a specific sub-task, or 
supportive activity. On the sub-task level, we distinguish between the following types of 
functions: 

L···L? .=- ~· · .. ~vel 
êl ==================================~~~ 

Figure 4.3.: Enrichment functionality on three levels 

1. Automate functions: these functions are capable of independently executing a sub
taskor supportive activity basedon enrichment functionality. The automated check 
in a case registration application on the consistency of inputed case characteristics, is 
an example of an automate function. This function could, for instance, check if a 
pensionable was actually bom more than 65 years ago. 

2. Advice functions: these functions support a sub-task or supportive activity on ad vice 
level. The spelling, or grammer checkers in word processors are examples of this 
kind of functions. 

3. Support functions: these functions provide professionals with guidance in the 
execution of sub-tasks or supportive activities. In browsing and searching through 
an electronic library catalogue, a support function might provide professionals 
assistence in choosing, refining and adapting a search strategy (i.e., a search 
process). 

Automate, advice, support or enable functionalities applied on different description levels have 
some dependencies. When a higher description level (e.g., the knowledge instensive task level), 
is assisted with automate functionality, it is impossible to assist lower description levels with 
advice, support, or enable functionality. These lower description levels are to be supported 
with automate functionality as well, since automate functionality is defined as a type in which 
the completetaskis executed by the IT-application. No intermediale user interaction is 
therefore allowed on lower task description levels. 

A similar dependency goes for advice functionality. If the knowledge intensive transformation 
process from input into output on a specific task description level is supported on advice level, 
lower task description levels are to be executed on advice or automate level as welt. When sub 
tasks as wellas the higher task are supported withadvice functionality, the user may ignore 
and rnanipolate advice given on sub assessments. When the user chooses a non-advised option 
on sub-task level, the combinational impact of changed sub-assessements is elaborated into a 
new ad vice on the higher task level. When all sub tasks are supported with automate 
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functionality, while the overalltaskis supported withad vice functionality users can either 
ignore or accept the overall advice31

• 

Unlike actvice or automate functionality, support and enable functionality on higher levels do 
not prescribe the sa me or higher enrichment functionality on lower task description levels. 
When a taskis supported with guidance functionality, lower level sub-tasks may, for instance, 
only be supported with storage and retrieval functionalily. As long astheuser is obliged to 
give the guidance application a signa! (by using manipulation functionalily) when he has 
compieled the on enable level supported sub-task, the guidance application is capable of 
inferring the next possible sub-tasks that are to be, or may be, performed based u pon the status 
quo. 

4.4.1.2 Communiea/ion functionality from the perspeelive of supporting CO REP 
professional tasks 

In the refined "task support" perspective, the typology of communication functionality is to be 
extented with one additional dimension. Within COREP professional business processes we 
may encounter applications such as workflow management applications, case based reasoning 
applications, or elient registration applications, that all provide communication funclionality. 
The typology dimensions distinguished in the generic lypology component Jack the necessary 
expression power for effectively distinguishing between the above mentioned applications. The 
differences between these applications may be conceived by actding the subject of 
communication as distinguishing dimension. 

The subject of communication 
In Chapter two we have dinstinguished between different types of data containing media, 
since from a functional point of view, data containing media are either information providing 
media or knowledge providing media. In information providing media the subject of 
communication may be considered doeurnenled informalion, while in knowledge providing 
media the subject of communication is represented in doeurnenled knowledge chunks. 
Therefore, we distinguish between the communication of (documented) knowledge versus lhe 
communication of (doeumented) information. 

• The communiea/ion of documented information 
In the communication of information, the exchanged data are descriptions of the 
state of aftairs in reality (as perceived). In databases these descriptions are collected 
to be retrieved in another time frame (i.e., delayed communication). In IT
applications that are applied in business processes, we may distinguish between the 
storage and retrieval of data that is related to thematic, content-based states of 
affairs on the one hand, and procedural stales of aftairs on the other hand. 

31 An other alternative to change the outcome would be to change the inputled case specific data set. However, 
in this model this would be an iJlegal action for all case specific characteristics that need assessment are 
autornaled (i.e., all these sub-tasks are executed on automate level). Only well-measurable case characteristics 
(e.g., gender), that do not require assessment, are inputled by users. To change this data set is therefore a non
permitled altemative. 
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• The communication of procedural stat es of aftairs 
Communication functionality provided in workflow management applications 
is probably the best example of functionality that is aimed at the 
communication of the procedural state of affairs in business processes. At 
present, workflow management applications offer: 

(1) delayed communication (i.e., starage and retrieval) functionality for 
collecting information conceming the procedural state of affairs; the 
collected in formation is predominanly collected for the purposes of the 
management of the business process. This type of in formation is concemed 
with the procedural state of affairs in workflows; 
(2) real time communication (i.e., messaging) functionality for sending and 
receiving work packages32 (consisting of cases, partsof cases, or collections 
of cases) to and from other workers in the samebusiness process. For 
sending arid receiving work packages these applications often make use of 
reference workflow descriptions. In the near future the procedural 
knowledge in these reference descriptions will be collected in knowledge 
bases (knowledge providing media). This development willlead to reference 
processes that are configured dynamically based u pon the actual state of 
affairs. In terms ofthis IT-typology, this development willlead towards 
workflow management applications in which the real time communication of 
work packages depends u pon the outcome of a workflow function that 
contains enrichment functionality on support level. In practice, this kind of 
functions is aften called intelligent routing functions. Messaging functionality 
in workflow management applications is predominantly used for the 
communication of content-based states of affairs. 

• The communication of content-based statesof aftairs 
In the communication of content-based statesof affairs, we may distinguish 
between the storage and retrieval of case dependent states of affairs versus 
case independent states of affairs. Case dependent states of affairs refer to 
the case characteristics and other case related information that are stored in 
databases during and after the processing of these cases. Examples of 
applications containing case dependent states of affairs are registration 
applications for clients, contracts, or customer orders. Applications for 
storing and retrieving case independent states of affairs contain - considered 
from the perspective of the supported professional work - more general 
information about the world that is stared independently of specific cases. 
Registration applications of press agencies, or in formation providers on the 
Internet may serve as examples of applications containing case independent 
states of affairs. 

• The communication of documented knowledge 
In the communication of knowledge, a distinction can be made on the basis of the 
type of documented knowledge that is communicated. We may distinguish between 
the communication of abstracted knowledge on the one hand versus specific 
experience-based knowledge on the other hand. An abstracted chunk of knowledge 

32 Workpackages are for the larger part not considered procedural, but thematic, content-based statesof affairs. 
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is formulated in terms that refer to a number of not specifically mentioned situations 
in which the particular chunk may be applied. For instance, the statement "white cats 
with red eyes are aften blind" refers to an unprespecified number of cats on which 
this rule may be applied (e.g., in selecting kittens from a nest). Experience-based 
knowledge aften is insuffiently mature for being formulated in abstracted knowledge 
chunks. In professional domains, the communication of experience-based knowledge 
can be supported by case bases in which specific, characteristic case-based 
experiences are registered. During task execution, professionals may search these 
case bases for case-based experiences that are useful for solving the current case. 
Kolodner (1990) has called this type of applications case-based retrieval systems. A 
case-based retrieval system retrieves cases from its case base that are to some 
degree similar to the current case. Furthermore, Kolodner distinguishes case-based 
retrieval systems from case-based reasoning systems. The difference between the 
two types of applications is found in the functionality that the application executes 
after a similar case is found. In case-based retrieval systems the outcome is 
presented to the users, and no further enrichment takes place. In case-based 
reasoning systems, the outcome of the retrieved cases is adapted automatîcally. On 
the basis of the difference in characteristics between the retrieved and the current 
case, the application proposes a salution for the current case, which makes a case
based reasoning application a counseling instead of a knowledge communication 
application. 

4.4.1.3 Manipulation functionality from the perspeelive of supporting CO REP 
professional tasks · 

Nearly all applications applied for supporting (COREP professional) tasks tosome extent-offer 
manipulation functîonality. In many applications manipulation functionality is used for 
supporting the utilization of other functionality types. However, in applications such as word 
processors and other DeskTop Publishing applications manipulation functionality may be 
considered the prime functionality type. In the remainder of this book, applications that 
primarily offer manipulation functionality wil! be called creation applications. 

Consictering manipulation functionality in the refined "task support" perspective, we must 
account for: 

1. the dominanee of either enrichment or manipulation functionality on detailed task 
description levels; ' 

2. the distinction between interactive and simultaneous (case) data entry and enrichment on the 
one hand and sequentia! data entry befare enrichment on the other hand. 

Ad 1. 
As has been described in this chapter, enrichment functionality can be applied on different task 
description levels. On detailed task descriptîon levels (on sub-task level) the question arises 
whether enrichment functionality or manipulation functîonality is dominant. On sub-task level 
bath functionality types wil! aften be encountered simultaneously. Simple enrichment 
functionality, such as is applied for converting numerical scales of nota ti on, spelling check, or 
text comparision, are aften activated by manipulation functionality. However, especially in 
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intelligent functions enrichment functionality may be activated by the IT-application itself, 
while manipulation functionality plays a minor role. 

The dominanee of either enrichment or manipulation functionality in the above mentioned 
examples is determined by the originator of enrichment functionality's activation. When the 
user is the originator of simple enrichment functionality's activation on sub-task level (by using 
manipulation functionality), we may call manipulation functionality dominant. When 
applications are originator themselves, enrichment functionality is considered dominant. 

Ad2. 
For supportinga knowledge intensive task by enrichment functionality, an IT-application needs 
to have enough case dependent data available in a format that is recognized by computer 
technology. When this data is not electronically accessible, it often has to be entried manually 
by means of manipulation functionality . The interaction between data entry and information 
enrichment may bedescribed on a dimension with the following two extremes: interactive and 
simultaneous (data) information entry and enrichment on the one hand and sequentia! (data) 
information entry before enrichment on the other hand. In sequentia! entry before enrichment, 
first the whole case is en tri ed. After the case has been entried completely, enrichment 
functionality is executed for assessment. In interactive, simultaneous entry and enrichment, first 
an minimal amount of case in formation is entried. Then enough in formation is available for 
effectively activating some enrichment functionality, and depending on the outcome the user is 
asked to proceed with information entry. 

4.4.1.4 Presentationfunctionality from the perspeelive of supporting CO REP professional 
tasks 

Taking the knowledge intensive tasks of CO REP professionals as our central perspective, 
presentation functionality in IT-applications may, or may not bedecision supporting. 
Presentation functionality can be called decision supporting when cases, controlable variables, 
as well as the impact of these variables on the dependent variables in the cases, are 
demonstraled visually. Indecision supporting presentation functionality, the decision problem 
that occurs in the cases to be settled is modeled in a graphical representation format. In 
practice, this type of applications may especially be encountered in physical domains, where 
discrete objects are to be planned or designed. In CO REP professional domains, where cases 
have a more or less abstract character it is far more difficult to create a graphical 
representation of the decision problem in cases. Therefore in CO REP professional tasks, 
presentation functionality will predominantly be used in a not specifically decision supporting 
mode. 

4.4.2 Application types for COREP professionals 

The most important classification dimensions described thusfar, are depicted together in Figure 
4.4. Enrichment functionality is only depicted on the level ofthe knowledge intensive task. 
Figure 4.4. is to be interpreled as an enlargement of the second level in Figure 4.3. On the 
vertical axis of Figure 4.4, five application types are distinguished that may support the 
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knowledge intensivetaskon the basis of enrichment functionality. In between the types 
guidance application and decision ingredients providing application an explicit partition is 
made. The sections on the horizontal axis are not valid fortheupper part of the figure. On the 
horizontal axis the functionality types other than enrichment are depicted. The rationale for this 
partition is decribed in the following sub-section. 
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4.4.2.1 Procedure for using the typology 

Up till now, a multi-dimensional typology for IT-applications has been described. In this 
seclion, a working method is proposed for applying this typology on the supportive IT-system 
of CO REP professionals. 

A CO REP professional task is supported by one or more IT -applications lhat need to be 
classified. All IT-applications used for this task logether conslilule lhe supportive IT-system. 
The input for classifying the functionality in the supportive IT-system is composed of (a 
description ot) both the supportive IT-system as wel! as the knowledge intensive task. In this 
supportive IT -system, one or more IT -applications that are described in earliersec ti ons of this 
chapter need to be recognized. In classifying the supportive IT-system the followihg steps may 
be taken: 

I. Determine the presence offunctionality on workflow level 
First should be determined if there is functionality on workflow level. When there is a 
workflow management application available, the communication functionalily may be 
typified and the presence of a workflow function can be determined; 

Il. Typify enrichment functionality on task level 
In the remaining functionality of the supportive IT-system, we first try to recognize the 
presence of enrichment functionality on the knowledge intensive task level. When a 
knowledge intensivetaskis assisted by automate, advice, or support functionality, then 
the conceming functionality is characterized as an automated problem sol ver, a 
counseling application, or a guidance application respectively. When one of these 
application types is selected, it should be determined whether enrichment functionality 
in this application is self-leaming or not. Furthermore for autornaled problem solvers as 
wel! as counseling applications, it should be determined whether this application 
provides manipulation functionality that is to be typified in termsof interactive and 
simultaneous data entry and information enrichment, or sequentia! data entry before 
information enrichment. 

III. Typify other functionalities on task level 
If the knowledge intensive task is nol supported by an autornaled problem solver or 
counseling applicalion, this implies the task is assisted on enable or support level. 
Assistence on these levels implies, lhe task is not supported with high levels of 
enrichmenl functionality, although other functionality types may be available. 

A. Typify communicationfunctionality 
If there is any communication functionalily in the supportive 11 -system, il may 
be typified along the dimensions: 

the configuration of communicating actors; 
the time delay between communication acts; 
the anonymity of the communicating actors; 
the bandwidth of the communication channel; 
the subject of communication. 

In Figure 4.4. only the dimeosion " time delay between communication acts" is 
depicted. The messaging applications and storage and retrieval applicalions on 
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this dimeosion can be typified further by applying the other above mentioned 
dimensions. By typifying the communication application along the dimeosion 
"subject of communication", the application is typified as either a decision 
ingredients providing application, or a not specifically decision supporting 
application. Messaging applications may provide decision ingredients, although 
the same applications may be used for communication that is not directly related 
to the knowledge intensive task as well. The most frequent encountered type of 
not specifically decision supporting (delayed) starage and retrieval applications 
in COREP professional domains are applications containing case dependent 
states of affairs. In practice, these applications are commonly refered to as case, 
or elient registration applications. In the delayed, decision ingredients providing 
communication applications, the subject of communication generally is 
knowledge (both the abstracted type as well as the experience-based type), or 
information (case independentstatesof affairs). 

B. Typify presentationfunctionality 
Presentation functionality in the supportive IT-system may be typified as either 
decision supporting or not specifically decision supporting. When presentation 
functionality is typified as decision supporting from the perspective of the 
knowledge intensive task, this application may be called a decision ingredients 
providing application. 
Furthermore, presentation functionality may be called either self-leaming or not. 

C. Typify rnanip u lation functionality 
Manipulation functionality is typified on the basis of the type of user-directed 
assignments33

• 

IV. Typify functionalities on sub-task level 
Thus far, IT-functionality is typified for supporting both task and workflow level. In 
case the knowledge intensive task is supported by an automated problem solver this 
step 4 may be skipped, for in this type of application the sub-task level is necessarily 
supported on automate level as wel!. 

When the knowledge intensive task is supported by a counseling application, we may 
typify the underlying sub-task level as being supported by either ad vice, or automate 
functions. 

When a guidance application is used for supporting the knowledge intensive task, all 
types of enrichment functions may be used on sub-task level. Furthermore, sub-tasks 
may be supported with any type of functionality other than enrichment functionality. 

When the knowledge intensive task is supported on enable level, all four types of 
functionalities may be applied for supporting sub-tasks as wel!. This can conceptually 
be somewhat problematic, for presentation and communication functionalities may be 
typified as decision supporting while they are supporting decisions to bemadein sub
tasks instead of tasks. However, as long as it is explicitly stated when decision 

33 The input provided by users to IT-applications is one of the following two types: (I) assignments to the application to 
execute some functionality , or (2) assignments to add, editor delete data or text that is presenled to users by presentation 
functionality . 
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supporting communication, or presentation functionality is used on the sub-task level , 
no misunderstandings wiJl have to occur. Furthennore in practice, decision supporting 
communication or presentation functionality will commonly be used for supporting 
tasks as a whole instead of single sub-tasks. 

4.4.2.2 Example: typology of applicationsfor assessing mortgage-credit proposals 

In this section, the typology of IT -applications for professionals is illustrated by decribing 
different types of applications that may be used in the task of assessing mortgage-credit 
proposals. 

A workjlow function: 
In this domain, a workflow function might be used for allocating different types of 
mortgage-credit proposals to different types of workers. For in stance: when the 
mortage-eredit exceeds half a million dollars and the applicant owns a business 
company, the proposal will be send to the most experienced type of professional 
available. The workflow function provides support functionality on werkflow level. 

An automated problem solver: 
An automated problem solver is capable of assessing mortgage-credit proposals 
completely automated (without interference by a human being). On the basis of the task 
characteristics of this task (see Chapter 3), we may state that an automated problem 
solver will not be able to settie all possible cases within this domain. However, applying 
an automated problem solverfora fraction of all proposals that is not (too) complex, is 
not necessarily impossible. 

A counseling application: 
On the basis of the case characteristics of a mortgage-credit proposal a counseling 
application, for instance, advises the human professional in accepting the proposal, 
rejecting the proposal, or accepting under special conditions. The professional using the 
application may ignore the advice provided, and choose a non-adviced course of action 
due to specific circumstances. 

A guidance application: 
A guidance application supports professionals in their way of working when assessing 
mortgage-credit proposals, and helpsthem keep a well-ordered overview. The 
guidance application will for instanee indicate that a frre insurance policy should be 
checked when the applicant proposes credit for a house with a reed top. Furthermore, 
the guidance application will provide access to other sub-task supporting applications 
depending on the status quo. For instanee for "assessing the morality of the applicant", 
a storage and retrieval application might be accessed containing a blacklist. 

A slorage and retrieval application for case independent states of affairs 
This type of application may be used during the assessment of mortgage-credit 
proposals for retrieving municipal development plans. When the applicant wishes to 
build a house on a piece of land that has already given another destination in municipal 
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deve!opment plans, this may be checked by using this type of application. By retrieving 
case independent states of affairs this application provides decision ingredients for 
assessing proposals. 

An abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application 
Banks have generally formulated policies for assessing mortgage-credit proposals. An 
alternative for imptementing this assessment knowledge in an automated problem 
sol ver, or counseling application is to store the abstracted acceptance policy knowledge 
in a communication application. By using this general knowledge retrieval application, 
professionals are able to retrieve and read knowledge chunks during the assessment of 
mortgage-credit proposals. Besides abstracted knowledge, a knowledge retrieval 
application might contain experience-based knowledge. The latter type of knowledge 
retrieval applications would be typified as a case-based retrieval application. 

A not decision supporting messaging application 
Mortgage professionals from every office have a weekly general meeting conceming 
the workload, problems, planning of holidays, etc. Both the distri bution of minutes as 
well as the colleetien of feedback on these minutes are supported bye-mail. In this case 
e-mail is used as a not decision supporting messaging application. 

A storage and retrieval applicationfor case dependent statesof affairs 
This type of applications is predominantly used for registration of case specific 
information. In the mortgage-credit domain, this type of applications may contain 
(accepted and rejected) proposals. 

A creation application 
In the mortgage-credit domain, the output of the assessment task may be documented 
in reports. The creation of these documents is supported with a creation application. 
The creation application most frequently used in this domaio wil! be a word processor. 

A decision supporting presentation application 
Describing an example of a decision supporting presentation application is quite 
difficult in this domain. In this task, there is no dynamica! system behaviour that may be 
modeled graphically. A task within the mortgage domaio in which the application of 
decision supporting presentation functionality is more likely, is advising mortgage
credit constructions (or more broader: advising in personal financial planning). The 
financial yearly impact of different credit and security options on: (1) the wealth 
development, (2) iocome after taxes, (3) costof ownership, may be presented 
graphically. By presenting these consequences the mortgage advisoris supported in 
advising a suitable mortgage-loan construction. 

4.5 Validation of the typology 

In this chapter a typology of IT -applications for professionals is descri bed. Throughout the 
remaioder of this book, this typology will be used for: 
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I. Descrihing the IT-support for professionals as it is defined in the three case studies 
performed in this research (as announced Chapter one); 

2. Specifying IT-support in the, in Chapter one mentioned, design rules that conneet 
task characteristics with types of IT-support. 

In the light of this role, the quality, or practical usefulness of the typology depends u pon its: 

I . Completeness 
The completenessof a typology can hardly be proved formally. However, by typifying a 
wide variety of IT -applications that are used in professional domains, the capacity of the 
typology to describe the existing variety of IT -applications may be demonstrated informally. 
Therefore in Appendix two, a collection of IT -applications that occur in practice is 
described and typified along the dimensions distinguished throughout this chapter. 

2. Acurateness (fitness for classification) 
The accurateness of the typology refers to the degree to which the dimensions described 
and distinctions made, are fit for describing the "true" differences and variety of IT
applications as existing in practice. What may be considered the "true" differences, depends 
largely on the goal and perspective of classification. This criterion may be tested by focusing 
on the logica! consistency between goal, chosen perspective, and dimensions and 
distinctions used, as well as on the ease in which the typology is applied for characterizing 
IT-applications in practice. An indicator for both completeness and acurateness may be the 
amount of anomalies (i.e., reallife IT-applications that can not be typified effectively). 

3. Distinctive power 
The practical usefulness of the IT -typology not only depends u pon its completeness and 
acurateness, but on its distinctive power as well. The completeness aspect refers to the 
degree to which the typology covers the total width and breadth of the variety in IT
applications. The acurateness refers to the question whether distinctions made within the 
total width and breadth may be considered correct. The distinctive power of the IT
typology refers to the depth, or degree of detail, to which the typology is capable of 
recognizing differences in functionality. Increasing the distinctive power of a typology, will 
commonly result in an increase in the amount of dimensions and distinctions .within the 
typology. The actdition of another dimension or distinction is necessary when the typology is 
otherwise too abstract for practical usage. As described above, this typology is aimed to be 
used in case studies and design rules. In the following chapters, it will be demonstrated that 
this usage requirement is fulfilled. This implies the distinctive power of the IT-typology is 
shifted (to some degree) to the distinctive power of the design rules. When the distinctive 
power of the latter are considered insufficient, the distinctive power of the former must be 
enlarged as wel!. 
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5. IT-support for assessing export credit insurance proposals 

5. 1 Introduetion 

In this Chapter, a casestudy in designing IT-support for assessing export credit insurance 
proposals is described. This casestudy has been fulfilled within the "Export- en 
Importgaranties department (EXIM) of "De Nederlandsche Bank" (DNB). In this case study, 
the task complexity analysis instrument described in Chapter three is applied in practice. 
Already existing IT-applications within EXIM, as wellas newly (during this casestudy) 
designed IT-applications, are defined in termsof the IT-typology described in the previous 
Chapter. In this casestudy, tentative design rules are induced from the defined IT-support. 
These design rules describe the relationships between the task complexity analysis results on 
the one hand and the designed IT-applications on the other hand, as they are defined in this 
casestudy. 

5.2 Assessing export credit insurance proposals 

Before descrihing the knowledge intensivetaskof assessing export credit insurance proposals 
in Section 5.2.2, first the context of export credit insurance in the Netherlands neects to be 
explained in Section 5.2.1. 

5.2.1 Export credit insurance in the Netherlands 

Dutch exporters may obtain insurance against the payment risks of foreign trade transactions. 
The "Nederlandse Credietverzekering Maatschappij" (NCM) provides a number of insurance 
products for insurance against these risks. The Dutch government re-insures these risks for 
NCM when they concern politica! or very large commercial risks. Therefore, insurance 
proposals between 10 and 25 million guilders are handed over to the EXIM department of 
DNB fora decision. Insurance proposals that exceed 25 mil !ion guilders are handed over to the 
Dutch Ministry of Finance for approval, after EXIM has advised on the acceptability. 

Payments risks in foreign trade transactions in their most elementary form, can be split up into 
risks associated with the debtor (i.e., the debtor risks), and risks associated with the exporter 
(i.e., the exporter risks), and risks associated with the importing country (i.e., country risks). 

Under specific circumstances, the foreign debtor may not be in a position to take delivery of 
the products the ex porter produced for him, or may not be able to pay the products he bought. 
These circumstances are referred to as the debtor risks. In these situations the ex porter has 
invested in or sold a product that is not being paid for. 

The exporter risks are associated with situations in which the Dutch ex porter is not capable of 
fulfilling his delivery requirements. This may occur due to financial or technica! problems in the 
exporter's organization. However, exporters will generally turntheir foreign accounts 
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receivable- and thereby the conceming payment risks as well-over totheir banks. This may, 
for instance, occur by bills of exchange (BIE), that are taken up by banks. The taking over of 
the payment risks by the exporters' bank, wiJl only occur when NCM is willing to provide 
"direct guarantees". The provision of direct guarantees by NCM implies that in case of non
payment by the debtor, NCM will pay the exporter's bank directly. Thereupon, a damage 
investigation is carried out for determining whether the ex porter has lived up to his delivery 
requirements. When this is not the case, NCM will have recourse. In the assessment of the 
exporter risks and the related provision of direct guarantees, the total recourse exposure on an 
ex porter plays an important role. 

The country risks are associated with the payment capacity of the countries to which is being 
exported. A country's payment capacity may, for instance, suffer from warfare or a currency 
crisis. A probiernatie payment capacity of a country may cause its importers not being able to 
fulfill their payment liabilities. 

5.2.2 Task description of assessing export credit insurance proposals 

Insurance proposals are inputted to the EXIM department by NCM. Approximately seven 
ad visers within this department are assessing these proposals along with their other tasks. The 
department's output in assessing these proposals amounts to approximately two cases per day. 
Every case is settled by one individual adviser in several hours. Settled cases are reviewed by 
the department management. 

In assessing insurance proposals, the most important su b-tasks are: 
1. assessing debtor risks 
2. assessing country risks 
3. assessing exporter risks 
4. assessing conformanee to (inter-)national policy and rules 

In each of these sub-tasks a number of aspects and elements are assessed. In the realization 
phase of this project, these assessment aspects and elements have been identified as lower level 
sub-tasks as wel!. 

Assessing debtor risks 
In assessing the debtor risks, the payment behaviour, capacity and financial strength of a debtor 
are assessed. The debtor assessment depends upon the type of debtor. Private debtors (i.e., 
privately owned foreign companies) are assessed different from foreign public debtors. A 
central govemment is assessed different from a local govemment. When debtors are considered 
too weak themselves, a guarantor needs to be presentand assessed upon payment behaviour, 
capacity and financial strength as wel!. 

The assessment of debtor risks is fulfilled on the basis of information from NCM, banks and 
embassies. 

Assessing country risks 
Rules and country specific requirements are documented in a country specific acceptability 
policy. The proposals are assessed by using the country specific acceptability policy. Therefore, 
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the timeliness and completeness of the country specific acceptability policy are assessed, and if 
necessary updated by using journals, reports of the International Monetary Fund, financial 
newspapers, rating agencies, etc. 

Assessing exporter risks 
In assessing ex porter risks, some assessment aspects are: 

• the total recourse exposure on an ex porter related to his financial strength; 
• the exporters expertise and experience in similar projects; 
• the exporters experience in the conceming country; 
• the financial magnitude of the export product or project related to the exporters 

balance sheet. 

Assessing conformanee to (inter- )national policy and rul es 
A country may support its export by export credit insurance. A country, for instance, could 
accept extreme long credit periods, thereby supporting dornestic exporters when competing 
with exporters from other countries. To avoid too large differences between competing 
countries, some international guidelines have to be applied in assessing insurance proposals. 
These guidelines are based u pon international agreements made within the Berner Union, 
OESO, or EU. Finally, some national guidelines have to be applied on export credit insurance 
proposals. 

When one of the above mentioned risks is not considered acceptable, the proposal is rejected, 
or some specific repair, additional security, or adaptation of the insurance or export contract is 
proposed. The execution of the above mentioned sub-tasks strongly depends u pon the 
characteristics of the specific case. For insuring an offshore project in Nigeria, other cover is 
needed and other guidelines are applicable than for insuring the export of machinery to 
Indonesia. Therefore, the resulting insurance products aretosome degree tailor-made. 

5.3 Objectives in export credit insurance 

DNB's objective in assessing the acceptability of export credit insurance proposals may be 
formulated as "supporting and facilitating Dutch export within the constraints of cost coverage 
in the long term". In the long term may be interpreted as a period of 15 to 20 years. This long 
term for cost coverage is one of the main reasoos for the involvement of the Dutch 
govemment in export credit insurance. Furthermore the terms supporting export and coverage 
of costs may be conflicting. The involvement of DNB in advising concerning export credit 
insurance proposals is derived from the combination of elements in this goal statement. DNB 
should be considered as an independent advising entity, used for balancing the commercial 
interests with the budgetary and politica! interests of the government. 

For advising the Minister of Finance, the output of EXIM should comply to the quality criteria 
that are applied for judging its decisions. Therefore, the actvice concerning the acceptability of 
insurance proposals should be in compliance with the following general quality objectives: 

l. avoidanee of arbitrariness; 
2. reasoned decisions; 
3. equal treatrnent of equal cases; 
4. carefulness in judgement (account for all relevant facts). 
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5.4 IT-support and information infrastructure in the initia/ situation 

In the initia! situation (i.e., befare this project was conducted), the inforroation infrastructure 
within EXIM was partly computer-, and partly paper-based. Besides the paper-based filing
cabinet, the following types of IT -applications were used: 

• A post registration application 
In this application nearly all documents received, produced and to be produced are 
registered. Registered documents include: correspondence, reports, proposals, damage 
claims, etc. These documents are not stared completely as a full text image or object, but as 
a database record that is created for every document. In terros of the IT-typology described 
in Chapter four, this application should be typified as a starage and retrieval application for 
both case dependent and independent states of affairs. From the perspective of the 
knowledge intensive task, case dependent states of affairs are registered when the post 
registered concerns insurance proposals (with additional correspondence). Case 
independent states of affairs are re gistered when other types of documents are concerned. 

• Afiling-cabinet registration application 
In a filing-cabinet registration application, the main categories of dossiers and files existing 
in the paper-based filing-cabinet are registered. This application is used for localizing files in 
the filing-cabinet. This application may be typified as a starage and retrieval application for 
case independent states of affairs. 

• A wordprocessor 
A wordprocessor is used for writing reports containing advice on the acceptability of a 
proposal, or containing acceptation policy in genera!. In terros of the IT -typology, a 
wordprocessor is a creation application. 

• External registration applications 
Besides the above mentioned application, EXIM employees have access to a number of 
ex tema! starage and retrieval applications containing case independent states of affairs, 
concerning press reports, OESO-inforroation about countries, etc. 

The filing-cabinet 
In the paper-based filing cabinet, more than hundred files containing policy statements and 
policy-inducing (settled) proposals are stored. The location of files on a specific subject can be 
deterroined by using the above mentioned filing-cabinet registration application. The policy
inducing settled proposals contain specific pieces of policy developed within the context of a 
particular case. Due tothefact that the filing cabinet is paper-based, files that are relevant from 
different perspectives are stared redundant along different themes or topics. 

Expectedfuture developments 
Some early developments concerning the introduetion of werkflow management applications 
may be observed within DNB. A werkflow management application might support the overall 
werkflow from NCM, via DNB to Ministry of Finance. This would imply that EXIM might: 

I. receive cases (insurance proposals) via messaging functionality from NCM; 
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2. send (provisionally) settled cases via messaging functionality back to NCM and to 
the Ministry of Finance; 

3. obtain more procedural information conceming the location and progressof a case 
in the overall workflow; 

4. allocate cases to actvisers by using enrichment functionality (a worktlow agent). 

In the following sections a new supportive system is defined. The IT-support presentedis 
independently of the presence of the above described worktlow management functionality. 
When a worktlow management application is, or becomes present, the functionality proposed 
in this Chapter may be embedded in the worktlow management environment. 

Determining the pro- and contra-indicators for applying worktlow management functionality 
are beyond the core contents of this research. Researching the applicability of worktlow 
management functionality should be conducted in the context of supporting data intensive 
organizations in genera!. In focusing on the knowledge intensivetaskof CO REP professionals 
(as in this research), our perspective is too limited for deriving applicability criteria for 
selecting worktlow management functionality. In practice, however, worktlow functionality 
and task supporting functionality are- when bothare applied- complementary. Therefore, the 
functionality for supporting the CO REP professional task as proposed in this Chapter, is 
complementary to the functionality provided by worktlow management applications that may 
be applied in the future. 

5.5 Analysis of task complexity 

In Chapter three, an instrument for the analysis of task complexity is proposed. In this section, 
the instrument is applied for the assessment of export credit insurance proposals. The results 
are shown in Table 5.1. 

Task complexity 
aspect 

Disarrangement 
of the task 

Inaccessibility of 
knowledge 

Analysis 

Surveyability providing aids are not available. Because of the 
existence of predefined acceptation policies and guidelines, 
the afterward rationalization approach can not be followed. 
Policy, rules and guidelines are conditionally applicable, 
depending on case characteristics such as: credit period, 
country, type of product, etc. The amount of sub-assessments 
that have to be fulfilled (conditionally) is relatively large (at 
least more than ten sub-assessments per case). 
All relevant knowledge is documented in the filing-cabinet 
and available in the format of documented policies, rules and 
guidelines34

• However, in practice advisers often use their 
own set of copies of policies, rules and guidelines. The u sage 
of the right version of documented knowledge, therefore can 
not be guaranteed. Furthermore, a large number of policies, 
rules and guidelines are only seldomly applicable, which 
implies that these policies, rules and guidelines are easily 

Result: 
amounts to task 
complexit.Y_? 
yes 

some 

34 Th is commonly shared viewpoint has been changed during the real isation of the proposed IT -applications 
(see the evaluation inSection 5.11 ). 
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ignored due to the limited approachability of chunks of 
knowledge in the paper-based filing-cabinet. 

lnstability of Policies, rules and guidelines change due to politica] changes, yes 
knowied ge changes in foreign counuies, as well as leaming from past 

experiences. All these changes together, are responsible for 
moderate to extensive knowied ge changes more than a few 
times a year. Because of the inaccessibility of knowledge, 
instability of knowled2e is a factor for task complexity. 

Immeasurable- Many important case characteristics can not be determined much 
nessof case objectively. For instance: the credit-worthiness or payment 
characteristics behavior of debtors, the politica! elimate in a country, or the 

expertise and experience of an ex porter are case 
characteristics that can not be determined objectively and 
therefore need to be assessed during the execution of this 
task. 

Lack of feedback Settled cases that result in a damage claim that could have no 
been avoided, become known to all professionals, and and as 
aresult policies may be adjusted. Every decision made in 
cases are visible for NCM and Mi nistry of Finance. These 
or2anisations provide feedback on decisions made as well . 

Similarity of Consistency in judgement is suived for, while experience- yes 
cases based knowledge is badly accessible. In practice, it may 

therefore be difficult to delermine whether there have been 
cases with similar properties. 

Heterogeneity of A wide variety of countries, debtors, products, proposed cover yes 
cases and securities, exporters , type of products, etc., exists that 

may be present in cases. Therefore, cases may differ from 
each other to a lar_g_e ex tent. 

Novelty of cases Because of the amount of immeasurable case characteristics, yes. 
there is a large chance an individual case contains new 
previously unknown characteristics. 

Table 5.1 .: Task complexity analysis of assessing export credit insurance proposals. 

5.6 Defined supportive system 

In this Section the IT-support is described that has been selectedon the basis of the task 
complexity analysis. InSection 5.10 tentative design rules are derived from the IT-support 
defined in this casestudy. 

For reducing, or removing the impact of the determined task complexity aspects, the following 
directions of change have been formulated: 

1. Securing the deleetion of applicable sub-assessments by providing task guidance. 
A large number of sub-assessments have to be performed conditionally. By securing the 
detection of the applicability of sub-assessments (i.e., knowledge intensive sub-tasks) and 
conditionally providing relevant knowledge chunks, ignoring or overlooking relevant 
knowledge chunks or sub-tasks is reduced or even impossible. 

2. Enlarging the approachability of knowledge. 
By supplying task related knowledge chunks approachable on the desk-top, the 
inaccessibility of knowied ge is reduced. The ad visers no Jonger have to visit the filing
cabinet, ortheir own set of copies. By distributing documented k.nowledge from one central 
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controlling location to all advisers, it is secured that all professionals always have an 
updated knowledge base to their disposal. This direction of change is needed for reducing 
task complexity coming forth from the limited accessibility of knowied ge. By reducing the 
inaccessibility of knowledge, the impact of knowledge instability on task complexity is 
reduced as wel!. 

Together with the first mentioned direction of change, this direction of change reduces the 
task complexity impact that originates from the large heterogeneity of cases as well. The 
heterogeneity of cases results in task complexity, because professionals are required to have 
a large knowied ge base to their disposal, while each of the knowledge chunks in this 
knowledge base is only occasionally used. By establishing an IT-enabled knowledge base, in 
which the conditional applicability of individual knowledge chunks is detected by IT
enabled task guidance, the possibility of ignoring relevant chunks of knowledge wiJl be 
reduced to a large extent. 

3. Securing the construction of experience-based knowledge and enlarging experience 
sharing. 
Due to the immeasurableness of case characteristics, a large number of navelties occurs 
during task execution. This implies a relatively large amount of experience-based knowledge 
is created in practice during the settiement of novelties. ldeally all professionals should be 
able to access and use each other's experience-based knowledge. By collecting, filtering, 
and storing doeurnenled experience-based knowledge by using IT, the structured groupwise 
creation and sharing of experience-based knowledge is facilitated. By applying IT-enabled 
experience collection and sharing, the task complexity impact of novelty of cases, as well as 
immeasurableness of case characteristics is reduced. 

These directions of change have been elaborated into the following application concepts: 

I . Question-and-answer guidance application 
Th is application requires users to answer questions conceming the current case. These 
questions are conditionally derived and asked in the context of a specific sub-task. 
Questions are either obligatory to be answered, or optionally answered. The distinction 
between obligatory and optionally questions can bedefinedon user specific levels (e.g., for 
novices more questions can be made obligatory than for expert level users). Consictering the 
case specific answers, the application derives the next sub-tasks that may be executed. 
Furthermore, applicable knowledge chunks as rules and guidelines are detected and - when 
desired - presented along the question and answer path. These rules and guidelines are 
views on the knowledge base of the hypertext knowledge starage and retrieval application 
( described below), in which these knowledge chunks are stored. 

The sequence in which users desire to execute sub-tasks and answer questions is proposed 
by the application, but users may choose to deviate from the proposed sub-task and 
question sequence. The application, however, monitors the answering of all questions. 
When the user has answered all questions in each relevant sub-task, the applicability of all 
relevant knowledge chunks has been determined. Users are notallowed to attribute the 
status "settled" to cases in which notall obligatory questions in sub-tasks are answered. 

In termsof the IT-typology described in Chapter four, this application is typified as a task 
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guidance application. 

2. Hypertext knowledge slorage and retrieval application 
This application contains knowledge chunks, such as: rules, policies, guidelines, and 
definitions. These knowledge chunks are stared in a domain model that consistsof four 
inter-linked hierarchies35

: a (sub-)task hierarchy, a rul es hierarchy, a concepts hierarchy and 
a documents hierarchy. The contents of the nodes in each hierarchy may be retrieved by 
goal-directed searching as well as undirected navigating through hyperlinks36

. This 
application, different from most hypertext applications, automatically generates hyperlinks, 
based u pon the hierarcties of nodes. 

The (sub-)task hierarchy contains descriptions of sub-tasks that may be executed in 
assessing export credit insurance proposals, as well as sub-task specific connections to 
relevant entries in the rules and concept hierarchies. The rules hierarchy contains 
descriptions of rules, guidelines and policies as well as rule specific connections to relevant 
entries in the sub-task, concept and documents hierarchies. The concept hierarchy contains 
definitions of (abstract) domain objects (related to each other), as well as connections to 
en tri es in the rul es, (sub-)task and documents hierarchy. The (sub-) tasks, rul es and 
concepts hierarcties tagether constitute a knowledge providing media (as described in 
Chapter two), for the presentation of stared data is geared to supporting "situated action" 
(in this case: assessing export credit insurance proposals). The documents hierarchy, 
contains the original descriptions on which rules and concept descriptions are derived in the 
creation process of the knowledge base. The document hierarchy, which itself should be 
considered an information providing media, is a partial electronic representation of the 
paper-based filing-cabinet. 

This application is typified as a starage and retrieval application for communicating 
abstracted knowledge in a one (the knowledge cantrolling location) to many (the 
professionals) configuration. 

3. Full text experience-based knowledge slorage and retrieval application 
This application provides the facility to retrieve case specific experience-based knowledge 
representation in a full texe7 format. The case files that may be retrieved are cases in which 
a specific salution ordecision is made in a novel situation. These case files may be retrieved 
by search queries formulated by professionals. So far, this application should be typified as 
an information providing media, for the presentation of case data is not specifically geared 
to the professional task. However, the search query formulation may not only be freely 
manipulated by users, for search queries are generated automatically on the basis of the 
user's task context as wel!. By using the status quo in the task guidance application a search 

35 These four inter-linked hiearchies are mentioned and described in this Chapter for illustrating the particular 
hypertext storage and retrieval application applied in this casestudy. Other ways for representing knowledge in 
this type of applications might have been equally applicable. 
36 In this application, hyperlinks may be conceived as non-hierarchical connections between the branches of the 
four mentioned hierachies. The hyperlinks are used by selecting marked words (often called hotwords) in pieces 
of text. An extensive description of hypertext is made by Kuhlen (I 991 ). 
37 Full text retrieval implies that whole documents (i.e., their full text) may be retrieved. Furthermore, in 
searching for relevant documents, a doeurnent's full text may be used for determining the actual relevanee of 
the document. The term full text is often used for positioning this type of applications related to retrieval 
application in which documents are only pre-classified by a structured set of topics. 
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query is proposed, in tenns of sub-tasks, rules and concepts. With this addition, the 
presentation of case specific in formation is customized in a knowledgeable manner (i.e., 
adapted to providing context-sensitive task support). In the above described hypertext 
knowledge communication application, the presentation of data is adapted to situated action 
as well, and has even found its representation in the physical organization of data storage. 
The starage of experience-based knowledge is, however, less stabie and predictabie due to 
the continuous growth of this type of knowledge by the occurrence of novelties. Therefore 
in this experience-based knowledge communication application, only the organization of 
data presentation to users is geared to the u sage situation, while for data starage a less 
organized salution is chosen. By using a "rich" search mechanism such as provided by full 
text techniques, the difference in structure between data starage and data presentation to 
users can be solved. 

This application is typified as an experience-based knowledge starage and retrieval 
application in which knowledge is communicated in a one (the knowledge base 
administrator's location), with many (the professionals) configuration. In this application a 
"one with many" instead of "one to many" configuration is highly important for 
professionals must be able to contribute their own case-based experiences. 

In Figure 5.1., the complete supportive system is depicted. Within this supportive system both 
existing as well as newly defined applications are displayed. 

workflow management application 1 

e 

workflow supporting 
messaging tunctionality 

_ _ luncti.onaUty_ vdtbln ------ - -- - ---- - ---- - --- -- -- -- -- --- -- - -
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Figure 5.1.: Supportive system for assessing export credit insurance proposals 

5. 7 lmplications of the defined applications 

The defined IT-applications have been detennined by analysing task characteristics. After 
implementation of these IT-applications the way professionals perferm their tasks will be 
changed. However, other organizational changes than a change in task instruments will occur 
as wel!. Building and maintaining the proposed IT-applications have a substantial impact on the 
organization. Apart from the fact that the conceming IT-functionality needs to be programmed 
or bought, these proposed IT-applications have the following organizational implications: 
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Regarding realization: 
1. Documents in the filing-cabinet need to be selected on relevance, and worked up into the 

structure of the four hierarchies of the hypertext knowledge communication application. For 
assessing export credit insurance proposals, over one hundred possibly relevant files, 
containing tens to hundreds of pages each, need to be examined, selected and processed. 
Difficulties that ocçurred in practice during the realization phase, as well as an alternative 
course of action for creating knowledge chunks are described inSection 5.11., in which the 
design is evaluated. 

2. Both knowledge communication applications require the transformation of knowledge 
chunks available on paper, into an electronic format. The amount of transferable text in this 
case has reached such a level that u sage of a flat bed scanner in combination with imaging 
and optica! character recognition software was necessary. 

Regarding maintenance: 
For maintaining the knowledge chunks in both knowledge communication applications, as well 
as for maintaining the task structure in the guidance application, an administrative 
organizational entity is necessary. This administrative entity makes use of the following 
elements: 

I. A knowledge administration procedure 
In a knowledge administration procedure, a working method is described for keeping the 
collection of knowledge chunks and task structure up to date. In this process, users 
(professionals) play an important role, for they create the input (in the format of mutation 
forms) for the maintenance process. They detect the necessity to create these mutation 
forms during the execution of their knowledge intensive tasks, when reading joumals, or in 
discussions with confreres. It is assumed that the organizational culture within the EXIM 
department- which is directed to maintaining high levels of quality in their products -
provides enough incentives for professionals to create mutation forms when required. 
Created mutation forms are placed before a panel of experts in which senior professionals 
participate. When the panel of experts decides to implement the proposed mutations, the 
mutation forms are handed over to the knowledge base administrator, who effectuates the 
required changes by using available knowledge editing shells. After these changes are 
inspected by the panel, the mutated knowledge bases are available for usagein the described 
applications. 

2. A knowledge base administrator 
A knowledge base administrator essentially is a regular professional, who fulfills knowledge 
administration tasks in actdition to his normal tasks. The knowledge base administrator 
operates in accordance with the knowledge administration procedure, and is thereby IT
supported with knowledge editing shells. 

3. Knowledge editing shells 
Each of the three described applications provides maintenance shells for the knowledge base 
administrator. These shells provide manipulation functionality for creating, editing, or 
deleting task structures and knowledge chunks along predefined structures. By specific 
enrichment functionalities, desired mutations can be checked on consistency. An important 
characteristic of these shells is the fact that the contents of knowledge bases can be changed 
by regular professionals instead of the required availability of computer programmers. 
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5.8 Task complexity reduced, or made manageable 

The three above described IT-applications, are aimed at reducing or removing task complexity, 
or making task complexity manageable. 

The question and answer guidance application reduces the disarrangement of the task. The 
surveyability of the task is improved by the guiding capabilities of this type of applications. The 
inaccessibility of knowledge is reduced by the hypertext knowledge communication application 
and the full text knowledge communication application. By reducing the task complexity 
impact of inaccessibility of knowledge, the impact of instability of knowledge is better 
manageable as well, for both knowledge communication applications ensure proper knowledge 
version management. Furthermore, the growth of collective experiences in practice is 
facilitated by the experience-based knowledge communication application. Task complexity 
coming forth from the immeasurableness of case characteristics will become better manageable 
by reducing the impact of novelty of cases that is caused by this aspect. Complexity from the 
dependency of cases is reduced by improving the accessibility of experience-based knowledge. 
Heterogeneity of cases and the impact of this aspect on the necessary variety of available 
knowledge chunks is made manageable by the detection of applicable knowledge chunks in the 
guidance application. The task complexity impact of novelty of cases is made manageable by 
the structured collectivization of experience-based knowledge as accommodated by the 
experience-based knowledge communication application. 

5.9 Motivation of the design choices 

In the detinition of the three applications, some design choices have been made that could have 
resulted in an other selected altemative. Same of these design choices are relevant for 
description in this Chapter. 

1. In the experience-based knowledge commuiûcation application, a "one with many" 
insteadof "one to many" or "many with many" configuration is chosen 
The contiguration type "one with many" implies that the knowledge base is maintained and 
updated at one central location, while all users may contribute new experiences or 
annotations electronically. An alternative for this contiguration type would be the "many 
with many" communication as provided by bulletin board applications, conferencing 
applications, or newsgroups on the Internet. These applications may be used for the 
communication of experiences as wel!. However, an important distinction between 
applications supporting a "one with many" versus a "many with many" communication 
contiguration is the fact that a knowledge base in a "one with many" contiguration can be 
administered by a central organizational entity. An organizational entity responsible for the 
contentsof the knowledge base, willenlarge the quality and reliability of the stared 
knowied ge. The quality and reliability of knowledge chunks in a many with many 
contiguration heavily depends u pon the quality of the individual contributions. The quality 
and reliability of contributions in this contiguration can only be (slightly) tested by 
interpreting the reactions of other users on the contribution. Due to the high quality 
standards within DNB we have chosen for a "one with many" contiguration in this case 
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study. By choosing a "one with many" instead of "one to many" configuration, it is possible 
to receive and collect individual contributions easily without loosing the reliability of the 
contents of the knowied ge base. Received individual contributions may be filtered and 
inputted to the maintenance processof the knowledge base. 

In the hypertext knowledge communication application is chosen fora "one to many" 
instead of "one with many" configuration. Th is implies users do nothave the facility of 
annotating knowledge chunks electronically. Remarks, and other contributions may be 
described on paper-based mutation proposals. The knowledge base of this application 
(containing abstracted knowledge) is more stable, and less dependent on the experience
based input from practice. Therefore, a relatively simp Ie paper-based salution is considered 
sufficient. 

2. Applying knowledge starage and retrieval functionality for improving knowledge 
accessibility insteadof applying enrichment functionality. 
In this case, we have chosen for improving knowledge accessibility by transferring 
abstracted knowledge to a hypertext knowledge communication application. This 
functionality enables professionals to search for relevant knowledge chunks. An alternative 
for transferring knowledge to a retrievable storage is to work knowledge up to executable 
enrichment functionality. This would imply knowledge is implemenled in a counseling 
application or an automated problem sol ver. 

In the design choice conceming the applicability of either a knowledge storage and retrieval 
versus an enrichment solution, we may distinguish between at least three determining 
factors. These are technica!, economie and human factors. 

Technica! factors conceming this design choice refer to the question whether working 
knowledge up into executable enrichment functionality is technically feasible. To establish a 
sufficient degree of coverage38 some conditions need to be fulfilled. These conditions refer 
to the "representability" of knowledge within the particular task domain. 

Economie factors are concemed with the question whether werking knowledge up into 
executable enrichment functionality is profitable. Transferring knowledge into the format 
necessary for enrichment functionality, requires a relatively high level of structure in, and 
completeness of the transferable knowied ge. Reaching such a level of structure and 
completeness (i.e., creating a format knowledge model), generally requires more efforts 
compared totheefforts necessary for transferring knowledge into a retrievable storage. The 
investments associated with these additional efforts at least need to be leveled by additional 
gains, or profits. These (additional) profits often are qualitative and difficult to express in 
fmancial quantities. 

Hu man factors conceming this design choice refer to the question whether realizing 
enrichment functionality is desirabie from the perspective of the future users. In 
organizations, a counseling application will often be considered more threatening than a 
storage and retrieval application. A counseling application influences the task distribution 
between the professional and IT-application directly. However, potential acceptation 

38 The degree of coverige of a counseling application, or an autornaled problem sol ver, refers to the fraction of 
the total amount of cases in which the application may advice or solve the case. 
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probieros by users may, tosome degree, be avoided by applying the counseling functionality 
in a specific mode. Counseling applications may be appbed either actively advising or 
passively controlling. In the actively advising mode, the counseling application tries to 
advise the user in every case. A passively cantrolling counseling application, only presents 
advice to the user when the user chooses an unconventional course of action 
(unconventional in the forma! knowledge model of the counseling appl ication). For u sage by 
professionals in their knowledge intensive tasks, the passively controlling mode appears to 
be the best type of counseling mode in genera!. The cognitive capacities of professionals 
remain to be fully used during task execution, which lowers the chances that these 
capacities decrease due to under-utilization. In the actively advising mode the question 
arises what will happen to the cognitive capacities of professionals, when these are only 
used for exceptional cases in which the counseling application can not advise or should be 
overruled. In the passively cantrolling mode the counseling application will only show 
visible activity when users choose an unanticipated course of action. When users decide to 
persist in their choices, after the application has brought their somewhat exceptional course 
of action to their attention, the application may require users to provide explanation. 
Collected explanations may be used as input for the maintenance process of the forma! 
knowledge model. 

In the literature a passively cantrolling counseling application is, for instance, encountered 
for supporting designers. Gruber (1993) has called this type of support for designers 
"generative rationale support" and he describes Garcia's ADD application (Garcia and 
Howard, 1992) as example of this type of applications: 

"During design, designers make choices for parameters in light of requirements and 
constraints. ADD monitors the decision making process, as an apprentice. Thé program has 
astrong a priori model of the domain (design parameters for heating and air-conditioning 
systems), design process (the ordering dependencies among design decisions), and decision 
making (how to evaluate alternatives consiclering multiple criteria and constraints). The 
designer enters requirements, constraints, and decision criteria fora particular case. Then, 
as the designer makes design decisions, the system uses the domain, process, and decision 
roodels to predict expected choices for parameters. If the designer's choices do notmatch 
the system's expectations, ADD asks for more information from the user to help justify the 
choices." 

5.10 Design ru/es applied 

The three described IT-applications have been defined by applying a number of design rules. In 
this section, these design rules are explicated, and described in the following format: 

(Type of applicable IT-application) when (result oftask complexity analysis) 

This format is chosen for the solution space in this research is limited to IT-applications. In a 
broader solution space other types of solutions such as education, organizational structure, 
control mechanisms, etc., might have been chosen on the same results of the task complexity 
analysis. Therefore in the format of the design rules we have chosen for first stating the IT
solution foliowed by its applicability. 
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In Box 5.1., the design rul es are described that have been used for designing IT -applications in 
this casestudy. 

Design rule 5.1.: 
Apply a guidance application if the disarrangement of the task results in task complexity. 

Design rule 5.2.: 
Apply a knowledge storage and retrieval application in a "one to (or with) many" 
configuration, or a counseling application if both inaccessibility and instability of knowledge 
result in task complexity. The design choice between a knowledge storage and retrieval 
application versus a counseling application is determined by technica!, economie and human 
factors. Technica! factors refer to the feasibility of representing knowledge in enrichment 
functionality. Economie factors refer to the profitability of knowledge representation in 
enrichment functionality. Human factors refer to the desirability of changing the task 
distribution between professional and IT-application by using enrichment functionality. 

Design rule 5.3.: 
Apply a guidance application for detecting the case specific applicability of knowledge chunks 
by generating views on a knowledge storage and retrieval application, if heterogeneity of cases 
results in task complexity and these two application types are already applied. 

Design rule 5.4.: 
Apply a one with many, experience-based knowledge, storage and retrieval application for 
collectivization of experience growth and sharing, if novelty of cases results in task complexity. 

Box 5.1.: Design rules applied in defining IT-support for assessing export credit insurance 
proposals. 

5. 11 Evaluation of the design 

The three applications are (to be) builtand implemented in two distinct realization projects. 
The first project camprises the realization of the question and answer guidance application as 
wel! as the hypertext abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application. This project is 
executed and finished within the time span of this research. The realization project of the full 
text experience-based knowledge storage and retrieval application is not started within the time 
span of this research. Therefore, in this book only a full evaluation can bedescribed conceming 
the first two applications. 

The evaluation of these applications can be split up into the evaluation of the realization and 
implementation process and the evaluation of the quality of the implemented applications. 

Evaluation ofthe realization and implementation process. 
For realizing the hypertext knowledge communication application, doeurneuts in the filing
cabinet need to be selected on relevance, and worked up into the structure of the four 
hierarchies of the knowledge model in this application. Selecting and workingup of doeurneuts 
was conducted by EXIM-advisers themselves and supported by extemal knowledge 
engineering consultants. During the realization phase of this application, the working up of 
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documents into knowledge chunks proved to be very complex. Documents in the filing-cabinet 
proved to be unclear, too detailed, incomplete or outdated, which made the construction of 
knowied ge chunks from these documents too difficult. After intensive attempts to create these 
knowledgde chunks more or less straightforwardly in this manner failed, an alternative course 
of action has been foliowed for knowledge documentation. By combining the initia! approach 
with an elicitation approach39 of cognitively available knowledge, the construction of 
knowledge chunks got accomplished. For reaching a sufficient level of available knowledge 
chunks, the construction of knowledge chunks took EXIM professionals a bout 60 days of 
werking instead of the initially planned 25 days. Despite these additional efforts and costs the 
project was continued when the initia! budget was allocated, due to the fact that the initially 
expected gains (i.e., the task complexity reductions) and added value of these applications still 
proved via bie. Especially the improvements of knowledge accessibility was considered 
important and already visible during the construction of knowied ge chunks. 

Evaluation of the quality of the implemenled applicalions 
In an evaluation session, the EXIM department assessed the fitness of the implemented 
applications for supporting their task. Th is assessment was formulated a long the questions of a 
questionnaire. In this questionnaire we focused on: 

• the question whether each of the implemented applications fulfilled the initia) 
expections. These expectations as well as their fulfilment were formulated in terms 
of the task complexity factors that were to be reduced; 

• advantages (benefits) and disadvantages (concerns) of the applications, and the 
degree to which these (dis-)advantages were expected prior to the realization 
project. 

On the basis of this questionnaire EXIM formulated a position statement. The general opinion 
in this position statement may be rephrased as fellows. The applications are considered very 
valuable for improving task performance and reducing the impact of task complexity factors. 
However, the realization of these applications has proved far more laborieus than initially 
expected due to the above stated reasons. In actdition to this general judgment, the following 
assessment results may be considered important learning experiences: 

I. Although the construction of knowledge chunks has proved more difficult and laborieus 
than initially expected, an additional (unexpected) gainis that the quality of EXIM's 
knowledge has been improved as well. EXIM professionals have experienced that they had 
to "push out into the heart of the matter", meanwhile maintaining a helicopter viewpoint 

2. The hypertext technology - as used in the knowledge storage and retrieval application - has 
a strenger positive impact on the retrieval of knowied ge chunks than expected. It is 
considered an powerlul instrument for quickly and associatively retrieving knowledge 
chunks. 

3. Despite the fact that the construction of the knowledge base has proved laborieus, the 
(expected) maintenance efforts are considered relatively small. 

4. The question-and-answer guidance application is considered especially useful due to the fact 
that it is able to direct the attention and the cognitive reasoning process of its users. This 

39 In the elicitation approach, domain knowledge is gathered by using techniques from knowledge engineering, 
such as interviews, verbal protocols, etc. In this approach cognitively stared knowledge is extemalized, 
doeurnenled and validated. 
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application prevents professionals from overlooking sub-tasks and applicable knowledge 
chunks. The sequence in which users desire to ex ecu te sub-tasks and answer questions is 
proposed by the application, but users may choose to deviate from the proposed sub-task 
and question sequence. Although users may deviate from the proposed sub-task sequence, 
EXIM professionals consicter the existence of a proposed sequence very important. 

5. The positive impact of having a well-ordered overview over the task, as provided by the 
question and answer application, is considered larger than initially expected. This larger than 
expected positive impact is not only limited to its support for day-to-day task execution, but 
contributes to the education of junior professionals as wel!. 

From this casestudy we may conclude that the defined and implemented IT-support fits to the 
task characteristics as described in the task complexity analysis. The appropriateness of the 
applied IT-functionality is beyond any doubt in this casestudy. However, the efforts necessary 
for realizing the contents of a knowledge base constitute a crucial success factor when 
knowledge chunks are not yet (completely) available in documents. 
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6. IT-support for interceding the unemployed 

6. 1 Introduetion 

In a number of public as wellas private organizations in the Netherlands, ad visers are 
interceding the unemployed. In interceding the unemployed, a distinction is made between 
"direct interceding" and "interceding through improving market-value". In case of direct 
mediation, the unemployed person is facilitated in filling in already registered vacancies, or 
vacancies expected in the near future. Fora number of unemployed people, the difference 
betweentheir potential and capacities on the one hand and the general market or employers' 
requirements on the other is far too large. These people are almost without any chances of 
obtaining a job within a reasonable time span. The market-value of a certain category of these 
people may be improved to a level on which their chances on obtaining a job ameliorate 
significantly. For this category of unemployed people, mediation through improving market
value may be applied. The market-value of these people may be improved by providing 
elementary education, unpaid jobs for gaining practical experience, training in applying for 
jobs, advice conceming suitable job opportuni ties, etc. 

In this chapter, IT-support for interceding advisors is described by applying the task 
complexity instrument described in Chapter three and the IT-typology described in Chapter 
four. Furthermore, tentative design rules are inferred from the connections between the task 
complexity analysis on the one hand and the designed IT-applications on the other hand. 

6.2 lnterceding the unemployed 

Interceding the unemployed commonly pursues the following process (see Figure 6.1). Before 
a consultation meeting between an unemployed person and an actvisers occurs, some elient 
specific characteristics already have been registered during pre-registration. In pre-registration 
characteristics such as: name, adress, age and personal identification code are registered. 
During one or more consultation meetings, the adviser assesses and registers elient specific 
characteristics such as: education, practical experience, drive and motive to get a job, 
presentation capacities, social and communicative qualities, etc. Based on these characteristics 
as well as the current market conditions, the market-value of an unemployed person is 
determined. In this casestudy, the market-value of an unemployed person may be determined: 
well intercedable, intercedable via improving market-value, not intercedable, intercedability to 
be determined. 
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lnr9rcedeable 

Figure 6.1 .: The interceding task 

VVell interce~ble 
For wen intercedable unemployed, it is tried to find a number of vacancies during or 
after the consultatien meetings. These vacancies are registered in a vacancies 
registration application. Unemployed people that can not be provided with one or more 
vacancies remain considered wen intercedable. 

Intercedable via improving market-value 
For this type of unemployed, the adviser expects an endured unemployment situation 
unless the market-value of the unemployed person is improved significantly. Therefore, 
for this type of unemployed dedicated actions or instruments for improving market
value may be selected. Based on selected actions or instruments, an impravement plan 
is created in which the impravement process is planned. The progress of the 
unemployed person is monitored along the milestones in this plan. 

Not intercedable 
Endured unemployed persons whose market-value can not be improved within 
reasanabie time and costs are considered not intercedable. These cases may be handed 
over to ( other) social security service organizations. 

lntercedability remains to be determined 
In some cases, it is not possible todetermine the intercedability of an unemployed 
person in a limited number of consultatien meetings. For this type of cases, the adviser 
may choose to investigate the unemployed persons' capacities and qualities more 
intensively. 

6.3 Objectives in interceding 

In describing the general objective in interceding, a distinction needs to be made in private 
owned and public interceding organizations. Both types of organizations strive for the 
attainment of effectiveness and efficiency goals. However, public organizations often have to 
strive for attaining equality goals as wel! (to establish equal rights on Iabour for everybody). 
These general objectives often are explicated in the following specific objectives for the 
interceding task: 

I. Minimalization of the average unemployment period per person; 
2. Efficient allocation of funds on market-value improving activities; 
3. Uniformity in decions made, without ignoring elient specific particularities. Privately owned 

organizations strive for uniformity for obtaining quality objectives. Public organizations 
have to strive for uniformity for preserving the equality of rights of unemployed people. 
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6.4 tT-support and information infrastructure in the typical initia/ situation 

For supporting interceding advisors, in the typical interceding organization the following IT
applications are encountered: 

I. Unemployed registration application. This type of application is used for storing and 
retrieving case specific characteristics of unemployed people. Commonly, in this kind of 
applications only objectively measurable case characteristics, such as age, education, years 
of practical experience may be registered in a (syntactically) structured format. The more 
"soft" case characteristics such as social and communicative qualities can only be registered 
in free text. In terms of the IT -typology described in Chapter four, this application is 
typified as a storage and retrieval application for storing and retrieving case dependent 
states of affairs. 

2. Vacancies registration application. In this application vacancies are registered in a 
structured format. The organization of vacancies is commonly job-specific. From the 
perpective of the interceding task, this application should be typified as a storage and 
retrieval application, containing case independentstatesof affairs. From the perspective of a 
task such as "filling up vacancies" this application would be typified as storing and 
retrieving case dependent states of affairs. 

3. Matching application. This application is used forsearching for vacancies that are suitable 
for an unemployed person, and vice versa. Commonly, vacancy requirements can be used 
for selecting applicants, while unemployed (applicants) characteristics may be used for 
suitable vacancies. This matching application utilizes enrichment functionality on sub-task 
level for camparing characteristics of vacancies and unemployed people. From the 
perspective of the interceding task, this application is characterized as a decision ingredients 
providing application. 

4. Word processor. This application is predominantly used for writing letters, and may be 
typified as a creation application. 

Besides the four above mentioned applications, so-called "client tracking applications" are 
often used. These applications are used for the registration of impravement plans, as wel! as 
the monitoring of progress, the registration of elient specific appointments, etc. 

Other information providing media 
In actdition to the above described IT-enabled information infrastructure, some paper-based 
media are used. These media contain information conceming the status quo and further market 
developments. Th is information is commonly documented in reports and has a job or region 
specific character. 

6.5 Analysis of task complexity 

In interceding the unemployed, we may distinguish between the following knowledge intensive 
sub-tasks: assessment and registration of case characteristics, determining intercedability and 
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selection of market-value improving instruments. Analysis of the task complexity in interceding 
the unemployed shows the in Table 6.1 described results. 

Task complexity Analysis Result: 
aspect amounts to task 

complexity? 
Disarrangement In registering well-measurable case specific characteristics, as no 
of the task well as in determining intercedabilty and market-value 

improving instruments, a task structure is provided by the 
unemployed registration application. However, the more 
"soft", difficult measurable case caharacteristics are assessed 
in parallel of the registration of well-measurable 
characteristics. These assessments are made by ad visers quite 
implicitly and automatically. For assessing these 
characteristics the actvisers may follow an afterward 
rationalization approach. Due to the presence of a task 
structure in the re gistration application, as well as an 
afterward rationalization approach for assessing badly 
measurable case characteristics, there is no reason to assume 
actvisers are loosing overview over !heir task. 

Inaccessibility of Assessing soft case characteristics, determining much 
knowledge intercedability and selecting market-value improving 

instruments are performed on the basis of knowied ge that is 
solely cognitively available "in the minds" of individual 
professionals. No explicit rul es, or guidelines are doeurnenred 
for performing these sub-assessments. Furthermore, 
professionals are not able to explain !heir knowledge easily 
and consistently. Different professionals all seem to have 
!heir own points of attention, explanations and favourite 
market-value improving instruments. Therefore, knowledge 
is not available via collectivized media. 

Instability of Due to the fact that knowledge is poorly available, which no 
knowledge implies there is no forma! definition of the collection of 

knowledge chunks applicable within the task, knowledge 
instahilities will only occur within the mental knowledge 
rnadeis of each individual professional. These instahilities 
will not result in task complexity for there is no forma! 
definition of a knowledge version that should be followed. 

Immeasurable- The intercedability of unemployed persons is especially much 
nessof case determined by badly measurable characteristics such as: drive 
characteristics and motive to get a job, presentab Ie capacities, social and 

communicative qualities, etc. 
Lack of feedback The quality of assessments made, or market-value improving yes 

instruments selectedis not measured (e.g., in termsof a 
reduction in the expected unemployment period) , which 
iJ1!Plies actvisers are not receiving feedback on their decisions. 

Similarity of Consistency in judgement is strived for, while knowledge in yes 
cases general and experience-based knowledge in particular is not 

available in a collectivized manner. Therefore, it is difficult 
to delermine whether there have been farmer case with 
similar properties before. 

Heterogeneity of The heterogeneity of cases can hardly be determined based yes 
cases u pon the variety in knowledge chunks, for knowledge is only 

mentally available. However, due to the fact that a large 
degree of navelties will (remain to) occur in practice, we may 
assume a large heterogeneity of cases. 
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Novelty of cases I Because of the amount of immeasurable case characteristics, 
there is a large chance an individual case contains new 
previouously unknown characteristics. 

Table 6.1.: Task complexity analysis of interceding the unemployed. 

6.6 Defined supportive system 

Knowledge used for: assessing badly measurable case characteristics, determining 
intercedability, and selection of market-value improving instruments is not available in a 
collectivized manner. Furthermore, ad visers do not receive feedback on their decisions made. 
Therefore the supportive system defined within this casestudy, is aimed at the construction 
and collectivation of empirically-based knowledge. The following directionsof change have 
been formulated: 

1. Adaptation of the registration of case characterics to the construction of empirically-based 
knowledge. 
An unemployed persen's poorly measurable characteristics are considered very important 
for his intercability or for the effectiveness of market-value improving instruments. 
However, no doeurnenled knowledge is available in which the relationships are described 
between (soft) case characteristics on the one hand and the expected unemployment period, 
or reduction of the expected unemployment period by applying specific market-value 
improving instruments ori the other hand. Due to the fact that the mental mode is of these 
professionals vary to a large ex tent, extemalization and documentation of knowledge via 
knowledge elicitation instruments such as interviewing, is nota reliable and effective way 
for collectivatien of knowledge. Therefore, knowied ge should be constructed from scratch 
by collecting experiences in a structured manner. In the structured collection of experiences 
from practice, case specific in formation should be re gistered conceming: (I) all relevant 
characteristics of the unemployed person, (2) the current market situation (number of 
vacancies, etc.), (3) applied market-value improving instruments, ( 4) the expected 
(reduction of the) unemployment period. The current unemployed registration application 
only enables the structured registration of well-measurable case characteristics and market
value improving instruments applied. Soft case characteristics may only be registered in free 
format text. Due to the importance of these characteristics, they should be re gistered in a 
structured format as well. 

2. Providing (preferably quantitative)feedback on (the impravement of) the intercedability 
assessment. 
Ad visers should have the availability of knowied ge conceming case characteristics on the 
one hand and the expected unemployment period, or reduction of the expected 
unemployment period by applying specific market-value improving instruments on the other 
hand. By applying the, above described, first direction of change, the construction, or 
creation of this knowledge is facilitated by gathering empirica! in formation in a structured 
manner. This direction of change is concemed with inferring knowledge from this empirica! 
information base, and supplying this knowledge to the interceding task. When actvisers have 
empirically-based knowledge totheir disposal during task execution, the intercedability of 
unemployed people will be determined more consistently. Furthermore, the availability of 
knowledge conceming the impact of market-value improving instruments on different types 
of unemployed people will increase the effectiveness and efficiency of interceding through 
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market-value improvement. 

3. Improving the consistency of judgement by facilitating uniformity in working-methods. 
Despite the fact that soft case characteristics are difficult todetermine objectively, actvisers 
should assess these chatacteristics as consistently as possible. Due to the immeasurability of 
these characteristics, subjectivity can not be avoided. However, some important 
improvements in consistency may be obtained by facilitating uniformity in the way these 
characteristics are assessed. By facilitating uniform working methods is ensured that 
advisors take all relevant assessment aspects into consideration when assessing badly 
measurable case characteristics. For instance, in judging unemployed people their drive and 
motives to get a job, consistency in judgement may be improved by having all ad visers 
determine a person's willingness to travel, or to movetoother regions. Due to this direction 
of change the assessment of soft case characteristics will change from a afterward 
rationalization approach into the direction of a testing predefined criteria approach. 

These directionsof change have been worked into the following IT-applications: 

1. Unemployed registration application. 
Different from commonly used unemployed registration applications, in this application soft 
case characteristics are to be registered in a structured format as wel!. Registration in a 
structured format implies that these characteristics are no Jonger registered in free text 
format, but are classified along a typology of characteristics. This application may be 
typified as a storage and retrieval application for storing and retrieving case dependent 
states of affairs. 

2. Support function for registration of case characteristics. 
This support function provides guidance in registering soft case characteristics. The support 
function dynamically infers what questions should be asked to the unemployed person for 
gatbering information on which soft characteristics may be determined. For determining 
drive and motivation of a person with an academie degree, the support function proposes a 
working method in which, amongst others, information is gathered conceming the persons 
willingness to travel several hours a day. For determining drive and motivation in case of a 
person with only a few years of highschool education, this question may be considered 
irrelevant. In this case, the support function would propose to ask whether the person 
agrees in working late hours. 

3. Counseling applicationfor advising intercedability and market-value improving 
instruments. 
This application generates ad vice conceming the intercedability of the unemployed. 
Furthermore, when a person is found intercedable via market-value improving instruments, 
the application advises some applicable market-value improving instruments. These advices 
are generated on the basis of inputted case characteristics (via the unemployed registration 
application). At first, this applicatien's advising capacities will only be very limited, for 
necessary knowledge has notbeen constructed yet. However, knowledge- neccessary for 
actvice generation by enrichment functionality - is gained in the database induction function 
mentioned below. 

4. A database induction function for inferring assessment knowledge 
Database induction functions are capable of inferring pattems and relationships in extensive 
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data collections by applying empirica! induction (machine leaming) techniques. The task of 
such an technique is to infer classes of concepts and relationships between these concepts 
from examples (Buurmeijer, 1995). Popular techniques for inductive leaming are: leaming 
algorithms for artificial neural networks, genetic algorithms and the decision trees induction 
method (Buurmeijer, 1995). An important requirement for applying these techniques is the 
availability of a rather extensive and high qua1ity collection of examples. A high quality 
example is a description in which all relevant information is accurately represented. 
Buurmeijer states in this context that implementation of machine leaming techniques will be 
an evolutionary process, for in the beginning of this process it is yet unclear whether the 
available data set will enable effective machine leaming. At first, data representation will not 
be optima!, and therefore requires further adjustment. 

In the unemployed registration application is tried to fulfill the above stated requirement by 
registering soft case characteristics in a structured format. This implies these characteristics 
may be use by the machine leaming technique in addition to the well measurable case 
characteristics. Besides all relevant case characteristics, decisions (conceming intercedability 
or market-value improving instruments) as wellas the quality of these decisions (in termsof 
(reductions of) the expected unemployment period) need to be case specifically registered. 

By the construction of assessment knowledge, task complexity from "knowledge 
inaccessibility" and "Jack of feedback" will be reduced. The machine leaming techniques 
applied may be characterized as performing the sub-task "pattem and relationships 
recognition in data collections" on automate level. Due to the supportive character of this 
sub-task in the overall interceding task we may typify this application as an automate 
function. 

The whole supportive system for the interceding task, including application already present in 
the initia! situation, is depicted in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2.: Supportive system for interceding the unemployed. 
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In Figure 6.2, in actdition to the task supporting functionalities, secundary technica! 
functionalities are represented as wel!. These technica! functionalities do not provide direct 
task support, but support the task supporting applications. Due to the fact that in this case 
study the construction of empirically-based knowledge plays an important role, description of 
these technica! functionalities is necessary.For, the point is that the construction of knowiegde 
is facilitated by these functionalties. The database induction function is used for recognizing 
pattems and relationships in the vacancies and unemployed databases. Assessment knowledge 
constructed in this manoer is stored for application by the counseling application in which the 
case-specific incedability and market-value improving instruments are advised. 

6. 7 lmplications of the defined applications 

The realization and maintenance of the described supportive system have a substantial impact 
on the interceding organization. For maintaining the defined IT-applications two types of 
organizational entities need to be created: (1) an organizational entity for data collection and 
forecasting, and (2) an organizational entity for knowledge administration. 

1. The organizational entity responsible for data collection and forecasting is necessary for 
periodically collecting data conceming the developments on the Iabour market (both market 
supply and demand). lt is assumed that the results of the interceding task itself provide 
insufficient insights in the development of the Iabour market For in stance, the expected lay 
off of a large number of process operators by a chemica! plant, will not be visible yet in the 
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data sets of the interceding task. Therefore, a data collection and forecasting organizational 
entity is needed for monitoring and anticipating changes in the Iabour market 

2. The knowledge administration organization is responsible for elaborating data sets from the 
interceding task, as well from the data collection and forecasting organization. By using 

. __ .[l)ë:.chine leaming tec_È.!lÏSIY-!?S .!h!~ 9JZll!l!zational entity will e.labo_rate these. data sets into 
assessment knowledge that may be inputted to the counseling application. The pattems and 
relationships recognized in these data sets by using machine leaming techniques, need to be 
assessed, adapted and validated manually for: (I) anticipating changes in the labor market as 
proposed by the data collection and forecasting organization, and (2) removing or 
adaptation unethical, or otherwise undesirable relationships inferred from the data sets. 

6.8 Task complexity reduced, or made manageable 

The above described IT-applications are aimed at the reduction of (the impact of) task 
complexity. Knowledge inaccessibility is improved by: 

I. Improving knowledge availability. Knowledge availability is improved by the 
construction and collectivatien of empirically-based knowledge. The unemployed 
registration application is aimed gathering all case-specific inforrnation necessary for 
creating a representative collection of examples. By applying machine leaming 
techniques on this collection of examples, empirically-based knowledge is induced. 

2. Improving knowledge approachability. Empirically induced knowledge is assessed 
and adapted manually to compensate for changes in the labor market as well as for 
the remaval of undesired relationships. The approachability of the resulting 
assessment knowledge is established by its implementation in a counseling 
application for advising intercedability and market-value improving instruments. 

Complexity from the immeasurableness of case characteristics is made manageable by 
supporting the registration of (especially badly) measurable case characteristics with a support 
function. In the counseling application, that operates in the in Chapter five described passive 
cantrolling mode, actvisers receive feedback on their decisions conceming the intercedability of 
clients, and applicable market-value improving instruments. In this manner, task complexity 
from a lack of feedback is removed. The task complexity impact of dependency of cases is 
reduced by improving knowledge accessibility. 

The facilitated construction of assessment knowledge will result in wide variety of knowledge 
chunks. The task complexity impact of heterogeneity of cases will however become better 
manageable through the implementation of these knowledge chunks in the counseling 
application. For the complexity aspect novelty of cases, no solutions are proposed in the 
described supportive system. 

6.9 Motivation of the design choices 

In this casestudy, the following two design considerations require some additional attention: 
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I. Task complexity aspects that have resulted in an IT-application. 
As described in the preceding section, task complexity is removed, reduced or made 
manageable concerning: 

I. - the inaccessibility of knowledge 
2. - the immeasurableness of case characteristics; 
3. - the lack of feedback; 
4. - the dependency between cases; 
5. - the heterogeneity of cases. 
6. 

However in the task complexity analysis, novelty of cases has been identified as a task 
complexity factor as wel!. In the presented supportive system, no solutions are 
provided for coping with this task complexity aspect. The explanation for this 
phenomenon is found inthefact that in this casestudy, knowledge is not available in a 
collectivized manner yet. 

In the casestudy described in Chapter five, task complexity from novelty of cases is 
made manageable by securing the construction of experience-based knowledge 
exchange. Th is experience-based knowledge was considered an extension on already 
available, but badly approachable abstracted knowledge. In this casestudy, no 
abstracted knowledge is available in a collectivized manner at all. Therefore, to start 
withit is chosenforIT-support that facilitates the construction of abstracted 
knowledge. After this bas been established, the supportive system might be extended 
with IT-applications suited forenlarging experience-based knowledge exchange. In 
Section 7.2 the distinctive characteristics of both case studies will be elaborated more 
thoroughly on this aspect. 

1. 
II. A counseling application instead of a knowledge communication application is 

applied for improving knowledge accessibility. 
In the described supportive system, knowledge construction is supported with a newly 
defined unemployed case registration application. In this case registration application, 
soft case characteristics are determined a long typologies of case characteristics by using 
a support function. The pattems and relationships obtained by -the database induction 
functions may be connected to the values of these typologies. The implementation of 
these connections in executable software, create the advising capabilities as provided by 
the described counseling application. These design elements are applied for improving 
the accessibility of knowied ge. 

In the case study described in Chapter five, however, we have not chosen for 
implementing assessment knowledge in enrichment functionality. In assessing export 
credit insurance proposals, knowledge is made approachable by means of an abstracted 
knowledge storage and retrieval application. InSection 5.9, some design consideration 
concerning the choice between these two alternatives have already been descri bed. In 
Section 7.2, this design choice is examined more closely along the accessibility 
di mension of knowledge. 
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6. 10 Design ru/es applied 

Design rules applied in this case study are described in Box 6.1. 

Design rule 6. I .: 
Apply a case dependent infonnation starage and retrieval application40 suited for empirically
based knowledge induction if knowied ge inaccessibility results in much task complexity and a 
Jack of feedback is a task complexity factor as well. A case registration application suited for 
empirically-based knowledge induction enables the case-specific registration in a structured 
fannat of: (1) all relevant case characteristics, inçluding the badly measurable, (2) the 
assessment ordecision made, (3) the impactor quality of the decision made. 

Design rule 6.2.: 
Apply design rules 6.3 and 6.6 if design rule 6.1 is followed. 

Design rule 6.3.: 
Apply an automate function in which inductive (machine) learning techniques are implemented 
for inducing abstracted task knowledge when sufficient levels of both quantity and quality of 
case descriptions have been built up via the case registration application (as mentioned in 
design rule 6.1.). 

Design ru1e 6.4.: 
Apply design rule 6.5 if design rule 6.3 is followed. 

Design rule 6.5.: 
Apply a counseling application if knowledge inaccessibility results in task complexity and 
abstracted knowledge is built up empirically (following design rules 6.1 and 6.3). 

Design rule 6.6.: 
Apply a support function for providing guidance in registering case characteristics if many 
important case characteristics are badly measurable, and case characteristics should be 
registered consistently for creating a collection of case descriptions that is suitable for 
empirically-based knowledge induction. 

Box 6.1.: Design rules applied. 

40 Shorthand: a case registration application. 
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6. 11 Evalustion of the design 

The supportive system proposed throughout this chapter is presented both in text and with 
demonstratien applications to the future users organization. Based upon these presentations, 
the applications proposed are considered useful and desirabie by future end-users and their 
management. However, a realization and implementation project within this specific 
organization has not yet started, due to specific circumstances. An other interceding 
organization has started a realization project that was initiated by the presentation of this 
supportive system. The resulting functionality in this realization project, however, differs too 
far from the supportive system described in this chapter to serve as a basis for further 
evaluation. 
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7. Maintenance and further development of design rules 

7. 1 Introduetion 

In the two preceding chapters, case studies are described in which IT-support is defined for 
accessing export credit insurance proposals and interceding the unemployed. In each of these 
cases, applied design rules have been described. By cernparing these cases and applied design 
rules, additional design considerations rules and guidelines may be identified. 

In this chapter, the comparison between the case studies described thus far, wiJl lead to 
descriptions of additional design rules. Furthermore, it is described that the actdition of new 
case studies in general willlead to maintenance efforts to be conducted on the collection of 
applied design rules. For guiding these efforts a maintenance procedure is proposed in Section 
7.6. In Chapter eight both the resulting collection of design rules and maintenance procedure 
are applied in another casestudy. By applying this design base - consisting of design rules and 
maintenance procedure- in another casestudy, its usefulness is tested for facilitating the 
continuous leaming process and growth of design knowledge that takes place in designing IT
support for CO REP professionals. 

7.2 Analysis of ditterences between the case studies 

In cernparing both case studies on: observed task complexity, designed IT-applications, and 
used design rules, two important differences may be observed: 

I . Observed task complexity from novelty of cases has resulted in the definition of an IT
application in one case, but not in the other case. 
For assessing export credit insurance proposals, an IT-application aimed at experience
based knowied ge exchange is defined for making novelty of cases better manageable. In 
interceding the unemployed novelty of cases is observed as a task complexity factor as well. 
However, in this casestudy no IT-applications have been defined for coping with this task 
complexity aspect. InSection 6.7 this difference has already been addressed and attributed 
to the difference between the two case studies on the knowledge inaccessibility dimension. 
This dimension, as will bedescribed in the following, is an important determining factor for 
other differences between the two case studies as wel!. 

2. Knowledge inaccessibility is an important determining factor in designing fT-support. 
For improving knowledge inaccessibility in assessing export credit insurance proposals, 
knowledge starage and retrieval applications are applied. In interceding the unemployed, 
knowledge is not available in a collectivized manner, resulting in much task complexity in 
the task complexity instrument on this dimension. In the latter case, IT-applications have 
been defined for facilitating the construction of empirically-based knowledge, that is to be 
made approachable by a counseling application. 

In the task complexity analysis of assessing export credit insurance proposals, knowledge 
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was considered available in a documented format (in the filing-cabinet). These documents 
were, ho wever, badly approachable. During the realization phase of the hypertext 
knowledge storage and retrieval application, the workingup of documents into knowledge 
chunks to be implemented in the knowledge storage and retrieval application has proved to 
be very complex. Documents in the filing-cabinet, were considered to be outdated, unclear, 
too detailed and incomplete for workingup into abstracted knowledge chunks. After 
intensive attempts to create knowledge chunks in solely this approach failed, an alternative 
course of action has been foliowed for knowledge documentation. In this alternative 
approach, cognitively available knowledge has been externalized as well. This approach has 
proved viabie because of the fact that knowledge was potentially well-available, for senior 
professionals agreed relatively easily on the formulation of concepts, rules and guidelines. 

If these facts were known during task complexity analysis, much instead of some knowledge 
inaccessibility would have been mentioned on the knowledge inaccessibility aspect. 
However, the proposed IT-applications would have remained unchanged. A knowledge 
storage and retrieval application would still have been selected, due to the fact that 
knowledge is potentially well available. Furthermore, the quality of cognitively available 
knowledge is reliable because ofthe presence of outcome feedback. This implies knowledge 
doesnothave to be constructed via the IT-applications defined for interceding the 
unemployed. Given these facts, available knowledge is still better made approachable in a 
knowledge storage and retrieval application instead of a counseling application. 

Realizing a counseling application makes great demands on the completeness, consistency 
and degree of coverage of task related knowledge taken up. In assessing export credit 
insurance proposals knowledge is partly based upon cognitive knowledge externalization. In 
this case study creation of a forma! knowledge model, as necessary fora counseling 
application, is considered too risk-bearing from technica!, economical and human factors 
perspectives. The design considerations concerning these perspectives have been described 
inSection 5.7. At this point, it is impossible to provide a final answer (in termsof design 
rules) concerning the choice between a knowledge storage and retrieval or a counseling 
application. However, some (early) observations concerning this choice are described in the 
remainder of this section. 

In interceding the unemployed, the construction of abstracted knowledge starts from 
scratch. Cognitively available knowledge is not considered externalizable in a consistent 
manner, due to the fact that senior professionals have conflicting (task related) opinions and 
the quality of their mental models is not adapted or guided by the mediating impact of 
outcome feedback. Therefore, a counseling application that only contains newly constructed 
knowledge wi\l not be problematic, for all other (individually) available knowledge does not 
have to be available in the counseling application. The counseling application is only used 
for detecting those cases where ad visers seem to ignore determined empirically-based 
patterns and relationships. These patterns and relationships are not shared task related 
viewpoints, rules and opinions, but are empirically proved relations41

• In the assessment of 
export credit insurance proposals, an applied counselüi.g application would have to contain 
all already implicitly shared knowied ge. When this level of coverage is not reached in 

41 Empirically proved relationships are not necessarily scientifically proved (or not rejected). Empirically 
proved may be considered as being proved by using norros and methods that are considered valid within the 
specific organizational context. 
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practice, professionals wil! easily be irritated by the fact that the application detects many 
incorrect exceptions on the basis of its immature formalized knowledge model. Apart from 
this acceptability (i.e., human factors) risk, such a level of domain formalization bears quite 
large technica! and economie risks. Therefore, realizing a knowledge storage and retrieval 
application (combined with a guidance application) is a better approach under these 
circumstances. However, when an abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application 
has been realized (and used and improved in practice fora period of time), the feasibility of 
realizing a counseling application may be more clear. When technica!, economie and hu man 
factors make a counseling application become more desirabie than a knowledge 
communication application combined with a guidance application, these latter applications 
may be replaced by a counseling application for sustaining knowledge accessibility. By 
following this more gradual approach in knowledge formalization, project failures due to 

technica!, economie or human factors may be avoided. 

7.3 Knowledge management solutions tor improving knowledge accessibility 

Thus far, knowledge inaccessibility has shown to be an important determining factor in 
designing IT-support for COREP professionals. Along the two described case studies, some 
early contours of a general approach on this task complexity aspect may be hypothesized. 
These contours of a general approach may especially be useful within the knowledge 
management discipline described in Chapter two, for improving knowledge accessibility is an 
important theme in this discipline. On the basis of the described case studies, four IT-enabled 
approaches for improving knowledge accessibility in CO REP professional domains may be 
observed. These approaches may be considered extremes, that may be applied sequentially, or 
in one mixed approach in practice. These four approaches for IT-enabled knowledge 
accessibility improvement are: 

I. Media shifts 
Media shifts may be applied on knowledge that is already available in a collectivized, 
documented manner. The approachability of knowledge may be improved by changing 
the media on which knowledge is available. Two important media shifts may be 
encountered: 

A. Shifting to other data containing media 
Documented knowledge chunks are available on a data containing media. By 
shifting to another data containing media the approachability of knowied ge may 
be improved. An example of a media shift of this kind is the shift from paper
based knowledge representations to an electtonic storage media. 

B. Shifting from information providing media to knowledge providing media 
Knowledge chunks are often hidden in documents. In Chapter three, it is 
described that documents should most often be considered information products 
of the authors' knowledge. To capture (a part of) the author's knowledge as 
presented in the document, the conceming information product needs to be 
worked up into a knowledge chunk. The resulting data representation may be 
considered a knowledge chunk when the presentation of information is adapted 
to the proposed usage situation (i.e., is specifically adapted to facilitating 
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situated action). For CO REP professional domains, this implies the presentation 
of data is adapted to the task context. 

By adapting the way data is presented (i.e., the shift from an information toa 
knowied ge providing media), the approachability of knowledge may be 
improved. For instance, imagine the (hypothetical) impravement in 
approachability that would be madetoa scientific library. In the usual scientific 
library, available scientific knowledge is communicated via information 
providing media such as books, joumals, and text retrieval applications. The 
presentation of (in the format of data represented) knowledge in these libraries 
is not adapted to the specific usage situation library users are searching 
knowledge for. The ideal knowledge providing library would provide its users 
with data in a manner that is adapted to the specific search context of the library 
users. 

II. Knowledge externalization and documentation 
In a number of situations, knowledge wil! not be documented but for the largest past be 
cognitively stared in individual brains of professionals. In terms of the task complexity 
instrument, this implies knowledge is badly available (or potentially well available), for 
the same task related knowledge is not collectively available for all professionals within 
an application domain. The availability of knowledge may be improved by knowledge 
extemalization and documentation. In extemalization, knowledge is transferred from a 
solely brain availability into a documented availability. KADS is a well-known method 
for knowledge extemalization and documentation (Schreiber, 1993). Knowledge 
extemalization and documentation is predominantly used for extemalizing abstracted 
knowledge. 

liL Experience-based knowledge exchange 
This approach is applied for improving the accessibility of experience-based knowledge. 
For eperating consistently and efficiently, all COREP professionals within an 
application domain should be a bie to u se earlier experiences, each of the professionals 
has gained in earlier cases. In this approach, each professional may be provided with 
case registration functionality for storing exceptional, or specific case-based 
experiences. After periodically gathering and selecting these cases by a knowledge 
administrator, these cases may for instanee be retrieved by professionals during task 
execution. 

IV. Empirically-based knowledge construction 
Under specific conditions, knowledge extemalization and documentation wil! not be 
applicable for improving the availability of abstracted knowledge. These conditions, for 
instance, refer to situations where domain experts have many unsolvable conflicting 
(task related) opinions. This situation wil! often be encountered in task domains where 
a lack of feedback is observed. When a Jack of feedback exists, a si mi lar framewerk of 
good and bad practices in the mental models of professionals will probably not exist. 
Unless it is chosen for extemalizing one specific professienal's domain knowledge and 
naming this the collectivized set of knowledge chunks, the construction of collectivized 
knowledge should start from scratch under these circumstances. Via a case registration 
application, "rich" experience descriptions, including soft case characteristics, chosen 
courses of action as wel! as the quality of decisions made, should be gathered in a 
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structured format42
• The resulting case base is not directly made available by retrieval 

functionality, but is used for constructing abstracted knowledge by applying inductive 
(machine) learning (e.g., by a database induction agent). The "learned" pattems and 
relationships are made available to users (possibly after manual elaboration). 

The applicability of each of these approaches depends to a large ex tent on the availability and 
approachability of knowledge. However, conceming the applicability of experience-based 
knowledge exchange versus empirically-based knowledge construction, some additional 
remarks can be made. These approaches have in common that they both rely on the storage of 
"rich" case descriptions. In experience-based knowledge exchange only specific, exceptional43 

case experiences are registered, collected and made accessible for all confreres. In empirically
based knowledge construction, all case-based experiences are gathered, and used for 
abstracted knowledge construction insteadof direct communication via a storage and retrieval 
application. The applicability of each of these approaches can be described along the 
knowledge availability dimension and two other dimensions: 

I. The availability of abstracted knowied ge as frame of reference for experience-based 
knowledge. 
In application domains, where abstracted knowledge is already available in a collectivized 
manner, experience-based knowledge may be considered an extension on the existing 
abstracted knowledge. Exceptional case-based experiences may be used in the context of 
the frame of reference created by this already available abstracted knowledge. The existence 
of this frame of reference will reduce the possibility that individual (exceptional) case 
experiences will be too influential on future case settiement In the empirically-based 
knowledge exchange approach, this frame of reference is not existent, but is to be 
constructed by following this approach. By first applying machine leaming techniques on a 
rather extensive collection of case-based experiences, the specific exceptional impact of 
individual cases will be reduced. 

2. The possible degree of structure in case descriptions. 
Application of inductive (machine) learning techniques, requires the re gistration of rich case 
descriptions in a structured format. These case descriptions should be characterized by a 
sufficient degree of richness for capturing all potentially relevant determining case 
characteristics. During the gathering phase of empirica! materia i, the exact determining case 
characteristics, may not be known completely. A quite rich representation format for 
describing case characteristics is free text. However, free text is not sufficiently structured 
for being interpretable by database induction engines yet. Therefore, case descriptions need 
to be collected in an a priori designed database representation format, in which all 
potentially relevant case characteristics are re gistered by using predefined value ranges. In 
some application domains, it will be impossible to define such a structured registration 
format beforehand, which implies inductive machine leaming may not be applied. 

The registration of case-based experiencesfor experience-based knowledge exchange, 
requires a less structured representation format. Some (soft) case characteristics may be 

42 We areaware of the fact that the richness of descriptions is tosome degree contradictory with the mentioned 
structured representation format. The design implications of this contrad ietion wil! be addressed in the 
remainder of this section. 
43 Exceptional in the sense that these cases are deviating from abstracted knowledge, or are too specific for 
being solved entirely with abstracted knowledge. 
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described in a free text format, without loosing the retrieval possibilities on these 
characteristics. 

3. The type of rules within the application domain. 
Smoothing individual case experiences in some domains is more important than in others. In 
legislative domains, exceptional case-based decisions - often called jurisprudence or case 
law in these domains - are allowed to have a large impact on similar cases that wil! occur in 
the future. In these legislative domains, rules may be considered representations of our 
collectivized values conceming specific topics. In other domains, rules (and abstracted 
knowledge in genera!) are representations (of explanations) for repeating phenomena in the 
world (of that particular domain). In these domains, individual exceptions are less 
influential. Only when individual experiences may be repeated, they will lead to new rules. 
Experience-based knowledge exchange, wil! therefore be more easily applicable in 
legislative domains, while empirically-based knowledge construction is more easily 
applicable in empirica! domains. 

7.4 Adaptation of the design ru/es 

The design rules described in Chapters five and six should be adapted for incorporating the 
above described reflections. In genera!, two types of changesneed to be effectuated. Firstly, 
the evaluation results of the DNB-case ( described in Chapter five) require design rule 
adaptation as far as these rules are concemed with the knowledge inaccessibility aspect. 
Secondly, the four knowledge management approaches for improving knowledge accessibility 
may be included in the design rules. Thus far in the design rules only task or IT related terms 
are defined in a structured manner (as defined in Chapters three and four respectively). As may 
be observed in these rules, additional specifications are needed for expressing the meaning of 
the rules. By including the above described four approaches, our terminology .on solving the 
inaccessibility of knowied ge will become more structured as well. In the remaioder of this 
Section, all design rules are described in their modified and re-numbered form. 

Design rule I (erstwhile: 5.1.): 
Apply a guidance application if disarrangement of the task results in task complexity. 

Design rule 2 (5.2. modified): 
Apply an abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application in a one to, or with many 
configuration, or a counseling application if 

I. much task complexity is observed on knowledge inaccessibility due to the fact that 
knowledge is only potentially well available, or; 

2. some task complexity is observed on knowledge inaccessibility because knowledge 
is well available, but badly approachable. 
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Design guideline to design rule 2: 
The design choice between a knowledge storage and retrieval application versus a counseling 
application is determined by technica!, economie and human factors. A counseling application 
bears larger technica!, economie and acceptability risks compared to a knowledge storage and 
retrieval application. Technica! factors refer to the feasibility ofrepresenting knowledge in 
enrichment functionality. Economie factors refer to the profitability of knowledge 
representation in enrichment functionality. Human factors refer to the desirability of changing 
the task distribution between professional and IT-application by using enrichment functionality. 

Design rule 3: 
Apply a media shift if knowledge approachability is to be improved. This media shifts is either 
a shift toanother data containing media, or from an information providing toa knowledge 
providing media. 

Design rule 4: 
Apply media shift(s) and knowied ge externalization and documentation if potentially well 
available knowledge is to be made accessible in tasks where no Jack of feedback is observed. 

Design rule 5 (erstwhile: 5.3.): 
Apply a guidance application for detecting the case specific applicability of knowied ge chunks 
by generating views on a knowied ge storage and retrieval application, if heterogeneity of cases 
results in task complexity and these two application types are already applied. 

Design rule 6 (5.4. modified): 
Apply a one with many, experience-based knowledge, storage and retrieval application for 
collectivization of experience growth and sharing (experience-based knowledge exchange), if 
novelty of cases results in task complexity and if abstracted knowledge is already (potentially) 
wel! available. 

Design rule 7 (6.1. modified): 
Apply a case dependent information storage and retrieval application44 suited for empirically
based knowledge construction if 

I. knowledge inaccessibility results in much task complexity due to knowledge 
unavailability, and; 

2. a Jack of feedback is a task complexity factor. 
A case registration application suited for empirically-based knowledge induction enables the 
case-specific registration in a structured format of: (1) all relevant case characteristics, 
including the badly measurable, (2) the assessment outcome ordecision made, (3) the impact 
or quality of the dec is ion made. 

Design rule 8 (erstwhile: 6.2.): 
Apply design rules 9 and 12 if design rule 7 is followed. 

4 4 Shorthand: a case registration app1ication. 
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Design rule 9 (6.3. modified): 
Apply an automate agent in which inductive (machine) leaming techniques are implemented for 
empirically-based knowledge construction if sufficient levels of both quantity and quality of 
case descriptions have been build up in the case registration application (as mentioned in design 
rule 7). 

Design rule 10 (erstwhile: 6.4.): 
Apply design rule !I and if design rule 9 is followed. 

Design rule 11 (erstwhile 6.5.): 
Apply a counseling application if knowledge inaccessibility results in task complexity and 
empirically-based knowledge construction is applied (following design rules 7 and 9). 

Design rule 12 (erstwhile 6.6.): 
Apply a support agent for providing guidance in re gistering case characteristics if many 
important case characteristics are badly measurable and case characteristics should be 
registered consistently for creating a collection of case descriptions that is suitable for 
empirically-based knowledge construction. 

7.5 Maintaining the set of design ru/es 

The analysis of the differences between the case studies, has resulted in modifications in the 
developed design rules. By performing new case studies, and camparing these new case studies 
with already conducted case studies, the set of design rules will have to be updated on a 
regular basis. 

New case studies will require maintenance efforts on the following elements of the design 
framework: 

I. Addition of design rules; 
2. Removal of design rules; 
3. Modification of design rules; 
4. Updating the status quo of design rules; 
5. Impravement of task complexity analysis instrument or IT-typology; 
6. Inclusion of structured solution typologies on task complexity dimensions. 

Ad 1. Addition of design rul es 
In adding new cases to the repertoire of design cases, new tentative design rules may 
need to be added to the existing collection. The actdition of a new design rules implies a 
new relationship between (values on) task complexity dimensions and IT-application 
types is added. In adding new design relationships, two types of situations may occur. 

In the first type of situations, a new design rule may be added without any problem, for 
no other already existing design rules have to be modified or removed and the available 
value sets on both task and IT dimensions offer sufficient expression power for 
descrihing a new conneetion between these dimensions. In the second type of 
situations, a new design rule can not be added without any other types of maintenance 
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on the design framework (as described below). In these situations all necessary types of 
maintenance should be combined. 

Ad 2. Removal of design rules 
Due to (the evaluation of) a new casestudy, it may be concluded that existing design 
rules are no Jongervalid and should therefore be removed. In removing design rules, 
first the question should be answered why these particular design rules seem to have 
been valid and successful in other case studies. In other words: is the intended removal 
of design rules not too much driven by case-specific circumstances? Alternatives for 
removal are: modification of the design rul es, or modification of their status quo. In the 
modification of their status quo, it is re gistered that these design rul es were not valid in 
this particu lar case. 

Ad 3. Modificalion of design rules 
The modification of design rules, will mostly be concemed with the extension 
(generalization) or limitation (specialization) of the application domain of design rules. 
For instance, limitation of the application domain of a design rule may occur when the 
value set on a task complexity dirneusion is enriched (see ad 5.). The inclusion of 
additional conditions within design rules wil! lead toa more limited (specific) 
application domain as well. A (tentative) generalization of design rules will occur when 
the applicability of design rules may be extended due to new experiences. 

Ad 4. Updating the status quo of design rules 
In every new casestudy, in which new design rules are formulated or existing design 
rul es are applied, the status quo of these rules should be updated. In the status quo 
description of design rules, at least the following elements should be registered: (1) the 
identification and number of cases in which rules are applied, (2) the type of evaluation 
that has been used in each application of the design rule. A design (rule) proposed in a 
casestudy may, for instance, be evaluated on the basis of a realization and 
implementation (i.e., a complete regulative cycle), or by presentations of demonstration 
versions ofthe proposed IT-applications. The more (complete regulative cycles) a 
designruleis applied (in) successfully, the larger the chance we may rely on its quality. 
However, complete certainty conceming the quality of design rules will never be 
reached, for no matter how many successful applications we may know, there always 
remains some chance the next application wil! be a failure. 

Ad 5. Impravement oftask complexity analysis or IT-typology 
In both task and IT domains, a number of dimensions and values on dimensions are 
used. These dimensions and value sets have been described in Chapters three and four, 
and determine the concepts (i.e., the language) that is to be used for descrihing the 
connections between these two domains. When design rules are considered too abstract 
for practical u sage, the distinctive power of both task complexity and IT-typologies 
might be enlarged. Increasing the distinctive power of these typologies willlead to a 
larger amount of dimensions and values on dimensions. Another reason for changing 
the IT -typology might be the emergence of new types of IT -applications in practice. 

Ad 6. lnclusion of structured salution typologies on task complexity dimensions 
In this chapter, a typology of solutions for improving knowledge accessibility is 
descri bed. The inclusion of such a typology in design rules, results in a more specific 
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statement of the change objectives that should be established by putting a specific IT
application to use. Through future case studies, typologies of this kind may possibly be 
developed, refined and implemented in design rules for coping with ether task 
complexity aspects as well . 

7.6 Procedure for applying and maintaining design ru/es 

In Figure 7.2. the above described types of maintenance situations on design rules, are 
represented in a general procedure for applying and maintaining the design framework. In this 
procedure, the following steps are distinguished: 

1. General orientation. 
Each casestudy begins with a general orientation, in which amongst others the knowledge 
intensivetaskat hand is identified, and the currently used IT-applications are determined. 

2. Perfarm a task complexity analysis. 
Aftera general orientation, a task complexity analysis of the knowledge intensive task is 
performed. 

3. Apply applicable design rules. 
Consictering the results of the task complexity analysis, a set öf applicable design rul es is 
identified. These design rules propose potentially applicable IT-application types. 

4. Design a supportive system. 
A supportive system concept is synthesized by combining: the task complexity analysis 
results, as well as other (task) characteristics considered relevant, already selected 
potentially applicable IT-applications, and an undefined amount of generaland IT related 
design knowledge. Task complexity results and design ru!es are used for augmenting the 
designers' analytica! and creative design capacities instead of limiting these capacities. 
Therefore, in actdition to the design framewerk designers are enabled to use ether (task) 
characteristics, and an undefined amount of generaland IT related design knowledge. In 
this manner, it is accounted for the fact that the design framewerk will never be finished 
and completely reliable. 

5. Assess the adequacy of already existing design rules. 
After the newly defined IT-applications in the supportive system have been determined, 
we may assess to what extent the existing design rules have been fo!lowed. When the 
defined supportive system can completely be inferred from the applied design rules, this 
implies no additional design rules, or design rule modifications, have to be created. 
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6. Define new design rules, or modify existing design rules. 
When existing design ru!es are not sufficient for defining the supportive system as it is 
defined, new additional design rules may be created, or existing design rules may be 
modified. Design rule creation or modification wil!- of course- only occur when it may be 
expected that the design issues in the supportive system aretosome extent generic. 
Proposed (modifications on) design rules in this phase, will only be defined tentatively. 
After the designed supportive system has passed the second evaluation phase, changes 
may be effectuated (more) permanent. Besides the creation and modification of design 
rules, the designed supportive system may lead to necessary changes conceming the 
"improvement of task complexity analysis or IT-typology", or the "inclusion of structured 
solution typologies on task complexity dimensions". In this phase, these changes may be 
effectuated tentatively as wel!. 

7. Update the status quo of design rules. 
In the status quo description of applied existing design rules, it should be described that 
these design rules have been applied in another casestudy. Furthermore, new or modified 
should be added to the collection of status quo descriptions. For tentatively modified 
design rules, the value of earlier application histories should be determined. Insome 
situations, temporary maintaining two conflicting, or different versions of design rules may 
be a solution for this problem. 

8. First evaluation of applied design rules. 
The designed supportive system is presented to future end-users (professionals) en their 
management, for instanee by showing demonstratien versionsof the applications. 
Furthermore, it may be presented to colleague designers. Consictering these presentations, 
strengths and weaknesses in the applied collection of design rules may be detected. 
However, drawing conclusions on the reaelions of professionals, their management and 
colleague designers should be done very carefully, for a rejection or acceptation of the 
applications within the supportive system will only be an indicator for the quality of the 
applied design rules. 

9. Remove, or modify design rules. 
Consictering the results of the first or second evaluation, design rules (as wellastheir 
status quo) may be modified. Some design rules may even be removed. 

1 0. lmplement and evaluate the supportive system. 
After the proposed IT-applications have been realized (or bought), and implemented, it 
will be tested whether the applications actually result in the intended performance 
improvements. 
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I I. Second evaluation of applied design rules. 
Consiclering the implementation of the IT -applications, stronger indicators for the 
strengths and weaknesses of the applied collection of design rules may be found. 
However, in this second evaluation phase, conclusions conceming the quality of design 
rules should be drawn very carefully as well. The success or failure of an implementation, 
is only an indicator for the quality of the underlying design rul es applied. The success, or 
failure of an implementation depends u pon may case-specific factors, such as 
organizational culture and priority of the implementation project. Furthermore, during the 
realization phase of the defined IT-application a large number of more detailed design 
decisions are made (e.g., regarding interface design) that may haveastrong impact on the 
perceived quality of the IT -application concepts. 
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Derine new design rules. or 
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design rules 

-t Upda ted collection of 
design rules 

Figure 7.2.: Procedure for u sage and maintenance of design rules. 

7. 7 Status quo of design ru/es 

In this section, the status quo of the collection of design rules (derived in this and earlier 
chapters) is described in Table 7.1. In the next Chapter this collection of design rules, will be 
used and adapted based upon a case study conducted in Civic Service Centres. 
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Design rule: Applied in case studies: Evaluation based upon: 
Design rule I (erstwhile 5.1.) I. assessement of export credit a) Reaelions on reports and 

insurance proposals presentation of demo 's. 
b) Implementation 

Design rule 2 (5.2. modified) I. assessement of export credit a) Reaetions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 

b) lmplementation 

Design guideline to design rule I. assessement of export credit a) Reaelions on reports and 
2 insurance proposals presentation of demo 's. 

b) lmplementation 

Design rule 3 I. assessement of export credit a) Reaelions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo ' s. 

b) lmplementation 

Design rule 4 I. assessement of export credit a) Reaelions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's . 

b) lmplementation 

Design rule 5 (erstwhile: 5.3 .) I. assessement of export credit a) Reactions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo 's. 

b) Implemental ion 

Design rule 6 (5.4. modified) I. assessement of export credit a) Reactions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's . 

Design rule 7 (6.1. modified) 2. interceding the unemployed a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentation of demo's . 

Design rule 8 (erstwhile: 6.2.) 2. intereeding the unemployed a) Reaetions on reports and 
presentation of demo's. 

Design rule 9 (6.3. modified) 2. interceding the unemployed a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentation of demo 's. 

Design rule I 0 (erstwhile: 6.4.) 2. interceding the unemployed a) Reactions on reports and 
presentation of demo's. 

Design rule I I (erstwhile 6.5.) 2. interceding the unemployed a) Reaetions on reports and 
presentation of demo's . 

Design rule 12 (erstwhile 6.6.) 2. interceding the unemployed a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentation of demo's. 

Table 7.1.: Status quo of destgn rules. 
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8. IT-support for advising in Civic Service Centers 

8. 1 Introduetion 

By setting up Civic Service Centers, city govemments aim to improve the quality of their 
services for citizens. In Civic Service Centers, citizens are affered services in an integrated 
manner, while these services used to be provided over different functionally specialized 
counters. In Civic Service Centers, the services are provided over mul ti functional counters, to 
reduce the amount of counters citizens have to visit. The feasibility of these mul ti functional 
counters in practice, depends to a large degree on the u sage of modem information and 
knowledge technology (CCO, 1990). In the Netherlands, the Ministry of the Interior has 
experimented with Civic Service Centers (in Dutch: Servicecentra van de Overheid) within the 
BIOS2 framework. In BIOS3, these experiments are continued under the name of 
"Overheidsloket 2000" (BIOS3, 1995). 

In this casestudy, IT-support is defined within a Civic Service Center (CSC) aimed at 
servicing aged and handicapped people. This particular CSC provides information45 and actvice 
to aged and handicapped citizens for obtaining a number of different welfare facilities. These 
welfare facilities are for instanee concemed with traveling facilities for the feebie on their legs, 
adaptations to the house, the provision of wheelchairs and aids for walking, as si stance in house 
keeping, etc. This particular CSC not only provides citizens with information and advice, but 
helps these people propose for the mentioned welfare facilities as wel!. Moreover, fora part of 
the facilities the CSC is authorized to dec i de on the provision of these facilities. Proposals that 
the CSC may not decide u pon itself, are sent to the conceming (functionally specialized) back 
offices. All proposals for welfare facilities are settled within the framework of facility specific 
legislation. 

Within CSCs front office actvisers are employed, that answer a large part ofthe citizens' 
questions and settie a part of the facility proposals themselves. For the remaining part of the 
questions and proposals, this front office adviser operates as a contact between the citizen and 
the back office specialists. The CSC where this case study was conducted, is localized in a 
middle-large Dutch city, employing half a dozen part time front office employees. Typical front 
office employees have received intermediate, or higher vocational education in the fieldsof 
medica! attendance or social services. 

8.2 Provldlng advlee and lnformatlon eoneernlng welfare faellltles 

In this section the workflow for providing welfare facilities in CSCs is descri bed. In this 
chapter, IT-support is defined for the first mentioned taskin the workflow description. Besides 
front office advisers, a number of other workers participate in the workflow for providing 

45 In accordance with the distinction between infonnation and knowledge as defined in this book, the 
infonnation provided for helpingold and handicapped citizens could be called provided knowledge in many 
cases. However, this distinction will not be used for descrihing the productsof Civic Service Centres, in order 
to adapt our wording to common parlance. 
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welfare facilities. These other workers are commonly referred to as back office employees, and 
examples of these back office employees are medica! ad visers and ergotherapists. Within the 
werkflow the following tasks can be distinguished: 

1. Providing advice and information ( concerning welfare facilities) 
Befare a proposal for welfare facilities is put forward, citizens commonly have been through 
a phase in which their questions are answered and actvice is provided. Clients (i.e., citizens) 
approach this CSC with two types of (content-based) questions: (1) problem-oriented 
questions, and (2) product-, or facility-oriented questions. 

Problem-oriented questions: 
In case of a problem-oriented question, a elient explicates his medica!, social and living 
situation, and addresses problems and limitations in moving, travelling, house keeping, etc., 
and asks whether there are any welfare facilities that are possibly applicable for his situation. 
In these situations, front office ad visers assess the client's situation, problems and needs, 
and advises (if possible) some potentially applicable welfare facilities and other solutions. 

Product-, or facility-oriented questions: 
In case of a product- or facility-oriented question, the client's question refers toa specific 
type of welfare facility. In this type of questions, the elient has determined himself what type 
of facilities wilt fit to his needs. The front office adviser is asked whether the desired facility 
will be provided aftera proposal is put forward. For answering this type of questions, the 
front office ad visers will have to assess the (expected) applicability of the facility for this 
particular case. The applicability of facilities is assessed along facility-specific frameworks 
of legislation. The applicability assessment of facilities has an informal character in this 
phase. For a number of assessment criteria a medica! adviser will have to be consulted 
during the actual assessment of proposals. However, in this phase poten ti al proposals can be 
filtered, and proposals that stand a poor chance of being accepted may be avoided. 
Effectively answering product- or facility-oriented questions will therefore reduce the 
number of rejected proposals during following phases and have a positive impact on the 
efficiency of these phases. 

2. Proposing for welfare facilities 
Clients are supported in proposing for welfare facilities. The type of support provided varies 
from the provision of proposal farms to assisting in filling in these farms. 

3. Assessing welfarefacility proposals 
The assessment of proposals is performed by front office advisers, as far as they are 
authorized. Other proposals are assessed by back office specialists. Some proposals can 
only be assessed based upon a medica! actvice provided by an advising authority. When a 
proposal is accepted, the werkflow is continued along the following tasks. When it is 
rejected, the elient is notified. 

4. Providing assigned welfare facilities 
In genera!, the welfare facility - afterit is being accepted - is not physically supplied by the 
CSC, but specialized facility providers are ordered to provide their services. 

5. Processing readiness statements 
When the facility or service is supplied, either the service provider, or elient has to send in a 
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readiness statement. After the readiness statementand the initia! service order are checked 
on consistency, the city govemment may pay the service provider. 

6. Payment 
Payment of the facilities or services provided takes place for those facilities that are not 
provided in kind (e.g., wheelchairs are provided in kind). 

7. Periodic re-investigation 
Periodically, it may be checked whether the elient still neects and uses the facilities provided. 

In this casestudy, the definition of IT-support is limited to the task "providing actvice and 
information (conceming welfare facilities)" for both problem-oriented and product- or facility
oriented questions. An important argument for this restrietion is the fact this is the only task 
that is encountered in every type of CSC. The execution of the other tasks is more dependent 
on: (I) the organizational structure of the service organization within a city govemment and 
(2) the services or products provided by the CSC. 

8.3 Objectives in CSCs 

By setting up Civic Service Centres, local govemments aim to improve both the quality of their 
services as wel! as the efficiency of their operations. These general objectives can be specified 
as following: 

Quality objectives 
• It is strived for a reduction of the average number of relegations to other counters. 

By introducing multi functional counters insteadof functionally specialized counters, 
the number of relegations wil! be reduced. However, a too limited number of 
relegations to specialized back offices, will enlarge processing time and therefore 
waiting queues befere the mul ti functional counter. Therefore, the strive fora 
reduction in number of relegations is not unlimited. 

• It is strived for uniformity and consistency in judgement. Due to the equality of 
rights of all citizens, arbitrariness has to be avoided. 

• A reduction in throughput time of question and proposal handling is strived for. By 
reducing the number of functionally specialized counters, the average number of 
waiting queues a elient has to pass is reduced. When the waiting and processing time 
at multi functional counters is reduced compared to the cumulative waiting (and 
processing) time at each specialized counter, average throughput time will be 
shortened. 

Efficiency objectives 
• In the CSC concept, relatively simple questions and proposals do not penetrate the 

back offices, for these cases are settled in the multi functional front office. 
Therefore, the operations of back office professionals are not disturbed by these 
questions and relatively simple proposals. This will imprave the efficiency of 
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operations in the functionally specialized back offices. 

Quality of labor 
• It is expected that CSC concept will improve the quality of labor of front office 

professionals. In this concept, these workers are more autonorneus and able to 
service elients independently in a larger fraction of cases. 

8.4 tT-support and information infrastructure in the initia/ situation 

For supporting the registration of elient-specific information throughout the whole workflow 
for providing welfare facilities, elient registration and elient tracking application are used. 
Client registration applications are used for registering general elient information (e.g., address, 
income, etc.) and elient/facility-specific information (proposal characteristics for housekeeping 
services). In elient tracking applications, appointments made with elients, as wel) as the 
progress in proposal assessment, or facilities to be supplied are registered. This type of 
application is predominantly used during "providing advice and information (conceming 
welfare facilities)" for answering procedural questions, that refer to the progress made in (back 
office) tasks, such as assessing welfare facility proposals. These two types of applications may 
be typified as storage and retrieval applications for storing and retrieving case dependent states 
of affairs. 

Besides these two applications, word processors and standard calculation sheets are used. 
Calculation sheets support sub-tasks in which the facility-specific financial contri bution of 
clients is to be calculated based up their income and social situation. 

In actdition tothese IT-based instruments, paper-based documents containing legislation and 
facility-specific information are used. 

8.5 Task comptexity anatysis 

In the analysis of task complexity in "providing advice and information (conceming welfare 
facilities)" an explicit distinction is made between the earlier mentioned problem-oriented and 
product- or facility-oriented questions. This distinction has proved necessary due to the fact 
that both types of questions result in different task analysis results. 

The results of the task complexity analysis in "providing ad vice and in formation in case of 
problem-oriented questions", are described in Table 8.1. 

Task complexity Analysis 
aspect 

Result: 
amounts to task 
com !exit ? 

Disarrangement Answering this type of questions may be decomposed in two no 
of the task sub-tasks: (I) assessment of client-specific situation and 

needs, (2) selection of facilities and services based upon 
deterrnined needs.These sub-tasks are perforrned quite 
implicitly and automatically during the conversation between 
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elient and front office adviser. Furthermore, these sub-tasks 
may be executed in an afterward rationalization approach, for 
there are no predefined criteria for performing these sub-
tasks. Forthese reasons, actvisers wiJl not easily loose 
overview over this task. 

Inaccessibility of Doeurnenled knowledge does not ex i st conceming the much 
knowledge relationships between clients' needs and applicable facilities, 

nor conceming the way these needs should be determined. 
The two above mentioned sub-tasks are therefore entirely 
performed on the basis of knowledge that is cognitively 
available "in the minds" of individual professionals. However 
during interviews, professionals have proved being able to 
explain their knowledge easily and consistently. Different 
professionals solve similar hypothetical cases in a sim i lar 
manner, following more or less the same thought pattems. 
Therefore, knowledge is only potentially well available, and 
as a consequence not yet approachable. 

Instability of Due tothefact that knowledge is not well available yet, no 
knowledge which implies there is no forma! definition of the collection 

of knowledge chunks applicable within the task, knowledge 
instahilities wiJl only occur within the mental knowledge 
roodels of each individual professional. These instahilities 
wiJl not result in task complexity for there is no forma! 
definition of a knowledge version that should be followed . 
Furthermore, the frequency of knowledge changes wiJl be 
quite limited as well. The relationships between clients' needs 
and applicable facilities are assumed to be relatively stabie in 
time. New facility~ are introduced only very seldomlv. 

Immeasurable- The needs and si mation of a elient are difficult to determine. much 
nessof case For instance, the seriousness and impact of a cl ients' 
characteristics limitations are hard todetermine objectively. The assessment 

of these case characteristics is performed during the 
conversatien between the cl i ent and the front office adviser. 
There is no standard description language for descrihing or 
characterizing the clients' qualities that delermine its 
situation and needs. 

Lack of feedback The quality of information or advice provided will generally no 
become known. Poor advice conceming the elient needs and 
applicable facilities, wiJl be become known based u pon later 
reaelions of back office employees, advising authorities, or 
the clients themselves. 

Similarity of Consistency in judgment is strived for, while knowledge in yes 
cases general and experience-based knowledge in particular is not 

available in a collectivized manner. Therefore, in day-to-day 
work it is difficult to delermine whether there have been 
fermer case with similar properties before. 

Heterogeneity of The heterogeneity of cases can hardly be determined based yes 
cases upon the variety in knowledge chunks, for knowledge is only 

mentally available. However, due tothefact that a large 
degree of nevelties will (remain to) occur in practice, we may 
assume a large heterogeneity of cases. Furthermore, there is a 
wide variety of facility types as well as wide variety of clients' 
needs and situations. Therefore, a large heterogeneity of cases 
is expected. 

Novelty of cases A large amount of immeasurable case characteristics is yes 
observed. This implies new nuances wiJl be recognized in 
cases on a regular basis. Therefore, there is a large chance an 
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I 
individual case contains new previously unknown 
characteristics. 

Table 8.1.: Task complexity analysis of "providing ad vice and information in case of problem-oriented 

questions". 

The results of the task complexity analysis in "providing ad vice and information in case of 
product- or facility-oriented questions", are described in Table 8.2. 

Task complexity Analysis Result: 
aspect amounts to task 

complexity? 
Disarrangement For determining whether a facility proposal will probably be yes 
of the task accepted ( or at least has a fair chance of being accepted), 

generally more than 15 sub-assessments have to be 
performed. Th is task, which execution may be characterized 
as testing predefined criteria, is not supported with 
surveyability providing aids. Furthermore, these predefined 
criteria are, toa large extent, conditionally applicable, 
namely depending on case characteristics such as: type of 
facility desired, price of the facility, type of house of the 
dient, etc. 

Inaccessibility of The relevant criteria to be tested, are doeurnenled in the form some 
knowied ge of legislation. Abstracted knowledge therefore in considered 

wel I available. Searching forthese facility-specific criteria in 
practice should be done during the interaction with clients. 
This, however, results in quite severe requirements for 
knowledge approachability. Due tothefact that legislation is 
only documented on paper, searching for applicable criteria 
in practice is considered difficult and time-consuming. 
Experience-based knowledge is only cognitively available. 
Therefore the overall knowledge availability is considered 
mediocre while knowledge is only poorly approachable. 

Instability of In CSCs, applicability questions conceming a number of yes 
knowledge facility types have to be answered. These facility types are 

applicable within their own facility-specific framework of 
legislation. Each of these frameworks is adapted at least once 
a year more or less significantly. The changes to all 
frameworks of legislation together constitute a frequency of 
knowledge changes, in which knowledge can not be 
considered stable. 

Immeasurable- Legislation conceming the applicability of facilities contains some 
nessof case some ambiguous criteria (in which immeasurable case 
characteristics characteristics are necessary for assessment). For instanee for 

some facilities, it is necessary that the medica! condition of 
the elient is long-continued, without the specification how 
long long-continued exactly is. However, most of the case 
characteristics, relevant for testing the criteria specified in 
legislation, are objectively measurable. 

Lack of feedback When a clients' situation is assumed to be acceptable, but no 
during the assessment of proposals is determined that the 
facility is rejected, then this fact wiJl become known to the 
adviser in his role as contact to the elient When a clients' 
situation is wrongly assumed not acceptable, clients may not 
always stand for their rights. However, in practice it may be 
observed that a proposal is often put forward by front office 
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Similarity of 
cases 

actvisers in case of doubt. Therefore, lack of feedback is not 
considered an important factor for task complexity in this 
task 
Consistency in judgement is strived for, while experience
based knowledge is badly accessible. In practice, it may 
therefore be difficult to delermine whether there have been 
cases with similar properties. 

yes 

Heterogeneity of Front office advisers have todetermine the applicability of a yes 
cases large variety of facility types fora large variety of client

specific situations. 
Novelty of cases Some of the case characteristics are badly measurable. yes 

Therefore, navelties will occur in practice on a regular basis. 
Table 8.2.: Task complexity analysis of "providing advice and in formation in case of product- or 

facility-oriented questions". 

8.6 Applicable design ru/es 

The results of the task complexity analysis of "providing ad vice and information in case of 
problem-oriented questions", bear resemblance to the results as described for "interceding the 
unemployed". In both cases, knowledge is poorly available in a collectivized manner, resulting 
in much task complexity on the knowledge inaccessibility dimension. "Providing advice and 
information in case of product- or facility-oriented questions" bears resemblance to "assessing 
export credit insurance proposals". In these cases, some task complexity on the knowledge 
inaccessibility dimensions is observed due to knowledge inapproachability46

• Based upon the 
analysis results, a number of earlier applied design rules will be applicable again. 

8.6.1 Applicable design rules for providing ad vice and information in case of problem
oriented questions. 

Despite the observed resemblance to interceding the unemp1oyed, none of the design rul es 
app1ied in Chapter six may be applied in this casestudy directly again. The design rules 7, 9, 11 
and 12 (erstwhile 6.1, 6.3, 6.5, and 6.6) are not app1icab1e due tothefact that notall 
conditions of design rule 7 are fulfilled. Because the applicability of design rules 9, 11 and 12 
depends on design rule 7 (via design ru1es 8 and 10) these rules are not applicable as wel!. The 
know led ge inaccessibility condition in design ru1e 7 is fulfilled, but a Jack of feedback is not 
considered a task complexity factor in this task. Therefore design rule 7 is not applicable. 
Ho wever, some of the design rules, derived in Chapter seven by reflecting on both earliercase 
studies, are applicable. These design rules are: 

46 Although the realization phase of IT-support for assessing export credit insurance proposals has brought to 
light that knowledge is not as well available as expected. 
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Design rule 2 (5.2. modified): 
Apply an abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application in a one to, or with many 
configuration, or a counseling application if 

I. much task complexity is observed on knowledge inaccessibility due tothefact that 
knowledge is only potentially well available, or; 

2. some task complexity is observed on knowledge inaccessibility because knowledge 
is well available, but badly approachable. 

Design guideline to design rule 2: 
The design choice between a knowledge storage and retrieval application versus a counseling 
application is determined by technica!, economie and human factors . A counseling application 
bears larger technica!, economie and acceptability risks compared to a knowledge storage and 
retrieval application.Technical factors refer to the feasibility of representing knowledge in 
enrichment functionality. Economie factors refer to the profitability of knowledge 
representation in enrichment functionality. Human factors refer to the desirability of changing 
the task distribution between professional and IT-application by using enrichment functionality. 

Design rule 4: 
Apply media shift(s) and knowied ge extemalization and documentation if potentially well 
available knowledge is to be made accessible in tasks where no Jack of feedback is observed. 

Design rule 6 (5.4. modified): 
Apply a one with many, experience-based knowledge, storage and retrieval application for 
collectivization of experience growth and sharing (experience-based knowledge exchange), if 
novelty of cases results in task complexity and abstracted knowledge is already (potentially) 
well available. 

8.6.2 Applicable design rules for providing ad vice and in formation in case of prodoct
or facility-oriented questions. 

In providing ad vice and in formation in case of product- or facility-oriented questions all design 
rules selected for problem-oriented questions are applicable again, except for design rule 4. 
Furthermore, design rule I is applicable for answering this type of questions. 

Design rule I (erstwhile: 5.1.): 
Apply a guidance application if the disarrangement of the task results in task complexity. 

8. 7 Defined supportive system 

Despite the fact that providing ad vice and information in case of problem-oriented and 
product-, or facility-oriented questions, have somewhat other task complexity results, and 
other applicable design rules, these tasks should be supported in one integrated supportive 
system. Following the applicable design rules, the following IT-application types should 
present in the supportive system: 
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1. A guidance application (following design rule 1 ); 
2. An abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application in a one to, or with many 

configuration, or a counseling application (following design rule 2). This application 
contains extemalized knowledge (following design rule 4); 

3. A one with many, experience-based knowledge, storage and retrieval application (following 
design rule 6) . 

These application types have indeed been applied in the supportive system. Design rule 2 is 
applied twice (i.e., for both types of questions differently). For improving knowledge 
inaccessibility in answering product- or facility-oriented questions an abstracted knowledge 
storage and retrieval application is applied. For advising facility typesbasedon clients' needs 
(i.e., in case of problem-oriented questions) a counseling application is applied. In actdition to 
these applications, the following application type has been applied as well: 

4. A specific case registration applicaion. 
5. A guidance agent for supporting the registration of case characteristics. 

In Figure 8.1. all existing and newly defined IT -applications in the supportive system for 
providing information and advice are depicted. 
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Figure 8.1 .: Supportive system for providing information and actvice in Civic Service Centres. 

8.7.1 Guidance application 

This application provides proeedmal guidance during the execution of the front office ad visers 
task. Both answering problem- and facility-oriented questions are supported, although this 
application is selected due to the task analysis results on providing information and ad vice in 
case of facility-oriented questions. The guidance for answering both types of questions is 
integrated for providing professionals with one task-oriented workbench from which all other 
sub-tasks including their supporting applications may be activated. Sub-tasks that may be 
activated by using the guidance application are for instance: 

I . Registering elient characteristics (genera! characteristics, medica!, social, etc.); 
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2. Selecting desirabie facilities; 
3. Testing the applicability of facilities in the framewerk of facility-specific legislation; 
4. Pertorming facility-specific calculations; 
5. Creating (genera! and predefined) documents (e.g. proposal forms); 
6. Retrieving abstracted and experience-based knowledge chunks. 

For the sub-task registering elient characteristics and testing the applicability of facilities in the 
framewerk of facility-specific legislation, intensive guidance is provided by supporting these 
sub-tasks with support functionality . 

8.7.2 The elient registration application 

This application enables its users in registering and retrieving case dependent information. The 
following types of elient specific information are registered: 

1. general elient characteristics, such as name, address, personal id, etc; 
2. information conceming the current or former centacts with the client; 
3. information conceming the medica!, social and housing situation of elients; 
4. information conceming earlier proposed, already applied, or desired facilities; 
5. information conceming the outcome of testing the applicability of facilities in the 

framewerk of facility-specific legislation. 

In formation conceming the medica!, social and housing situation of elients are only registered 
in case of problem-oriented questions. These characteristics are re gistered along the 
International Classification of Impairments, Disabilities and Handicaps (ICIDH, ... ). The 
application of this typology facilitates the registration of characteristics of aged and 
handicapped citizens in an uniform manner. For this typology requires the registration of a 
great number of conditionally relevant case characteristics, this sub-task is assisted with a 
support-agent providing guidance. 

By applying this registration application combined with a support agent, the task complexity 
impact of immeasurableness of case characteristics will be reduced. 

8.7.3 The abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application 

The abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application contains knowledge chunks for 
testing the applicability of facilities in the framewerk of facility-specific legislation. This implies 
the knowledge base of this application contains predominantly knowied ge chunks that describe 
(parts of) legislation and their applicability. The application provides commonly used search 
functions (e.g., queries, wildcards, hyperlinks, etc.). Furthermore, the applicability of 
knowledge chunks is associated with the case-specific status quo in the guidance application. 
The presentation ofknowledge chunks in this application, based upon the status quo in the 
guidance application, tums this application into a knowledge providing application. 
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8.7.4 The counseling application 

This counseling application advises applicable facilities based upon the needs characterization 
of the elient that are described in terms of the above mentioned ICIDH-typology. Ad vice is 
presented to users in the passively controlling mode described inSection 5.9. From the needs' 
situation of clients, one or more (types of) facilities are advised. Knowledge necessary for 
transforming needs into applicable facility types is gathered via knowledge extemalization and 
documentation (see Chapter seven). By applying this application as wel! as the knowledge 
extemalization and documentation approach potentially available knowledge is truly made 
available as wel! as knowledge approachability is improved. 

8.7.5 The experience-based knowledge storage and retrieval application 

This application is selected for coping with novelty of cases in both problem- and product- or 
facility-oriented questions. For supporting the provision of in formation and ad vice in case of 
product or facility-oriented questions, this application supports "experience-based knowledge 
exchange" for case-specific interpretations of legislation that are being made. This application 
supports the registration and collection of these navelties in practice, as wel! as the retrieval of 
these cases. The retrieval of cases in this application, conditionally depends upon the case
specific context as it is known in the guidance application. For supporting the provision of 
information and ad vice in case of problem-oriented questions, this application gathers cases in 
which the front office actvisers ignore and overrule the advice provided by the counseling 
application. In this manner, an exception base is built up that may be used for further refining 
abstracted knowledge in the counseling application. 

8.8 lmplications of the defined applications 

In this case study, both the realization and maintenance of the described applications have a 
substantial impact on the existing organization of the Civic Service Center. An organizational 
entity responsible for knowledge administration wil! have to be implemented. Different from 
the case study in interceding the unemployed, in this case study the knowledge administration 
organization wil! not be (very much) engaged in maintaining the knowledge necessary for the 
counseling application. Due tothefact that relationships between clients' needs and applicable 
facilities are relatively stabie in time, and new facility types are introduced only very seldom, 
this knowledge will require only minor maintenance efforts. Maintenance of knowied ge wiJl 
predominantly be focused on maintaining knowledge in the knowledge communication 
applications. Especially facility-specific legislation changes on a regular basis. Knowledge 
administration should be alerted to effectuate the necessary changes to the knowledge bases of 
the knowledge communication applications. Furthermore, new interpretations of legislation 
occur in practice due to the presence of novelties. Novel experiences are to be forwarded to 
knowledge administration. Gathered and selected experiences need to be made available for 
retrieval in the experience-based knowledge communication application, or need to be worked 
up into the abstracted knowledge communication application. 
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8.9 Motivation of the design choices 

In the supportive system of this case study, a design choice has been made between a 
counseling application and an abstracted knowledge communication application. In this case 
study, a counseling application has been chosen for supporting the answering of problem
oriented questions, while an abstracted knowledge communication application has been applied 
for supporting the answering of product-, or facility-oriented questions. 

In earlier chapters, as well as in the design guideline to design rule 2, the applicability of 
knowledge communication versus counseling applications for improving knowledge 
inaccessibility has been contributed to technica!, economie and human factors. 

In this casestudy, important considerations to choose a counseling application for answering 
problem-oriented questions have been: 

I. The stability of knowied ge, which implies from an economie perspective that 
investments in the formalization of knowied ge will have a long period in which these 
investments may be earned back without ha ving to make continuous additional 
investments for imptementing changes. 

2. The availability of the ICIDH-typology for uniformly descrihing the case 
characteristics. Due to the fact that the variety of cases may largely be expressed in 
terms of this typology, and the number of applicable facilities is limited and known, 
knowledge formalization is considered technically feasible. 

3. From the human factors perspective, searching for applicable facilities in a 
knowledge base is not considered natura! in the interaction with clients. A 
counseling application detecting deviations from normally chosen courses of action 
is considered more natura! in the interaction with clients in this task, for 
professionals are expected to "know" what facilities are suitable for helping clients. 

In answering product-, or facility-oriented questions, knowledge is less stabie due to 
continuous changes in legislation. Furthermore, looking up legislation and other knowledge 
chunks is considered more natura! in this task, than in answering problem-oriented questions. 
For testing the applicability of these facilities within their frameworks of legislation it is not 
unnatural to turn up documented knowledge chunks, since this was the case in the initia! 
situation as wel!. 

8. 10 Sufficiency and modification of existing design ru/es 

In accordance with the usage and maintenance procedure for design rules described in Chapter 
seven, it may be determined whether the existing set of design rules is sufficient for defining 
the supportive system as it has been defined. Before the sufficiency of the design rules is 
described for each of the types of questions answered, the above described observations 
concerning design rule 2 will be elaborated. 

Concerning the choice between a counseling application or an abstracted knowledge 
communication application, in each of the preceding case studies, as well as in Chapter seven, a 
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number of design consideration has been described. These considerations have resulted in the 
design guideline to design rule 2. From the preceding section, an actdition to this guideline may 
be induced. This actdition is only made to the guideline, and not included in a design rule, for it 
is basedon a hypothesis. The hypothesis is that an abstracted knowledge starage and retrieval 
application is more naturally applicable in cases where looking up in reference books and 
documents is already present in the initia! situation. Where this is not the case, it will be more 
difficult to have professionals start retrieving knowledge chunks from their IT-application. A 
passively cantrolling counseling application will be more natura! in these circumstances. This 
type of application enables them to act and decide unassisted as long as their decisions do not 
differ from the output of the passively cantrolling counseling application. 

This (human factors) design consideration is added to the design guideline to design rule 2. 

Design guideline to design rule 2: 
The design choice between a knowledge starage and retrieval application versus a counseling 
application is determined by technica!, economie and hu man factors. A counseling application 
bears larger technica!, economie and acceptability risks compared toa knowledge sta rage and 
retrieval application. Technica\ factors refer to the feasibility of representing knowied ge in 
enrichment functionality. Economie factors refer to the profitability of knowledge 
representation in enrichment functionality. Human factors refer to the desirability of changing 
the task distribution between professional and IT-application by using enrichment functionality. 
An abstracted knowledge starage and retrieval application is more naturally applicable in cases 
where looking up in reference books and documents is already present in the initia! situation. A 
passively cantrolling counseling application wilt be more natural in circumstances where 
professionals are used to act and decide unassisted by reference books and documents. 

Sufficiency of design rules for problem-oriented questions. 
The described counseling application, and the experience-based knowledge retrieval 
application have been selected by applying existing design rules. Not suggested by existing 
design rules are: 

1. The specific requirement for the case registration application. In this application 
those case characteristics (both wel! and poorly measurable) should beregistered 
that are necessary as inputs for the counseling application. In this case study the 
existing ICIDH-typology is used to fulfi\1 this requirement. Despite the fact that such 
a typology mayor may not yet been available in a casestudy, the following general 
requirement may be stated for case registration applications. A uniform re gistration 
methad and language for all relevant (both welland poorly measurable) case 
characteristics should be implemented in a case registration application when this 
application is to provide input to a counseling application. 

2. The registration of case characteristics a long a both mul ti dimensional and 
conditionat classification typology may be supported with a support agent providing 
guidance during the registration sub-task. Especially when registered case 
characteristics are to be inputted into a counseling application, the registration of 
case characteristics should be performed in a uniform and comprehensive manner. 
To ensure complete and consistent registration of case characteristics, a support 
agent for guiding the registration sub-task is considered useful. 
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Both deviations from applied design rules, aretosome extent similar to IT-support described 
in the not-applied design rules 7 and 12. Design rule 7 proposes specific requirements for case 
registration applications suited for empirically-based knowledge construction. Due tothefact 
that empirically-based knowledge construction is not necessary in this casestudy, for 
knowledge already is potentially well available, case registration should only be capable of 
providing inputtoa counseling application. In design rule 7, the case registration application is 
to provide input to a database induction agent as well. 

Design rule 12 proposes a support agent for providing guidance in registering case 
characteristics when important case characteristics are badly measurable and case 
characteristics should be registered consistently for enabling empirically-based knowledge 
construction. In this casestudy, a support agent is applied under the same conditions except 
for enabling empirically-based knowledge construction. 

The two above described deviations between the supportive system and the applied design 
rules induce the following modifications in the existing collection of design rules. The 
requirements conceming the registration of all relevant case characteristics along a typology 
when the registration application provides inputfora counseling application are formulated in 
the following new design rule. 

Design rule 13: 
Apply a case dependent information storage and retrieval application47 in which the structure 
of the registration format of both welland badly measurable case characteristics is suited to 
serve as inputfora counseling application if a counseling application is applied that is inputted 
by a case registration application. Typologies of case characteristics are useful for obtaining the 
required structured registration format. 

Th is design rule might be considered a specific citation of the more commonly known "rule" in 
IT that the registration of data should be adapted to the (future) processing of data that may be 
necessary, and therefore this design rule might be considered somewbat obvious. However, in 
practice many professional domains are encountered in which a (standard) case registration 
application is already present in the initia! situation. When a counseling application is to be 
applied these case registration applications often are not providing the right case-specific 
characteristics to enable effective counseling functionality. Therefore, either the case 
registration application should be adapted or replaced, or the counseling application should be 
omitted. By introducing this design rule, this design choice is explicitly addressed in case 
studies. 

The application of a support agent in the supportive system, may be effectuated in the 
conditions of design rule 12. This design rule is modified as following: 

Design rule 12: 
Apply a support agent for providing guidance in registering case characteristics if 

!. many important case characteristics are badly measurable, and 
2. case characteristics (to be collected) are conditionally relevant, and 

47 Shorthand: a case re gistration application. 
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3. should beregistered consistently - for instanee - for creating a collection of case 
descriptions that is suitable for empirically-based knowledge construction. 

Sufficiency of design rul es for product- or facility-oriented questions. 
For this type of questions, the IT-applications defined in the supportive system have foliowed 
the design rules completely. Noother IT-applications have been added. The IT-applications 
defined for supporting the provision of information and ad vice in case of this type of questions 
is in concept identical to the IT -support defined for assessing export credit ins u rance 
proposals. However, the results of the task complexity analysis in both cases differ slightly, for 
in this case only some task complexity is observed on the immeasurability of case 
characteristics dimension. In assessing export credit insurance proposals much task complexity 
has been observed on this task complexity dimension. In these case studies, the distinctions 
made on this dimension may therefore be considered over-specified. When this observation is 
sustained during following case studies as well, the degree of differentiation on this task 
complexity dimension may be reduced. 

In assessing export credit insurance proposals, some task complexity has been observed on the 
knowledge inaccessibility dimension. However, during the realization phase it became clear 
that knowledge was only potentially well available, which implies much task complexity should 
have been scored on the knowied ge inaccessibility dimension, if the additional information 
conceming knowledge availability could have been known during task complexity analysis. In 
Section 7.2., it is described that this difference would nothave leadtoother defined TT
support. It is hypothesized that other types ofiT-support on the knowledge inaccessibility 
dimension are to be selected when knowledge is not (potentially) well available. Then 
empirically-based knowledge construction is a solution for building up collectivized 
knowledge. In the casestudy described in this chapter, we may find some additional 
affirmation for the observations presented in Chapter seven. In this casestudy, some task 
complexity is observed on the knowledge inaccessibility dimension due to the fact that 
knowledge is considered well available but poorly approachable. This, while the same IT
applications have been selected as in the assessment of export credit insurance proposals where 
knowledge was only potentially well available. This observation supports our hypothesis, that 
the potential availability of knowledge is a determining factor in the type of IT -support 
selected for improving knowledge inaccessibility. Knowledge is potentially well available 
when: (I) experts are able to agree easily on the formulation of concepts, rules and guidelines 
and (2) there is no Jack of feedback that could inhibit the construction of similar (men tal) 
reference frameworks in practice. When this situation is observed in a casestudy. then a 
complete different type of IT-support is defined compared to the situation where knowledge is 
unavailable and a lack of feedback is observed. 

8. 11 Evaluation of the design 

The supportive system has been described in reports and presented in the form of a 
demonstration version. The proposed IT-applications are considered useful by professionals 
and management of this particular and other CSC's. Therefore a realization project has been 
started in which the proposed IT-applications are realized and implemented in a pilot domain. 
Due to the lead time of this project, results conceming realization and implementation are not 
available to report in this book. 
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8. 12 Updated status quo of design ru/es 

In this casestudy, a number of earlier applied design rules are used again. Forthermore some 
additions and modifications have been made to the original collection of design rules. All 
together, this results in the updated status quo described in Table 8.3. 

Desi2n rule: Applied in case studies: Evaluation based upon: 
Design rule 1 (erstwhile 5.1.) 1. assessement of export credit 1 a) Reaelions on reports and 

insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 
1 b) Implemenlat ion 

3. providing information and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
ad vice in Civic Service presentation of demo's. 
Centres. 

Design rule 2 (5.2. modified) 1. assessement of export credit I a) Reactions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 

I b) Implementation 

3. providing information and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presentation of demo's. 
Centres. (applied twice) 

Design guideline to design rule I. assessement of export credit I a) Reactions on reports and 
2 insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 

1 b) Implemen lation 

3. providing information and 3a) Reactions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presentation of demo's. 
Centres. (applied twice and 
modified) 

Design rule 3 I. assessement of export credit 1 a) Reactions on reportS and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 

1 b) Implementation 

3. providing information and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
advice in Civic Service presentation of demo' s. 
Centres. (applied twice) 

Design rule 4 I. assessement of export credit I a) Reactions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 

1 b) Implementation 

3. providing information and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presentation of demo's. 
Centres. 

Design rule 5 (erstwhile: 5.3.) I. assessement of export credit I a) Reactions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentation of demo's. 

1 b) Implementation 
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3. providing infonnation and 3a) Reactions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presental ion of demo's . 
Centres. 

Design rule 6 (5.4. modified) I. assessement of export credit I a) Reaelions on reports and 
insurance proposals presentalion of demo's. 

3. providing infonnalion and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presentation of demo's. 
Centres. (applied lwice) 

Design rule 7 (6.1. modified) 2. interceding the unemployed 2a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentation of demo's. 

Design rule 8 (erstwhile: 6.2.) 2. inlerceding the unemployed 2a) Reaelions on reports and 
presental ion of demo's. 

Design rule 9 (6.3 . modified) 2. inlerceding the unemployed 2a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentalion of demo's. 

Design rule I 0 (erslwhile: 6.4.) 2. interceding the unemployed 2a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentation of demo's. 

Design rule J I (erstwhile 6.5.) 2. inlerceding the unemployed 2a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentation of demo's. 

Design rule J 2 (erstwhile 6.6.) 2. interceding the unemployed 2a) Reaelions on reports and 
presentalion of demo's. 

3. providing infonnation and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presentation of demo 's. 
Centres. (applied & 
modified) 

Design rule 13 3. providing infonnalion and 3a) Reaelions on reports and 
actvice in Civic Service presentation of demo's. 
Centres. 

Table 8.3.: Updated status quo of destgn rules. 
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9. Conclusions 

9.1 Introduetion 

In this final chapter, the products of this research wil! be evaluated on their contri bution to 
science. In Sectien 9.2, conclusions are drawn conceming the scientific quality and practical 
usefulness of each of the three research products described in this book. In Section 9.3. some 
recommendations for future research are descri bed. 

9.2 Evaluation of the research products 

In this research, a design framework is constituted that consists of the following three 
components stated in the research objectives (see Section 1.4.): 

I. A task description language that is suitable for descrihing characteristics of CO REP 
professional tasks. To facilitate the applicability of this task description language in practice, 
it is worked out into a task analysis instrument. 

2. An IT-application typology that is suitable for descrihing the variety of IT-applications on a 
conceptuallevel. 

3. A set of design rules that connects task characteristics of professional work with suitable 
IT-application concepts. These design rules should augment the designers' intuition during 
the conceptual design of IT -support for professionals. 

The scientific quality of these products may be tested on a number of criteria. The criteria for 
testing the task analysis instrument and the IT-application typology are described inSection 
3.10 and Section 4.5 respectively . Criteria for testing the design rul es have not yet been 
described, and will therefore bedescribed inSection 9.2.3. 

9.2.1 Conclusions concerning the task complexity analysis instrument 

In Section 3.10 it is described that the quality of the task complexity instrument proposed in 
Chapter three should be tested on its practical usefulness. Practical usefulness may be split up 
into the applicability of the instrument and the transferability I inter-assessor reliability of the 
instrument. 

The applicability of the instrument is demonstrated in three case studies ( described in Chapters 
five, six and eight). Although no definite answer conceming the applicability of the instrument 
can be formulated based upon this limited number of case studies, we may conclude that the 
instrument has proved applicable in three COREP professional domains when applied by its 
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designer (i.e., the researcher himself). Despite the fact that this is not the strongest possible 
claim in scientific research, the threefold applicability suggests that the thinking and working 
method reflected in the instrument at least give a firm grip for further improvement. For 
instanee conceming the way of thinking reflected in the instrument, our central hypothesis 
regarding the relationships between task complexity, task performance and IT -support (see 
Figure 3.1) has notbeen rejected based u pon the three described case studies. Regarding the 
working method reflected in the instrument, we may conclude that the task complexity 
instrument- thus far, and under the specified conditions- has proved to be sufficiently 
distinguishing for capturing the determining task characteristics from the richness of the 
CO REP professional application domain. 

When the instrument has practical usefulness when applied by one specific analyst (as tested in 
the applicability of the instrument), there is no guarantee that other analysts would have been 
able to apply the instrument and would have produced the same results. For practicaland 
theoretica! reasons it has proved fairly impossible to have different (expensive) analysts apply 
the instrument in one and the same reallife case. Therefore an earlier version of the instrument 
has been tested on an artificially composed case. For practicability reasons the instrument has 
not been tested by professional analysts, but is applied by thirty students taking a data and 
knowledge management exam. Where students proved difficulties in interpreting Ór applying 
the task analysis instrument, improvements have been made. Further transferability 
improvements have been made by presenting the instrument to a number of professional 
analysts and elaborating their comments. Although no definite answer conceming the 
transferability of the instrument may be formulated here as well, it is our opinion that the 
instrument is sufficiently transferable for usage in practice. Future research efforts may be 
directedat provingor rejecting this opinion scientifically. 

9.2.2 Conclusions concerning the IT -application typology 

The quality of the IT -application typology is determined by its practical usefulness as welt (see 
Section 4.5). Completeness, accurateness (fitness for classification), and distinctive power are 
defined as determining aspects for the practical usefulness of the IT -application typology. 

As is stated in Chapter four, the completenessof a typology can hardly be proved formally. 
However in Appendix two, a collection of IT -applications that occur in practice is described 
and typified along the dimensions distinguished throughout this book. Furthermore, the IT
application already been used, or proposed in the case studies have been described in terrns of 
the IT typology. Therefore we may conclude that the IT-application typology has- so far
proved sufficiently complete. 

The accurateness of the typology refers to the degree to which the dimensions described and 
distinctions made, are fit for describing the "true" differences and variety of IT -applications as 
existing in practice. An indicator for both completeness and accurateness may be the amount of 
anomalies (i.e., reallife IT-applications that can not be typified effectively). So far no 
anomalies or probieros have occurred in applying the dimensions and distinctions made for 
describing IT-support. Therefore we may conclude that this typology has proved to be 
sufficiently accurate so far, for typifying the differences in IT-functionality. 
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The distinctive power of the IT -typology refers to the depth, or degree of detail, to which the 
typology is capable of recognizing differences in functionality. The necessary level of detail we 
have encountered in practice is the description level used in the three case studies. This 
necessary level of detail is, to our opinion, sufficiently supported by the dimensions and 
distinctions in the typology. In all three case studies, the functionality ofiT-applications could 
effectively be typified - in this stage of the design process - by actding domain specific terms48 

and examples to the typology terminology. Of course, for application in following design 
stages or under other circumstances the typology might prove to be too abstract. However, 
when the accurateness of the typology remains unaffected, we expect the distinctive power of 
the IT-typology to be easily expandable. The distinctive power is to be enlarged when the 
design rules proveto be resulting in too abstract TT-support specifications. This quality 
criterion for the design rules is described in the next section. 

9.2.3 Conclusions concerning the design rules 

Practical usefulness is the key quality criterion for testing design rules as wel!. For design rules 
this criterion may be decomposed in the following three aspects again: completeness, 
accurateness, and distinctive power: 

Despite the question whether a complete set of design rules for supporting CO REP 
professionals may ever be reached, we may expect that the current set of design rules, as 
mentioned in Table 8.3, is far from complete, for every new casestudy has so far resulted in 
the actdition or modification of design rules. Therefore in Chapter seven, a maintenance 
procedure is proposed. By using this procedure, the set of design rules is to be kept as 
complete as possible. 

The accuratenessof design rules refers to the question whether appropriate IT-support is 
proposed by the design rules, given the applicability conditions specified in these rules. Related 
to the accurateness of the design rul es, an important characteristic of the approach foliowed in 
this research is the fact that new case studies directly result in the adaptation of the (status of 
the) existing set of design rules. This implies design rules may have proved accurate in only 
one single casestudy. Design rules in this research therefore have a tentative character, 
because more generalized design rules can only be formulated aftera large number of case 
studies has been conducted (which almost inevitably amounts toa (too) large research time 
span). Due to practicality reasons, the approach foliowed in this research could be 
characterized as collecting "good and bad design practices" in the format of tentative design 
rules and in termsof the task complexity instrument and IT-typology. Judging the accurateness 
of design rules should therefore be limited to those case studies in which these rules have, or 
should have been applied. This specific, limited interpretation of design rule accurateness is 
integrated in the evaluation steps of the maintenance procedure described in Chapter se ven. In 
the previous chapter, the usefulness of this procedure, in combination with the set of design 
rules, is i!lustrated and not rejected on the basis of one casestudy. 

The distinctive power of the design rul es refers to the degree to which the design rul es provide 
sufficiently detailed guidelines for selecting TT-support. So far, there are no indications that the 

48 e .g. , tenns such as "advising intercedability" in "counseling application for advising intercedability". 
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IT-functionality proposed in the design rules is insufficiently specified, or too abstract for 
practical usage. However, conceming both the accurateness and distinctive power of the 
design rules, we may conclude that the task complexity terminology and IT-application 
typology provide insuftkient grip for effectively characterizing the proposed design in terms of 
design rules. Therefore, we have developed a provisional knowledge accessibility impravement 
typologyin Section 7.3. For effectively characterizing the IT-support that is necessary, not 
only the functionality of the IT-support should be mentioned in the design rule, but the kind of 
change (in this case to knowledge inaccessibility) that is proposed should be characterized as 
wel!. Because of our knowledge management orientation (as described in Chapter two), so far 
only a provisional typology of knowied ge inaccessibility improvements has been developed. In 
Section 9.3, we will further reflect upon the necessity to include typologies of change on other 
task complexity dimensions in the design rules as wel!. 

9.2.4 Generalizing the conclusions to other design cases in CO REP professional 
domains 

In the above described sub-sections a number of conclusions have been drawn. The 
conclusions presented only have a specific applicability scope, since only a limited number of 
design cases could be conducted within the four years time span of this research. Without 
applying the instrument of generalization, these conclusions would however only provide a 
very limited contribution to designing IT-support for professionals. Therefore in this section, 
the presented conclusions are generalized. Due to the limitations of generalizing the results of a 
limited number of case studies (e.g., see: Yin, 1989), the presented conclusions may not be 
generalized into general conclusions, for there is no forma! scientific proof that the design 
framework presented will be useful in future design cases again. Only tentative generalized 
conclusions, instead of final generalized conclusions, may therefore be derived from the above 
presented conclusions. We follow Kennedy (1979) in his suggestion that the general 
applicability of design specific knowledge must be determined by those persons who want to 
apply these results in other design cases. 

The following tentative generalized conclusions may be derived from the conclusions presented 
in the Sections 9.2.1. to 9.2.3.: 

I. The task complexity instrument described inSection 3.9, is applicable for capturing those 
task characteristics of CO REP professional work that are relevant for determining 
appropriate IT -support. 

2. The task complexity instrument is sufficiently transferable to be applied by other analysts. 

3. IT-enabled performance impravement in COREP professional domains should be made by 
reducing task complexity, or by making task complexity better manageable. IT-applications 
should be used to reduce (the impact of) task complexity and thus improve task 
performance. 

4. The IT-application typology described in Chapter four is useful for typifying the differences 
in functionality between IT-applications. The general typology component may be used for 
typifying the functionality of IT applications in genera!, and for de veloping specific typology 
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components for specific user typesand application domains. The specific typology 
component presented in this book is useful for typifying applications for supporting CO REP 
professional work. 

5. The design rules presented in Sectiens 7.4 and 8.10 are useful for selecting appropriate IT
support for CO REP professionals. Both these design rules and their maintenance procedure 
( described in Sectien 7.6) serve as a firm basis for applying and further developing design 
knowledge conceming appropriate IT-support for professionals. 

6. For effectively characterizing IT-support for COREP professionals in termsof design rules, 
not only the IT-functionality of the proposedIT-support should be mentioned in a 
structured format. The way task complexity is to be reduced, removed or made manageable 
should be characterized in a structured format as wel!. For improving knowledge 
inaccessibility, a provisional typology is described inSection 7.3. 

These working hypothesis may be used as starting points for practical application of our 
research products, as wel! as for further scientific impravement of these results. To provide a 
contri bution to further scientific impravement in this field, in the next section some reflections 
and opinions conceming the directions of further research are descri bed. 

9.3 Suggestions tor further research 

In providing recommendations for further research, we distinguish between: 
I . Further research in related research domains; 
2. Further research in this research domain. 

Further research in related research domains 
The scope of this research bas been limited to designing IT-support for CO REP professionals, 
thereby excluding other, but nevertheless both interesting and at least equally important, 
research domains. Two of these domains, we consicter especially important: 

a) Worliflow management in COREP professional domains 
The research described throughout this book is limited to supporting professionals in the 
execution of their "production" tasks. In Section 1.2, werkflow coordination bas explicitly 
been excluded from our scope of research. However for improving business impravement in 
CO REP professional domains, (the IT -enabled) cantrolling of these production tasks is at 
least equally important as proving appropriate support for executing these tasks. Although 
quite a number of research reports have been publisbed that (nearly) concern this theme 
(e.g., see: Platier, 1996), we may cbserve that werkflow management bas not nearly 
reached a level of sophistication as is encountered in production control applied in industrial 
organizations (e.g., see: Betrand et al, 1990). In most of the CO REP professional 
organizations we came across during this research, production or workflows were not 
explicitly controlled. Furthermore, regarding the implementation of workflow management 
in werkflow management applications, we may abserve that most available workflow 
management applications forservice organizations are not providing functionality for 
workflow coordination from an integrated perspective. These applications are often applied 
in relatively well-structured application domains, while most applications are not capable of 
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modeling and supporting the semi-structured character of tasks and workflows encountered 
in CO REP professional domains. In (further) developing concepts for werkflow 
management as well as for designing and implementing werkflow management applications, 
important performance improvements for these service organizations may become 
obtainable in the future. 

b) Designing fT-support for innovative professionals 
In Chapter one, we have distinguished between repetitive and innovative professional work 
and limited the scope of this research to designing IT -support for repetitive professionals. 
The research described in this book, could however be conducted (in a similar manner) for 
innovative professionals. Some research has already been conducted in this field. In Section 
5.9, we- for instanee- mentioned the research of Gruber (1993) who focused on IT
support for designers. In researching IT-support for innovative professionals, an interesting 
question would be to determine whether the products of this research (the task complexity 
instrument, IT typology and design rules) could be used or adapted for designing IT
support for innovative professionals. 

Further research in designing IT-supportfor CO REP professionals 
In Chapter one, five aspects of information system development are mentioned: modeling , 
balancing, controlling, changing, and learning. This research has focused on the impravement 
of rnadeling to keep this research executable in the time span of several years. Due to the fact 
that modeling is only one aspect indeveloping successful IT-applications, and notall aspects 
could be covered in an integrated approach within the context of thisresearch , quite some 
practical and theoretica! probieros will occur in applying the results of this research. One 
important theoretica! difficulty that has occurred, is the evaluation of the quality of the 
proposed and/or implemented IT-support in case studies. We could ask ourselves questions, 
such as: "should the evaluated successof the DNB casestudy ( described in Chapter five) 
solely be contributed to the appropriate fit between proposed IT-functionality and task 
characteristics, or should it predominantly be contributed to other factors, such as: 

• coincidental appropriateness of our change management skills; 
• coincidental appropriateness of user interfaces and other detailed design choices; 
• the stimulating impact of knowied ge extemalization and collectivization to future 

users?" 

In evaluating the IT-support concept in the three described case studies, we have tried to filter 
the possible influence of these other factors as good as possible. However, due to the fact that 
we Jack a sufficiently specific and comprehensive model of how all possible modeling, 
balancing, controlling, changing, and learning variables interact in CO REP professional 
domains, limiting disruptive influences of other factors in case study evaluations can not be 
conducted in a structured manner. Therefore, building such an integrated (multi aspect) model 
specifically suited for COREP professional domains is, what we conceive of, our final and most 
important recommendation for further research. 

Building such a model would require enormous amounts of efforts and very large research 
budgets. When we consicter the fact that possible research efforts and budgets are limited, and 
therefore research fields have to compete with other fields of research, we may conclude that 
the availability of such a model may be considered many years away from now. Therefore, 
research in CO REP professional domains, conducted currently or in the (near) future, wil! 
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probably be more of the fragmented type as is the research described in this book. However, 
people researching these fragmented research questions (of course especially in a design
oriented approach) will be confronted with many complex (i.e., novel, uncertain, ambiguous, 
etc.) situations that willoften providethema challenging professional task, and a large amount 
of learning experiences. Therefore to conclude this book, we wish to state that as long as there 
is enough resulting task complexity, both task complexity and our engineering drive to reduce 
it, will provide us all with enough professional challenges49

• 

49 We will ignore our posunodem thought that complexity and our drive to reduce it (or its impact) by 
inventing structure are the yin and yang of intellectual satisfaction. 
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APPENDIX 1 

The task complexity instrument has been tested on transferability by thirty students taking a 
data and knowledge management exam. Where students proved difficulties in interpreting or 
applying the instrument, improvements have been made. Further transferability improvements 
have been made by presenting the instrument to a number of professional analysts and 
elaborating their comments. 

Th is appendix contains an indication of the improvements made on the task complexity 
instrument. These improvements are presented along the following format. First the results of 
the test are descri bed. On the basis of these results a qualitative transferability judgement is 
given. Finally the improvements made on two of the task complexity dimensions are descri bed. 
Due to the fact that the task complexity instrument has been improved on a number of points 
byelaborating the comments of professionalanalystsas we\1, a full desc1iption of all 
improvements made is beyond our purposes. 

Results ofthe transferability test 
Students have been asked to apply the instrument on two cases. These artificially composed 
cases contained all relevant clues for using the instrument. During the exam students had the 
disposal of a full description of the instrument. They were asked to score the task complexity 
in each case on the eight task complexity dimensions. Furthermore they had to provide some 
argumentation conceming the task complexity scores they selected. These argumentations 
were used to judge whether they understood the instrument and could apply it unambiguously. 
In Tab ie A 1 the results of the test are presented. 

disarrangement of inaccessibility of instability of ambiguity of cases 
the task know1edge knowledge 

case I g: 24/30 g: 20/30 g: 17/30 g: 18/30 
f: 6/30 f: 7/30 f: 2130 f: 6/30 

c: 3/30 c: 11/30 c: 6/30 

case 2 g: 20/30 g: 21/30 g: 14/30 g: 19/30 
f: 9/30 f: 8/30 f: 3/30 f: 9/30 
c: 1/30 c: 1/30 c: 13/30 c: 2130 

Jack of feedback similarity of cases heterog_eneity of cases novelty of cases 
case I g: 11/30 g: 19/30 g: 18/30 g: 20/30 

f : 11/30 f : 11/30 f: 12130 f: 10/30 
c: 8/30 

case 2 g: 18/30 g: 27/30 g: 24/30 g: 20/30 
f: 11/30 f: 3/30 f: 6/30 f : 8/30 
c: 1/30 c: 2130 

Table Al: The task complexity instrument applied by thirty students in two cases 

On each task complexity dimensions students could apply the instrument properly ("g" = 

good), or improperly ("f' ~ false). Insome casestheir argumentation showed they understood 
the meaning of the instrument, but the ambiguity of the instrument led them to the wrong 
score. In these circumstances Table Al shows a "c" (correct). 
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Assessment of the initia! transferability of the task complexity instrument 
Before having the instrument applied by the students, a criterion was formulated to assess the 
transferability of the instrument. The criterion applied for assessing the results is formulated as 
follows. 

transferability criterion: 
"When two-third of all students applies the instrument (on an aspect) properly in both cases, 
this aspect is considered well transferable". 

Improverneut of the transferability is especially needed on those complexity aspects 
on which a large number of "false" or "correct" scores are found. Given the above presented 
results and criterion, the transferability of each of the task complexity aspects is assessed as 
follows. 

The aspects "disarrangement of the task", "inaccessibility of knowledge", and "novelty of 
cases" are considered well transferable. Therefore, in the version of the instrument described in 
Section 3.9 only small improvements have been made on these aspects. These small 
improvements are based on the comments of professional analysts. 

The transferability of the aspects "ambiguity of cases", "similarity of cases" and "heterogeneity 
of cases" is considered moderate. On these aspects more substantial transferability 
improvements have been made. These improvements are to a large extent based on the lessous 
leamed from the argumentation of students. 

The transferability of the aspects "instability of knowledge" and "Jack of feedback" in the initia! 
version of the instrument is considered problematic. On these two dimensions the instrument 
has been improved rather intensively. A description of the transferability probieros as well as 
the improvements made will be provided in the remainder of this appendix. 

Impravement ofthe aspect "instability ofknowledge" 
On this aspect an important indicator is the frequency of changes in the knowledge relevant for 
performing the knowledge intensive task. Difficulties in applying the initia! version of the 
instrument occurred due to the fact that the following statement proved ambiguous: "if 
knowledge changes more than afew times a year rather extensively, we could call knowledge 
unstable". The ambiguity in this statement is reduced by: 

• actding the magnitude of changes as a criterion (i.e., distinguishing between larger 
and smaller knowledge changes; 

• illustrating possible combinations of frequency and magnitude of changes by 
examples. 

Impravement ofthe aspect "lack of feedback" 
On this aspect difficulties occurred due the fact that feedback may be provided to a certain 
ex tent in a particular situation. In other words, the existence of a lack of feedback is not a 
binary parameter. To reduce the ambiguity that occurred on this aspect in the instrument the 
following more specific criteria have been formulated: 

• If performance feedback is provided and for every case speci.fic deviation of performance 
standards immediately, there is no Jack of feedback and therefore no task complexity on 
this aspect; 
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• If perfonnance feedback is only provided: ( 1) in abstract tenns or on aggregate level, (2) 
with time delay, or (3) under specific citcumstances, there is a Jack of feedback that results 
in some task complexity on this aspect; 

• If perfonnance feedback is not provided in any structural fonn at all, there is an extensive 
Jack of feedback that results in much task complexity on this aspect. 
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APPENDIX2 

In this appendix, a collection of IT -applications for professionals used in practice is described 
a long the dimensions of the IT -typology of Chapter four. Of course, this typology does not 
consist of all possible types of IT -applications that are used in practice. Ho wever, in 
composing this collection we strived for obtaining a wide coverage of the IT -applications used 
in practice. In the description of these IT-applications, a distinction is made between tailor
made applications on the one hand and standardized, or customizable packages on the other 
hand. 

Packages: 

Wordprocessors: 
Provides users with manipulation functionality for commisioning assignments to add, 
editor delete data or text that is presented to users by presentation functionality. 

E-mail: 
Dependent on the "subject of communication", e-mail can be typified as an either 
decision ingredients providing, or not decision supporting messaging application. 
However, e-mail will mostly be used as a not decision supporting messaging 
application. E-mail provides asynchronic real time communication functionality, for 
information senders intent to communicate directly without time delay with receivers. 
When receivers are not directly available for reading messages, they can be stored 
temporarily. Actors participating in communication via e-mail are not anonymous. 
Furthermore, e-mail is especially applied in "one with one" and "one with many" 
configurations. At present, the bandwidth of the communication channel is 
predominantly restricted to syntactically structured visual or auditory information (i.e., 
images and text). 

Spreadsheet: 
When applied for supporting knowledge intensive tasks, spreadsheets generally support 
this taskon enable level (decision ingredients providing). Spreadsheets are commonly 
capable of executing (series of) calculations on data sheets. By using manipulation 
functionality users may commision: (I) assignments to execute some functionality (e.g. 
a calculation), or (2) assignments to add, editor delete data or text that is presented to 
users by presentation functionality (i.e, data entry). 

Client registration applications: 
A elient registration application provides not decision supporting time delayed (i.e. 
storage and retrieval) communication functionality. By using manipulation functionality 
users may commision assignments to add, editor delete case specific information. 

Decision Support System: 
A Decision Support System (DSS) contains models that may be selected and used for 
obtaining more insight in the coherence of decision variables (e.g., by using what-if 
simulations). A DSS may provide decision ingredients (on enable level) for fulfilling a 
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knowiegde intensive task. Decision models that are used for enrichment on sub-task 
level, are selected by manipulation functionality. 

Simulation application 
A simulation application is aimed at providing decision ingredients as wel!. Besides 
enrichment functionality on sub-task level, this type of application generally makes use 
of presentation functionality for presenting the dynamic behaviour of dependent 
variables in the decision problem. Different from a DSS50

, a simulation application 
employs dynamic models that show the modeled system behaviour in time. The 
consequences on the dependent variables in time is presented by decision supporting 
(i.e. decision ingredients providing) presentation functionality. 

Statistica! analysis package 
Dependent on the task of the user, a statistica! package may be used as either decision 
ingredients providing or not decision supporting application. These packages offer 
statistica! calculation functions that may be selected by manipulation functionality and 
when selected, are executing (calculation) sub-tasks on automate level. 

Group Decision Support Systems 
Group Decision Support Systems (GDSSs) are decision ingredients providing 
messaging applications. Th is type of applications is considered decision ingredients 
providing since they are used for groups in brainstorming and choosing courses of 
action. These tasks may be considered decision tasks. An important characteristic of 
GDSSs is that participating actars are communicating anonymously in an all with all 
configuration. This characteristic stimulates participating actars to spontaneously 
contributing ideas and opinions. The bandwidth of the communication channel in this 
type of applications is predominantly restricted to syntactical structured visua! or 
auditory information (i.e., images and text). 

Groupware such as Lotus Notes 
Currently popular Lotus Notes groupware, is aften considered a combination between 
messaging, and starage and retrieval functionality. An important characteristic of this 
type of applications is the integrated provision of time delayed as well as asynchronic 
real time communication. Dependent on the taskof the user, this type of applications 
may be used as either decision ingredients providing, or not decision supporting 
communication application. 

Conferencing applications 
Conferencing applications may be applied decision supporting or not (depending on the 
subject of communication). This type of applications enables synchronie real time 
communication between users. Participating actars are generally not communicating 
anonymously. The bandwidth of the communication channel is predominantly restricted 
to images and text. In video conferencing applications the bandwidth is extended to 
face to face communication in which all media, except for smell and tactile information, 

5° Funhennore we could state that simulation applications are applied for (somewhat) more structured decision 
problems than DSSs. For creating a valid dynamic model, requirements conceming the modelablity and 
representability of the decision problem are more ambitieus. 
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may be applied. The communication configuration in this type of application is typified 
as many with many. 

Workflow management applications 
Workflow management applications provide: (I) time delayed (storage and retrieval) 
communication functionality for collecting and retrieving information conceming the 
procedural states of affairs in business processes, and (2) real time (messaging) 
communication functionality for the communication of work packages between the 
workers in a business process. Furthermore, werkflow functions may be applied in this 
type of applications for providing support functionality on workflow level. 

Besides standardized, or customizable packages, a large number of tailor-made applications is 
applied for supporting the knowledge intensive tasks of professionals. Some of these are 
described in the following. 

Tailor-made applications 

Mocca: 
Mocca is a "mortgage cantrolling and consulting assistant" used within the Swiss 
Bank Corporatien (Hottiger & Wenger, 1992). Hottigeren Wenger describe the 
application concept of Mocca as follows: "Mocca is decision oriented. It is based on a 
model that collects, relates, and evaluates all components of the decision process 
based on their importance. Mocca guarantees that depending on the complexity of the 
case, the most critica! and economically important elements are always examined, 
elements such as positive marginal income for the bank, degree of conformity with 
intemal credit guidelines, customer solvency, worthiness of the real estate, and 
salability ..... Mocca is not an expert system in the sense of imitating the ex pert's 
problem-solving behaviour. ... Mocca is completely task-oriented. It is used as an 
intelligent assistant at different levels of the mortgage credit-granting process .... The 
user is driven by the critica! points of the current case and not by the structure of the 
interface." 

The knowledge intensive task "the assessment of mortgage-credit proposals" is 
supported by a guidance application. The professional is led by the guidance 
application through the asssessment task in a case specific manner. Dependent on the 
complexity of the case the guidance application determines elements to be examined in 
sub-tasks such as positive marginal income for the bank, degree of conformity with 
intemal credit guidelines, customer solvency, worthiness ofthe real estate, and 
salability. These sub-tasks are supported with actvice or automate functions (the 
description of Mocca Jacks necessary details for determing whether an ad vice or 
automate function is applied for each of the mentioned sub-tasks. 
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Cresus: 
Cresus is a "cash-management expert system" described by Shell et al. (1992). Shell et 
al describe Cresus as follows: "The cash-management decision mak.ing process is a 
complex task that requires not only a highly skilied treasurer but also the availability 
of appropriate software tools. Each day , the treasurer has to make the following 
logistical decisions: how to coordinate the company•s· forecasted collections and 
payments through banking accounts; whether to borrow money or in vest surplus 
money and how to do each; how many fund movements to make and between which 
accounts and with what amounts; and for each of these decisions, which financial 
instruments to u se ... The main objective of this tooi are the following: First is to 
optimize the global cash flow by automatically generating optima! solutions. To 
achieve this goal, the system simulates a set of possible solutions to the current period, 
evaluating the costof each and choosing the best. This approach offers an objective 
criterion on which the treasurers base their decisions and allows them to analyze the 
elements that most affect the cost. Second is to plan future periods, taking into 
account the influence of each day's decision on the remaining days of the period. This 
approach allows the user to avoid undesired situations intheshort term ... When 
inefficiencies are found , corrective actions are suggested to the user and, if desired, 
automatically performed by the system" 

The IT-support provided for cash flow planning in the current period (the first 
described support goal of Cresus) is supported with an automated problem sol ver. 
For, Cresus proposes optima! solutions for this period. Cash flow planning for future 
periods seems to be supported with a counseling application for more than one 
alternative courses of action appear to be proposed. 

Legislation Designers Workbench (in Dutch: OntwerpBank Wetgeving): 

Op Ex: 

The Legislation Designers Workbench (LDW) supports legislation designers in the 
dutch Ministery of Education, Culture and Science. Legislation designers are 
supported in creating legislation out of educational policy. The objective for 
introducing LDW is to improve the quality of the design process. Within other dutch 
ministeries similar applications have been built (e.g., Ledaas described by Mathijssen, 
1994). LDW consists of two main parts: a design projects application and a hypertext 
knowledge communication application. The design projects application is a guidance 
application in which the design task is supported with conditionally inferred checklists 
and views on the hypertext knowledge base. The hypertext knowledge base is an 
abstracted knowledge storage and retrieval application, that contains legislation and 
Iegislation design knowledge. 

OpEx supports professionals within the dutch Bedrijfsvereniging voor 
Gezondheidszorg (BVG) in the assessment of unemployment allowances (Top, 1993). 
For obtaining an unemployment allowance in the Netherlands, the employee may not 
have caused his unemployed situation himself. By asking questions, OpEx collects 
case specific information that is inputled by the BVG-professionals. Based on the 
collected in formation an ad vice is generated conceming the reproachability of the 
unemployment situation. Therefore, OpEx is counseling application. 
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Prestatieverbetering door de inzet van IT dient binnen het werk van "cooperative 
repetiti ve professionals" (CO REP professionals) gericht te zijn op het reduceren of 
hanteerbaar maken van taakcomplexiteit 
(hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift) 

11 
De prestaties van COREP professionals zijn afhankelijk van de volgende acht aspecten 
van taakcomplexiteit: (I) onoverzichtelijkheid van de taak, (2) ontoegankelijkheid van 
kennis, (3) instabiliteit van kennis, (4) meetbaarheid van gevalskenmerken, (5) 
gelijkvormigheid van gevallen, (6) gebrek aan feedback, (7) heterogeniteit van de 
gevallen, (8) noviteit van de gevallen. 
(hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift) 

lil 
De functionaliteit van rf-applicaties is te beschrijven op basis van variaties en 
combinaties van de volgende vier kemfunctionaliteiten: (1) veredelingsfunctionaliteit, 
(2) communicatiefunctionaliteit, (3) manipulatiefunctionaliteit, (4) 
presentatiefunctionaliteit 
(hoofdstuk 4 van dit proefschrift) 

IV 
In kennisgebaseerde IT-applicaties ter ondersteuning van professionals moet (als data 
opgeslagen) kennis aan gebruikers worden gepresenteerd op een wijze die naadloos 
aansluit op de taak die de gebruikers verrichten. 
(dit proefschrift) 

V 
Als gevolg van de groeiende populariteit van het thema kennismanagement worden 
veel IT-applicaties die vroeger als data-, of informatiebank aangeduid werden, nu als 
raadpleegbare kennisbank getypeerd. 



VI 
CO REP professionals opereren vaak binnen bedrijfsprocessen met een relatief geringe 
(logistieke) procescomplexiteit, maar met een relatief hoge taakcomplexiteit 
Herontwerp gericht op prestatieverbetering zal derhalve tot op taakniveau moeten 
ingrijpen. Om daadwerlcelijk inzicht te kunnen verwerven in de wijze van 
taakuitvoering van professionals, zal in herontwerptrajecten daarom vaak tot op het 
niveau van hun cognitieve redeneerproces afgedaald moeten worden. 

VII 
Binnen de bedrijfskunde sluiten de contingentiebenadering en ontwerpgericht 
onderzoek goed aan op de eisen ten aanzien van snelheid en pragmatiek die gelden 
binnen een wereld die vaak als complex en turbulent wordt ervaren. 

Vlll 
Een bedrijfskundig ingenieur onderscheidt zich van een niet-technisch bedrijfskundige 
niet alleen op basis van zijnihaar afftniteit met techniek, maar vooral ook door de mate 
waarin zijnihaar vermogen tot ontwerpgericht denken is ontwikkeld. 

IX 
New age (management) goeroes voorzien in een behoefte aan voorbeeldgedrag en 
referentiekader waarin voorheen - vooral voorafgaand aan de leegloop van kerken -
voorzien werd door gezagsdragers binnen de verzuilde samenleving. 

x 
Als belangrijk argument voor een parlementaire in plaat~ van een directe democratie 
wordt vaak het principe van arbeidsdeling aangevoerd. Uit praktische overwegingen 
kan immers niet iedereen dagelijks naar Den Haag gaan om zich met het landsbestuur 
te bemoeien. AL~ gevolg van de toenemende penetratie van informatie- en 
communicatietechnologie binnen onze maatschappij zal dit argument echter op den 
duur niet langer toepasbaar zijn. Dit zal ertoe leiden dat we hetzij het stelsel van 
parlementaire democratie hetzij de argumenten voor dit stelsel aan moeten passen aan 
de realiteit 

XI 
Slechts door negatieve levenservaringen kan men leren de positieve kwaliteiten van het 
leven beter op waarde te schatten. 



XII 
Het "nemen" van kinderen is tegenwoordig - meer dan vroeger - meestal een expliciet 
besluit van de ouders. Bij het komen tot dit besluit speelt de duur en de kwaliteit van 
de relatie tussen beide ouders te vaak een ondergeschikte rol ten opzichte van de 
biologische en maatschappelijke levensfase waarin de ouders verkeren. 

XIII 
De toegenomen welvaart en bestaanszekerheid in onze na-oorlogse westerse 
samenleving hebben ertoe geleid dat een grote groep westerlingen ervoor kiest tijdens 
(veelal) verre vakanties "avontuurlijk" op reis te gaan en veel fysiek ongemak als 
uitdagend en prettig te ervaren. Vrijwiltig afstand nemen van de ultieme zekerheden 
zoals: paspoort. retour-ticket en geld (niet in volgorde van belangrijkheid) doet men 
echter (nog) slecht~ zelden. 


